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Landing out can be exciting!

On occasions it can be a little too exciting if you happen to have picked
the wrong field!
Everyone makes a mistake sooner or later, and whether it's a mangled Merino
or a graunched Grob you'll be well covered - provided of course you're with
Mowbray Vale!
So if you happen to be looking for insurance, why not contact the people who
won't pull the wool over your eyes?

Ring Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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PIK30
15/17 metre

THE ALL-THE-YEAR ROUND SAILPLANE
with RETRACTABLE ROTAX 43hp ENGINE
Max. LD 45 to 1

ELECTRIM SAILPLANES
Thruxton Racing Circuit, Weyhill, Andover, Hants
Tel. No. (026 477) 2089

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954
INSURANCE REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN ON GRP, METAL OR WOODEN AIRCRAFT
AEROLENE FABRIC AND OTHER MATERIALS AVAILABLE

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LTO -

Winter and second-hand aircraft instruments

Both companies have instruments on special offer
Send SAE for price lists

SOUTHOOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTO
CAA approved to build the PIPISTRELLE Microlight
Capacity available to manufacture GRP Components
BGA AND PFA APPROVED INSPECTORS

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone: HERRIARO (0256-83) 359
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The VHF transceiver
Becker Ar 3201 combines
small size with
high performance.
Small instrument size (2Y4").
5-7 Watts outpu.t power.
Reduced power consumption,
approx. 70 mA.
Automatic battery voltage
monitoring.
Automatic self-test.
Four programmable channels,
non volatile memory.

VHF distress frequency 121· 5 MHz
permanently stored.
Prepared for frequency range
extension to 137 MHz.
Included: Intercom, panel lighting.
Options:
Display of outside air temperature,
display of battery voltage.
For further information contact
Mike Dawson 01-897 6446

Iat I Fieldtech
Hunting

Heathrow

Fieldtech Heathrow Limited
Huntavia House 420 Bath Road
Longford Middlesex UB7 Oll England
Telex: 23734 FlDTEC G
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Aero
Instruments

INTROOUCES
ANEW
COMPACT
AUDIO·
VARIOMETER

6A Dunham Road
Billerica, MA 01821 USA
Tel: 617 663-7662
Telex: 948503 CAI BLRC
Check these features:

We've listened to your comments -

and now introduce the CAV Series:

A new, integrated Variometer System. Included in a single package is: a
Variometer, an AUdio, and a 20-second Averager.
The Cambridge CA-V Series combines a technology proven in 5000 instruments
world-wide, a high'ly readable display, and a pleasant Audio with an adjustable
quiet band, as specially requested by our UK customers.

80mm Standard case
Readable round scale
Dual Range, Dual Damping
TE Probe compensated
Full-range Audio with adjustable
quiet band
20 second Averager

The Cambridge CAV Series represents our commitment to state-of-the-art
technology, and to keeping in the forefront of soaring instrumentation.

Repeater available
Competitively priced in the UK
at £249.55 inc VAT

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd
Cotswold House, Mill Street, ISLlP, Oxon OX5 2SY Tel: (08675) 2357
23 Orchard Way, Offord O'Arcy, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 9RE Tel: (0480) 811931
Telex: 83138 Telkay G

PEGASUS 101 CLUB TRAINER
A SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PEGASUS 101 STD
PRICED TO UNDERCUT ALL COMPETITION AT FRANCS 118,000
PLUS SPECIAL DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS AVAILABLE

*

SUITABLE FOR FIRST SOLO AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS
GLIDE ANGLE 39:1 (WHY SETILE FOR LESS?)
SPRUNG UNDERCARRIAGE WITH FIXED 500 x 5 MAINWHEEL AND NOSE SKID
EXCELLENT GROUND CLEARANCE AND HANDLING
ACCOMMODATES PILOTS UP TO 6' 6" and 250 LB
SUPERB IN FLIGHT HANDLING AND DOCILE STALL
POWERFUL DOUBLE PADDLE AIRBRAKES FOR EXCELLENT APPROACH CONTROL
AUTOMATIC CONNECTING ELEVATOR AND FRONT TOW HOOK AS STANDARD
INTERESTED? FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
Ring Steve White on 0494 36888 or Alister Kay on 20406 2491, or write to

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Marlow, Bucks
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STOP PRESS
Highest placed pegasus
in the 1985
UK Std Nationals will win
a new GQ parachute

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

f~

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

Member of B.I.B.A.

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

* PZL Compasses -

Busola BSI
£30 + VAT

* O/K Barographs

£156.00 + VAT
The well-known clockwork barograph

BG'POWERED
SAILPLANES UK

McLEAN AVIATION
THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH
YORK
Y02 3QA
0904 83653
*

*

*

Factory trained and approved repair agent for
GLASER-DIRKS sailplanes

*

*

*

Major repairs to glass and carbon fibre,
steel tube and wooden structures

*

*

*

*

FOR SALE - OPEN TO OFFERS

* Nimbus 2 *

Libelle -

Competition ready or bare hull

hull only or with wooden trailer

* DG 202/17 -

hull only or with
instruments and AMF trailer

* Cobra -

complete outfit needs attention

August/September 1985

New records - See Overseas News
Page 197

*

Sole UK Agents for OIK Barographs

*

.l7-G'- 4!71l- Self-launching Sailplane

wooden trailer

First four places in German
motor glider championships
LAUNCH YOURSELF INTO A
NEW WORLD OF SOARING

BOB McLEAN -

0904-83653

JOHN ELLlS - 0765-89431
PLEASE ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION
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We are please to announce that

\ :WESTLEY

lIWJ

AIRCRAF1

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
Wharley End, Cranfield, Beds MK43 OAL
Tel (0234) 751807 (works)
(0525) 379567 (after working hours)

PETERBOROUGH
SAILPLANES
(PETERBOROUGH AIRCRAFT CO LTO)

73 HIGH STREET, MAXEV, PETERBOROUGH
REPAIRS

WOOD, METAL, GLASSFIBRE
NOTHING TOO LARGE OR SMALL

MATERIALS AEROLENE £2 per yard
SPRUCE. PINE.• PLY, DOPE, GLUE,
RESINS. TAPES, INSTRUMENTS etc.
CANOPIES

YOUR PROBlEMS SOLVED
REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS AND
MOULDINGS

SPARES

LARGE STOCKS OF NEW AND
USED PARTS, HOOKS, WHEELS,
WINGS, TAILPLANES, RUDDERS. etc.

TRAILERS

ANY TYPE BUILT TO YOUR
REQUIREMENTS

SALVAGE

REPAIRABLE SALVAGE FOR SALE,
PARTS AND COMPLETE AIRCRAFT
BOUGHT. ANYWHERE. ANY
CONDITION

TEL: 0778-347506
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Also available
TIle IFWIN E662
and EB73

The complete glider service under one roof
Glass fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of
sailplane in our environmentally controlled workshop with
post cure facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest
components.
Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
On-site TIG, argon arc and gas welding to CM standards
in all materials.
Fly your motO!.glider in to us for a complete service, C of A,
or bring it to us for repair, full airframe, engine, propeller
and instrument service available.
Bring your tug aircraft to us for service or repair.
We can manufacture any components in our machine
shop, full turning, milling, and sheet metal facilities.
Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
BGA, PFA, CM Approval.
C of A to all types.

LOW-PROFILE PARACHUTE

IRVIN

have moved to a brand new purpose-built workshop at

*

EB75

• All-up weight 6.9!,g
• IRVIN lightweight
1.24 Canopy
• Contoured, 3-pin
side opening pack:
Length 5s0mm
Widtl1l360mm
IDeptl1 between
65mm x eOmm
•

3-point quiCkly
adjustable harness

•

Full packing and servicing instructions

•

Suitable lor Aircraft. Gliders and Helicopters

For full details write 10:

Sales Department, IRVIN Great Britain Limited. LETCHWORTH,
Herts. SG6 1EU
Tel. L.etctlworth (0462) 686262

Telex: 82198

THE

TB720

AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER
For many years those involvedi'l gidlng
have been aware of the advantages 01 airband radio communicallon. However i:I the
past type approved equipment has been
prohibitively expensive. II has also been
awkward to position, heavy and the associated problems of where to salely pulthe battery considerable. Suitable seli:ondhand
commercial transceivers have also been dif.
ficultto come by and to gel them 011 the cor·
rect allocated frequency has always been a
problem.
The TR720 CM approved airtland transceiver costs only £395.00 plUS VAT and, as
you see in the photograph, is ideally suitable
lor glider operation. Havin!il its OWril internal
power s~pIy. 1he TA7.20 IS compact, lightweight end 8aslly transferable lrom glider 10
gilder.
Please telephone or wr~e 10 \lS here at f,4at·
lock for a full colour descriptive Ieane!.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 5lE
TELEPHONE 0629-2817, 2430,4057.4995
SAILPLANE & GUDING

F.ROM ROlLADEN SCHNEIDER GmbH

THE

*
*

FROM WALTER DITTEL GmbH

FSG50G

LS-6

New generation 15m Class racer
Performance -

to follow the LS-4 precedent

OR
THE

*
*

LS-4

The outstanding Standard Class sailplane
Winner 1983 World Competition

*
*
*
*

Sw -720 CH
Low power consumption
Ideal for sailplanes
Low price

*
*

Handheld 720 CH
8-12hr operation

FSG 5

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKE RD,

THAME,

OXOioJ

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

PZL-WILGA

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minutes for the whole towing operation

5ZD-50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

COME AND FLY OUR
GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

DEMONSTRATORS

NEW-15 Metre

JANTAR STD 3

SZD· 48 . 3

GLIDE ANGLE 1:40

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park

(0494) 40911
(0628) 39690

August/September 1985

Beoker

. Marlow

.

Bucks

Telex: 848341 CHACOM G
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THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

~LPLANES

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

NOW IN OUR 25th YEAR

'"

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW

HOFFMANN PROPELLERS
Overhaul and Repair Service

Tel. 061·427 2488

CANOPIES

Fully approved by LBA, CAA, FAA
Fast, Efficient Service
Manufactured in Composites
Aerobatic or Touring
New Technology Units for the '80s
New Props in stock for Motor Gliders
and light aircraft

Perspex replacement units for most
glass and wood gliders. All canopies are
moulded stress free with a new technique and with superb optics.
Size range - from as wide as a Motor
Falke to as long as a K-13.

Prompt Attention to all your NEEDS
Repairs also to USA made props
Offer Exchange Units to keep you flying

Immediate fitting service if required.

Personal Service from Authorised Stockist

BOB REECE, Rematic
School House, Norton, Nr Worcester

SOARING EQUIPMENT L TO
193 RUSSELL ROAD, BIRMINGHAM
021-449-1121
TELEX 335176

Tel Worcester (0905) 821334

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.t.R. 24 series o~ygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen contro'ls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed fmm the Compan.y·s highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specific.ation 0 I B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
tum-'wund postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE -

SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTO
Oakfield Works, Branksome Hill Road', College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camberley 0276-35885
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If you haven't been launched by a -

MUNSTER VAN GELDER
- then you really haven't lived
/

The van Gelder is not 'lust another winch'It's a revolution in wire launching thinking
From the cable end to the 'business' end everything has been looked at anew.

And the result - A launching unit of unsurpassed efficiency.
Literally No other winch offers you A six (or more) cable system
24 plus cablelhour capability
Any-speed to dead stop cable draw-off without overrun
Foolproof, no effort, key only drum selection
Child's-play launching technique
Positively pleasurable, low noise, almost nil vibration driving
Smooth 2 to 4 second zero to flying speed initial acceleration
Unchallengeable launch heights throughout wind speed range
Multiple unique safety features including powerful self-loading (2 sec) guillotines
Professionally conceived, thoroughly tested and fully stressed design
Construction to outstanding engineering standard with 100% new components

And all this and much more besides for by far the lowest capital cost per cable
drum of any commercially available winch

Too good to be true? - Judge for yourself
when you see the Munster van Gelder in action at the London Gliding Club
If you are not amazed - we will be!
Contact John Jeffries
at London Sailplanes Ltd
on Dunstable (0582) 63419

August/September 1985

LONDON SAILPLANES LTD
Sole UK agents for
Munster van Gelder Winches
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds
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BACK TO BASICS -

Part 6

Circuit Planning - 2

DEREK PIGGOTT is writing mainly for beginners and
Instructors although this popular series Is being widely read
It would be impossible to cover all the
special conditions which have to be taken
into account at different gliding sites.
Each has its peculiarities and traps for
the unwary which need to be understood
by everyone flying there. However, it is
important to realise thal in a different
location procedures designed to cater for
a particular hazard.D11 one site may
themselves create a problem elsewhere.
For example, the effects of a strong
curl over in the lee of a ridge of 'hills may
necessitate keeping very close to the
field on the base leg to avoid the risk of
an under-shoot. The same positioning on
a field landing in open country wour'a
almost certainly result in a danger,ous
over-shoot.
It is important, therefore, nut only to
learn how to get down safely and accurately on your own site, but to understand any special circumstances which
apply there. Experience flying at other
sites is invaluable because of the need to
consider the special circumstances and to
modify your planning accordingly. However, it is important to realise t'hat ,it is
only on the first circuit and landing that
you make in a new place or on tile first
flight of the day at your home sHe that
you use your judgment. On subsequent
flights you simply compare your posi.
tioning with that on the first flight. So on
your first flight you should make a special
point of landing accurately on a chosen
spot to tes·t your judgment and ability.
Then if you land several hundred yards
further On it is condusive proof that you
cannot yet rely on your judgment or flying for an accurate landing. It is no good
thinking or claiming that you could have
landed on the spot if you had really
wanted to. You didn't make it and you
are not so clever as you should be.
With a car or winch launch, the need
to think and plan the circuit quickly
becomes apparent. The pilot is often
faced with unavoidable problems such as
cable breaks or abnormally low launches
when it becomes impossible to join the
circuit at a pre-determined height. But
no matter what type of launch is being
used it is still vital to have experience of
planning from various positions and
heights.
It is always easiest to start the circuit
with a downwind leg and with sufficient
height to guarantee being opposite the
landing area with at least 500ft. Running
162

short of height is an embarrassment but
it is ridiculous to start the downwind leg
with so much height that you are bound
to arrive back to this position at more
than 700 or 800ft. Normally you would
be searching for thermals or practising
turns elc with any spare height and! it ,is
just a maUer of turning onto the downwind leg at a suitable height, Whenever
possible this practice flying and searching for lift should be done upwind and to
the side of the field. If a thermal is found
this enables you to climb well up before
having to give up because of drifting too
far downwin~ of the field.

circling you will find that you are still
positioned badly and have a problem
getting into an ideal position for your
approach.
Most beginners tend to fIy on a converging course to the field as they fly
back downwind. Make a point of checking and recnecking that you are not converging and that the angle between you
and the nearest landing area is still abollt
30°, unless you think you are running
short of height. If the angle is getting too
steep, make a definite, well banked turn
and steer off to improve the positioll as
soon as you can. A gentle gradual turn

"'f It would 'eave you In a dIfficult or marginal position do not circle.
Use some other way to use up the height . •. "
Perhaps you have a little too much
height and are thinking about doing a
360° turn to use it up. Although a well
banked turn will normally use up 50 to
100ft, if you happen to turn into an area
of sink this may easily be 200ft or more.
This is most likely to be the case when
you hit an obviously strong bit of lift and
try to use it. As you start the turn you
fall into that very strong sink close by
and within seconds you are several
hundred feet worse off. This means that
you should always think quickly before
you make a 360° turn, "Can I afford to
lose 200ft and drift back"? If it would
leave you in a difficult or marginal position do not circle. Use some other way
to use up the height, widening the circuit
or even using the airbrakes. Above all, if
you do decide to circle, make it a well
banked turn. This will reduce the time
you spend in the turn and minimise the
height lost if you are in sink.
Provided that you are not being
drifted away from the field by a crosswind, it is quite all right to turn away
from the field and the choice of turning
right or left should depend on your position at the time. If you are already rather
close and are looking down at a steep
angle, turn away to improve your positioning slightly. At every stage of the
flight try to improve your positioning
first and then worry about getting rid of
any excess height. If you are obviously
too high and too close, move away to
improve your position first and then, if
you are still too high, use up the height.
If you try to use up the height first by

will not help much and you will find
yourself still too close by the time yOll
have to turn onto the base leg.
Somewhere along the downwind leg,
dependIng on your site, the weather, and
various other factors including the whims
of your instructor, you must prepare for
the landing. There are several recognised
pre-Ianding checks but the most vital
items are to put the wheel down, if oil is
retractable, to pick up speed and retrim.
to put you hand on the airbrakes ready
to use them and to disregard that aJt.imeter from then on. Whatever happens
these must be done by about 500ft and
from then on the important things are to
judge the heights for the rest of the circuit and to keep monitoring the airspeed
indicator and maintaining your chosen
speed. Make sure that you have looked
for and seen any other traffic on the circuit and have checked that the wind has
not changed and that you have a clear
landing area available.
The last part of the downwind leg, the
base leg and the final approach are the
busiest times of all for the pilot. Any
over-concentration on one item will
result in something going wrong. The ar!
is to keep checking everything continuously like this: Going downwind - speed OK? Angle
to the nearest landing area OK? Looks a
bit close, tum out quickly. Landing area
clear? No, one glider on the right hand
edge, but I can land well clear of it on the
left. Wind sock? Still the same slight
crosswind from the left. Height OK?
Plenty, going 10 be a /il/le high, but the
SAILPLANE & GUDING

•

"

angle is abou.t right now. Speed up ,to
55kt and retrimmed. Other traffic? Nothing near, K-8 just launching. Hand all
brakes and last glance at altimeter. Says
600ft so probably about 500ft so height
OK. Angle about right? Speed -still OK?
Angle looks OK but speed down to 50kt,
lower the nose a liltle. Light wind so posi,tion of the turn onto base needs to be
just after the bOlJndaryof the landing
area passes the wingtip; turning now.
Angle looks steep, S((~p the turn early to
mOlle back further. Speed? Does it look
as though I will be mut:h too high for the
final turn? MOlle back (1 little more and
open the air/jrokes to get down a bit,
speed down to 50 again. Low enough
now so close the brakes ,again. When
should I starl the final turn? Starl banking now, well banKed turn, speed H. Will
I need the airbrakes Oil immediately the
turn is finished? Yes, still rather high so
full brake immediately, speed 52, nose
down a little, etc, etc.
Trying to write all those thoughts
dowll' makes one realise wha t a very high
work 'load the pillot has on a normal
appwach and landing. If you can manage to be thinking one stage ahead all
the time, it can all be kept under control.
But0nce you get behind the action all
you can do is to lry and extricate yourself from the awkward situations which
will keep occurring and to badge up the
mess as best you Can.
Although at first you need guidance
and help with the planning, after a few
circuits' and a comprehensive briefing
about it, YOIJ will learn very little if your
instructor keeps telling you "Turn onto
the base leg now." "Open the airbrakes
now" etc, etc. You need to be left to
make your own decisions as far as is
practical and safe. Often he can help by
suggesting to you what you ought to be
thinking, like this: "Remember, if you
think you are much higher than you
need to be, either use up the height with
the airbrakes or move further back, you
decide." Or "T~ink ahead during this
fina'l turn so that you can decide when
and how much airbrake you will need on
the approach, you decide."
If the conditions are unstable, areas of
lift and sink will upset your planning so
that you may have to change your plans
quickly to prevent things getting right
out of hand. Ideally you need experience
dealing with "situations" rather than
praclice at "perfect" circuits in stable
conditions. In addition to experience of
running out of height situations, it is
important to learn to join the circuit
after soaring flights where you may have
gained little or no height yet have drifted
back behind the landing area. This is
likely to happen on early soaring f1iglltS
from a car or winch launch and often
leads to dangerously bad planning if you
August/September 1985

haven't done il several times before.
If the beight permits always Iry (0
work back up wind and join the circuit
normally. When less height is available
try to move well out. 10 one side of the
landing area first so that you will have al
least a good base leg to adjust your
hei:gfut and position. Bin never circle 10
try to lhermal or to use up height on or
near the downwind boundary. If you hit
sink and drift back when circling you can
easily find yourself unable to get back
against the wind to the landing area.
Remember tha't on many occasions you
may be operating in a crosswind so- that
the "downwind" boundary will be on
one side of th,e field. Circling on the
downwind side .\0 use up height or to try
to use lift is dangerous.
If you are already established in lift
and drift 'back it is relatively safe to COliltinue as long as you are still within, easy
gliding reach of the field. But always
allow for the possibility of meeting sinking air as well as having the headwind to
contend with. Until you are experienced
and are flying gliders with a good performance, an angle of about 30° is a sensible limit. Avoid flying over the landing
area. This is an awkward position to
escape from because as you flyaway
from it you cannot see how far you have
flown. If the height permits, fly well off
to the side to give you a long base leg.
This will give you time to reposition
yourself for the final turn and to use up
any excess height with the airbrakes on
the base leg.

Only a few seconds to be critically
near to stalling
Fundamentally, there is nothing
against using the airbrakes in the final
turn provided that the speed is monitored frequently and maintained and, of
course, provided that there will still be
more height than is necessary to be able
to complete the turn by a safe height.
However, it is probably wise for the
inexperienced pilot to avoid suddenly
opening them during the turn unless it is
ridiculously high. Opening the airbrakes
will Cause a loss of speed unless the nose
is lowere,d the appropriate amount and if
this is not done it will only take a few
seconds to lose enough speed to be critically near to staIlil1g, a very serious situatim! when turning finals. Therefore
unless the height is really excessive it is
advisable to finish ,the turn first before
opening the brakes fully to use up that
height. If on Ihe other hand you are on
the base leg with the airbrakes already
oul andil is clear that the turn will still
be very high, provided that you are careful to monitor the airspeed and maintain
it in the turn, it would be reasonable to

continue the tum with the airbrakes out.
BUI watch oUI. The rate of descent will
be very high so you need 10 be ready to
close them if you find you have used up
your excess.
Never use the airbrakes before or during a final turn ulilless you can see that
otherwise you will have excess height by
the lime you have completed it. Many
marginal situations and dangerously low
final turns occur because the pilot automatically opens the brakes without considering how high the turn will be completed. Always try to compare your
heighl with nearby trees or buildings so
Ihat you are not mislead inio using the
a,irbrakes because your angle to the landing area looks sle-ep. Remember that a
steep angle could mean either that you
are too- high or tha t you are not high bu t
are far too close to the landing area.
Make sure that you can always finish the
final turn at a safe height. If it looks a
little on Ihe low side, close the brakes
immediately until the turn has been
completed.
In some ways flying from a large glidiITg site is a disadvantage during basic
training because the seriousness of poor
planning is not always apparent. Running short of...height simply means turning in to land further up the field and a
longer push back for the next launch.
This would never do on a field landing
where a poorly planned approach might
result, at best, in a badly damaged glider.
So normally it is a bad habit to gamble
by trying to soar in lift low down and to
rely on not meeting any sink on the way
back downwind.
In reality, every circuit should be
made with sufficient reserve of height to
ensure that an area of sink cannot seriously upset the planning or positioning
for a good approach. Somewhere on the
base leg this reserve of height must be
reduced by using the airbrakes so that by
the final turn the height and position
allows an accurate and controllable
approach. Obviously any approach with
little or no airbrake is dangerously low.
However, any approach requiring full
airbrake continuously is dangerously
high except in very windy weather. It
will result in an over-shoot if any lift is
encountered on the approach. When
landing in a restricted area, anytime
full airbrake is being required for more
than a few seconds, it would be wise to
start sideslip ping. This will usually get
you down quickly to a position where
less thah full airbrake is needed so that
the situlttion is once more under control.
Every cross-country pilot should be
capable of making safe and accurate full
airbrake sideslips for this purpose. I t is
little use being able to get into a sideslip
of sorts' after a delay of some seconds
(Continued on pJ67.)
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MARY TAKES TO POWER -Part 1
Now MARY MEAGHER has her Silver C, she decided to take the opportunity
to get her PPL and signed on for a course in ground studies at Booker
Paid a visit to Aviation House, 129
Kingsway, in London last week to pick up
my PPL. Paid a lot more than a visit,
actually. Nobody happened to mention
the fee until I was sent round to the
cashier, and when she said "Eighty
pounds, please," I nearly dropped my
chequebook. I had thought it might be
£18, or £20 thereabouts.:'The licence is
good for life, you kno~" said the kind
lady, noticing my ashen hue and trembling hand as I signed a cheque for £80
payable to the CAA. "Well," said I, "that
may be a bargain for a 21 year-old, but it
sounds like a lot of money for one of
middle years" - but I paid it. Having got
this far, what's another £80? Didn't want
a new car anyway.
Myoid Ford Escort has worn a groove
in the M40 between Oxford and
Wycombe this winter, but the trip into
London was nearly too much f()r both of
us, traffic was blocked up for miles, and
the Ford developed blind staggers and a
severe case of carburettor icing on the
Marylebone flyover. Finding the Pilot
Licence Office in Aviation House itself is
yet another test of navigation, through
the maze of corridors, clutching logbook,
forms and documents. John MacDonald
works here, someplace, and had promised my test papers would be waiting at
the desk, and they were, just as he said.
It all started last October. Notice on
the board said John MacDonald was giving a course in ground studies for those
glider pilots at Booker who wished to
convert the Silver C to a PPL. Subjects to
be covered, aviation law, navigation and
meterology, and aeroplanes part I (I just
love the way you Brits spell Airplane!).
Places on the course were limited to 15. I
put my name down, No. 18 on the list,
hoping someone would drop out. Sure
enough, someone did. I was accepted on
the course and duly purchased textbooks,
protractor, computer, rule and a brand
new 1:500,000. What happened next was
most unkind. All eager student, I sat
through John Mac's first lecture, taking
notes on the meaning of the ISA, the
QFE, VNE, RAS, VDF, GNP and XYZ.
At the end of the evening I was truly
knackered. Burnt out, Brain shut down
altogether. I left my books in the car, my
car in the drive and somebody stole it!
Why would anyone want to steal a
rusty old Ford Escort with 93 000 miles
on the clock? We found it next day wide
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open, the stereo ripped out and all my
books gone! Two pairs of spectacles,
notes, books, the lot. And worst of all,
the absolute worst of all, my logbook. I
really, really cared about my logbook. If
the house had burned down I would have
rescued the logbook first and then the
kids. Anything else could be replaced,
but not my logbook! First flight, first solo,
Bronze C, Silver C, it was all in there, in
several colours, remarks by instructors, a
note from the folks at RAE Bedford, my
heart's blood! Gone. Irretrievably gone.
Vanity, after all. Only vanity. Didn't
really need the logbook. I can live withou t it. Even though the original barograph trace was in it from my Silver C, I
did have a copy. Lay not your treasures
up on earth, all that is vanity. There's a
lesson here somewhere, but if I ever get
my hands on the dirty thief who stole my
car and chucked my logbook in the ditch,
I'll murder him!

Most glider pilots had
the same opinion of
this versatile gadget
Anyway, Julia Isted let me have a copy
of her notes. I began again with a new set
of books, maps, rule and computer. And
buckled down to hard work. To calculate
track and groundspeed, set wind direction under true heading index, read off
track on circular scale beneath drift on
drift scale, read off ground speed beneath
wind dot. Exactly. I asked Brian Spreckley if he could explain how to calculate
the drift and he said he hadn't used a
computer since he passed his exam. Most
of the other glider pilots who also flew
the tug expressed the same opinion of this
versatile gadget. Nevertheless it all
seemed useful knowledge, especially the
navigation and the Met, and I set myself
most earnestly to absorb it.
The primary difference between a
glider and a power plane is, of course, the
active presence of a propeller up front,
with a lot of heavy, smelly, noisy machinery to make it go, and just over your
head, cutting off the view, two fat stubby
wings full of inflammable fluid. An
understanding of the machinery is useful
in order to persuade it to function and to
continue in good health while en route.
Some of us had a little difficulty in
grasping the concepts. John Mac was
explaining to us the principles of the four

stroke reciprocating engine one memorable evening. "It's perfectly easy to
remember" he declaimed with vigour.
"Induction, compression, expansion, and
exhaust. All you have to remember is
suck, squeeze, bang and blow." We all
thought that One over for a moment of
silence, till one of the girls said, softly and
reverently, "Wow"! General collapse.
I don't think having girls in the class
cramped his style very much. Though
John Mac took the mickey from time to
time (especially out of me because of my
transatlantic origins) he did not hesitate
to recommend that ancient salacious
mnemonic for True, Variation, Magnetic
Drift, Compass -that has stood tile test of
time. Basic drill and hard study was certainly required, we dared not miss a
single 'lecture. Each ()ne began with a
written test and if you didn't score 18 out
of 20 you were in trouble. "I'Ve never
had a failure yet" said John Mac, "though
some do not complete the course."
By December L2 we were saturated in
detail, filled to the brim with points of
law, principles of flight andtne practice
of navigating across the 1:500000 in
inches, feet and millibars. I s,till felt a little
shaky ine}(ecution and went the day
before to take a practice paper. Made
several stupid mistakes, ie put the protractor down on the map with 360 pointing west, and forgetting whether the wind
backs or veers before a cold fHmt. I was
careful not to make any stupid mistakes
on the examination proper, and achieved
a very decent pass, which surprised some
people.
Thus encouraged, I decided to go
whole hog, and get the PPL. Think of the
money you save, doing a Silver Cconversion. Only seven hours are r,equired
instead of the normal minimum 38. I
didn't honestly expect to do it in only
seven hours, nobody does, and I'm not
that good a pilot. But I had flown a bit in
the good old USA. Ten hours in a Cessna
152 at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Airport Flying School, CFI and so!'e instructor John Cumberpatch. Back in 1983 that
was, when I waS trying to learn to 'land a
glider and having a lot of problems.
Visiting my Dad in Maryland, struck by
a powerful impulse to levitate from time
to time, the only way they levitate over
there, mostly, is with a propeller on the
front. So I signed up with John Cumberpatch for a bit of circuit bashing. Trouble
0
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was he only had one airplane, and it was
his pride and joy and he was exceedingly
caJ:eful of it. Out of 21 circuits that week,
only once did John actually let me do the
touchdown; every other time we got near
the ground, John look over at the last
minute. I did learn to land a glider eventually, by squinting at the blades of grass
and when I could distinguish one blade
horn the next it was time to round out.
This method does not work for a paved
runway.
Booker GC has a peculiar reputation in
gliding circles. We have been called "The
Booker Mafia", and it is implied our
behaviour is less than sedate and orderly
at all times. I can't understand why people say things like that, we only start
drinking when flying-is ended for the day,
and we have to have our wits about us as
we share Wycombe Air Park with two
power flying clubs, and a helicopter training facility.
Brian Spreckley had recommended
either .John Mac himself or Richard Bird,
CFt at Wycombe Air Centre, as

extremely well qualified to speed my
progress. But having wrestled with John
Mac every week in ground school, I
didn't think it wise to overstrain our
friendship and elected to present myself
for instruction to Richard Bird. He is called" Dicky Bird". I didn't dare and I still
find it difficult to casually say, "Hi, Dicky" to the CFI. CFI's intimidate me.
I should have known better than to
insist that he take me on personally as a
student, when obviously he had more
important things to tend to like running
the flying school, but I said that Brian had
recommended him and I would prefer to
learn with himself, and furthermore could
I please learn on the new syllabus which
did not include the spin? (Stall and spin
awareness is now taught by slow flying
practice, as experience in the US showed
that more people were killed practising
spins than were killed by avoiding the
situation of ever getting into a potential
spin.)
Well enough. I was duly accepted and
signed up for a first lesson the following

week. It was pretty awful. First of all, the
weather was grot. And' when I got in I
didn't realise you had to fly holding onto
the throttle knob the whole dang time, so
my seat was back too far and I could
hardly reach the throttle. I couldn't see
out because I was too low down, and we
flew through the clouds for yonks and
finally got up top and found a clear space
and did slow flying and stall recovery, and
that was okay.
Dicky Bird sat there like the Great
Stone Face and never cracked a smile at
all until we had done all that and he said,
as we were floundering along at 42kt
"now what happens if lover-rudder the
turn?". I said "I know what happens and
I don't want to" ... and he booted in the
rudder and we flipped over and round
and round we went. I recovered with too
much power, and he did it again, and I
said rude words and for the first time
Dicky grinned. The sadist! They're all
sadists! After this abrupt and cruel descent, we flew back and I did a deplorable
landing. I had a lot to learn.

a

Competition Training Course
Have you ever wondered what these BGA courses are like and If they are worthwhile?
BRENDA (NICK) SNOOK found out at Lasham In April and gives her Impressions.
I saw the BGA's advertisement in S&G
- "Competition Training Courses".
One of my many problems is flying too
slow'ly 10 gel 300km and this course
mus'. be about faster flying. I sent my
money.
There were 12 of us on the course most of the members seemed to be
about 20 years-old and as fit as commandos - the Junior Training Squad! If
yO\! are under 25 and have made incredibly fast progress to Silver C, the Sports
Council Ilia BGA may assist with some
expenses. (For full details about the
Squad write to John Williamson, c/o the
BGA office.) The instructors were John
Williamson, Ken Stewart and Lee Hood.
Monday broughl rain. We had an
explanation of "lead and follow" techniques and a film en field landings. In the
afternoon I.W. told us about varios.
Tuesday'S weather looked more hopeful, dry with westerly wind 12-20kt. We
were set a 140km triangle, Hungerford,
Headington (Oxford), which was shortened as (a) the weather deteriorated
and (0) I took forever to reach a reasonable height at Lasham.
"'Oon't worry about it, it could happen
to anyone," 'said Ken. Maybe it could,
but I was first down, on the Gallops at
Kingsclere, all of 22km from home.
Three got back, having found most of
the lift over sag.
Ai.JgustlSeptember 1985

Wednesday morning we had a lecture
on turning point photography, then were
set a 137km triangle Thruxton, Wantage. No rain was forecast and the wind
was light southerly. The viz was poor, so
we had smaller gaggles of three, with the
rest going independently. I was with
Ken's lot again, and determined to stay
up.
We flew the first leg without too much
hassle, with me going through my usual
Red Arrows programme at the TP - I
must get a fixed camera! After that the
lift was weak and we were faintly desperate in the area of Rivar Hill. On our
way once more, we saw Harwell to the
right and made for the obvious hot spot
downwind from Wantage. However, for
me it was as cold as charity and I sank
slowly into my twelfth field and watched
the boys scratch on their way. Half of
the course got back to Lasham.
On Thursday morning we had a lecture on starting techniques which
sounded quite terrifying. I was relieved
to hear that there was an alternative way
to start - timed from take-off!
The task was a 123km Stockbridge,
Goring. The wind was ESE 5-1 Okt, with
viz 10-20km. I decided that following
roads was easier than keeping in a gaggle
in that murk, and lurched off on my own
into the west.
I was very surprised to stumble upon

Stockbridge, and lost my usual 1000ft
photographing it. After that I spent an
age scratching around Middle Wallop
and Andover, hearing the boys drawing
away over the RT. Later conditions
improved and I missed the worst of
things over Goring. I managed to fairly
crackle along to average 29.1 km/h back
to Lasham! About three quarters of us
got back.
On Friday a lecture on thermal entry
gave me hope of improving my time, and
poor blue conditions gave me an opportunity to practise John Willy's theory in
the afternoon. Did it work? - of course!
but you must join a BGA course to find
out the magic formula.
I had to return home on Saturday,
leaving the boys to ridge soar an OIR to
Fovant Badges, under cloud, in a sharp
north-westerly.
The whole course was a great success,
with theoretical and practical aspects
well pitched. All the instructors were
splendid: cheerful with the despondent,
teasing with the over-competitive, Compassionate and practical at the sad
splinter of wood and encouraging to us
all. My abiding memory will be Ken's
repeated call of "What's your height,
Brenda?" like a solicitous border collie
with a stumbling old sheep!
A splendid course - why don't you
try it?

a
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GLIDING RULES OK -

or are they?

A er; de coeur from an average club member, GEOFFREY HAWORTH
Quarrying through some back numbers
of S&G I chanced upon Dave Watt's
admirably trenchant article (See S&G,
December 1977, p254) in which he took
a sideswipe at those whom God hath set
in authority over us, mainly the BGA,
and, principally, at their compulsive
obsession with the making of rules. It
appears there is a Parkinsonian tendency
for rules to expand in number to fill the
time available to the rme makers. I confess to being drawn the more to his article after the complimentary remarks in
his opening paragraph about an article of
mine of the same year, similarly iconoclastic, but that time on the subject of
instructors.
Dave Wall's flying career is well
chronicled; my own less so. Ten years
after my experiences at the hands of
those instructors I have a Bronze C and
own one sixth of a Skylark 2. Progress,
you might say, has been steady rather
than spectacular. I have not yet achieved
a single Silver C leg. A disillusioned, disappointed, disenchanted failure on the
point of leaving the sport? Not on your
life. Happily I have retained that childlike, almost childish, enthusiasm for flying that I can still recall from my wartime A TC days.
A take-off remains the thrill it always
was and a thermal is still cause for sheer
wonder and joy. I feel so sorry for those
for whom such have become commonplace. I still like to touch aeroplanes, be
near to them and even smell them and,
in this, I suggest I share the feelings of
thousands of fellow enthusiasts. I have
no need of an O/R to the Orkneys to get
my kicks. An hour's local soaring will
suffice to put me on cloud 9 for a fortnight and provides me with enough material to bore my non-flying friends for a
month, (most of them believe me to be
one of the country's leading pilots but
they tend not to read S&G).
Your pages quite properly highlight
the "daring do's" of our experts who
ever strive to fly further, higher and, certainly, faster in their ever sleaker, more
slippery and more expensive machines
which, according to your most recently
published accident reports, they seem
increasingly disposed to wrap catastrophically and irreparably around
unseen telegraph poles in some distant
field of this green and pleasant land, presumably to the detriment of all our
insurance premiums - including we less
ambitious mortals. But these experts
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form a distinct minority. Using your own
club statistics and making due allowances for double counting, temporary
membership and some hyperbole on the
part of club secretaries, it appears that
the average flying time/member is about
14 hours. That makes me an archetypal
average club member qualified to speak
on their behalf.
The average club member (hereafter
ACM) pays his· subscription and flying
fees willingly (and, sometimes on time),
performs club chores and makes himself
useful. What does he expect in return?
He will not, if he is wise, calculate the
cost/min of his Hying time; remember
ACM pays for all his air time. Gliding
days are not easily come by and he will
be lucky to attend on more than 25 or
30 days/year. During the week he will be
kind to his wife though from time to
time with outbursts of irritation which he
ascribes to the harassment at work, until
she says "Oh, for heaven's sake what
you need is a day's gliding". He will rise
early and take tea to his wife, kiss her
and say goodbye. "Goodbye darling and
do be careful" she replies. What a
superfluous caution that is. Dry mouthed
and white knuckled he may be but, by
god, he'll be careful. He will arrive at the
club, still quite early (some experts tend
to arrive rather later have you noticed),
have a naller, drag out gliders, tugs
and/or winches, 01, knot cables, tow to
the launch point and begin the days
operations.

Much of the day
is spent
"messing about with gliders"
During the day ACM will log, signal,
allach tow hooks, hold wings and talk
... and talk ... and talk. At some point
in the day he will fly perhaps for half an
hour or so and this will be the highspot.
Not being too flush with the ready he is
likely, at several quid a throw, to fly only
once. He may like to shed some expense
by sharing a flight if he has the energy to
sort out with his partner the local bylaws on who is qualified to fly in which
seat with whom. But after his flight he
will continue his chores and return home
thoroughly contented with his day and in
time for tea. Although flying is central to
our enjoyment, in practice much of the
day is spent "messing about with gliders" .
Of have no wish to offend the females amongst us but,
so far, the English language has failed to cope with
the "his or her" problem so in the interests of brevity
f hope they will forgive me.

So ACM does not expect too much. I
suspect that the overwhelming majority
of our members are content simply to
get into the air fairly regularly for the
sheer joy of it, not necessarily to practise
something, improve some technique or
achieve some goal for some certificate or
other, and certainly not to be checked
for something - especially something he
has no burning desire to do in the first
place. What's so reprehensible about
enjoyment anyway? There can surely b.e
no sport in which members are ruled so
closely and checked so frequently. But,
you say, gliding is a risk sport arid I
agree - I am not arguing for no checks
but fewer.
Climbing is a high risk sport but the
mountaineering fraternity has firmly set
its face against certification (except for
instructor qualifications) prefering to
rely on advice and the good sense of
climbers who do not have to belong to
any club and who, however inexperienced, can undertake any climb however
difficult. The gliding world has substituted rules for judgment. Instead of
inventing rules about who should fly
together and how many hours PI each or
both should possess, it would be possible
in fairly closed clubs for the duty instructor simply to ask the question "can these
two be trusted to fly together".
I think I could go happily from the
cradle to the grave flying close to my
home airfield, taking off from it and
returning to it. Whilst not entirely ruling
out the possibility of Silver C attempts,
such are not essential to my enjoyment. I
am not by nature disposed to landing in
some unknown field, possibly to a hostile
reception, followed by the hassle and
labour of a field derig and late arrival
home. But the pressures are there. Quite
apart from the jibes of friends (which we
can take in good humour) there is the
club ladder but, more significantly, there
are organisational pressures. A sub
Silver C pilot cannot be considered for
an instructor's course nor even carry air
experience passengers, yet the very prudence and caution which have so far
inhibited Silver C attempts may be precisely the qualities which fit him for passenger flying. Insurance restrictions preclude entry to certain syndicates and
some clubs heap humiliation on the
unambitious by regarding all sub Silver
C pilots, however otherwise experrenced,
as ult pilots. It seems to have been overlooked that gliding badges were origlSAILPLANE & GUDING

nally intended to commemorate
achievement - not necessarily synonymous with competence. But these certificates are now misused as licences.
The purpose of this polemic has been
to point out that the backbone of our
movement is that solid core of thousands
of ordinary club members. People who
are keen on but not obsessed by the
sport, who have limited time available
f0r it, who have other interests and
perhaps interesting jobs and wives and
families. They love flying but are unimpressed by certificates, club ladders and
certainly competitive flying. For them

the natural challenge of the elements is
sufficient stimulus. The gliding movement relies on these thousands for without them there would be little money
either to sustain the few expert representatives or the governing bureaucracy.
The average club member admires the
former and respects the latter, but only
as long as they are seen to have him in
mind as they enact their laws and rules.
He does not wish to have his enjoyment
restricted and his activities circumscribed
by stultifying and increasing rules and
regulations.

Oh that Dave Wall's article be
reprinted and read before any meeting
of our legislature, national and local.
Perhaps they will ask themselves - is this
rule really necessary? Is it not simply
part of general airmanship? Are we
thinking only of the few, be they our
experts or the few idiots amongst us?
How will it affect the sensible ordinary
club member? Does every eventuality
require a new rule? If they cannot read
Dave Watt's entire article let them read
the final paragraph which, paraphrased,
says "If he is enjoying himself and doing
no harm to others leave him alone".

a

SATISFACTION - a (highly) personal view
STEVE LYNN
I am writing this at the end of a gliding
Saturday. I know I have enjoyed my day
- I flew for some four hours, shared
one of those hours wi·th my six year-old
son and was delirious with pride when he
shouted from the back "Daddy, you
found a thermal", just before ei-th.er I or
the PZL happened to twig. It was a good
day.
I adore my flying. However, I have to
admit I am a mediocre glider pilot. I
achieve 200km in 5hrs on days when
others do 300km + in 4.5hrs. ThaI gets
the confessions out of the way.
I am the first to accept that one of the
great virtues of our sport is it has something for everyone: if you want to build
winches, fine, if you want to be a
teacher, OK, etc. But I am unlucky. I
have never settled at a given level of
achievement. I do remember most vividly my early days when it was an
achievement to experience a circuit in a
damp T-21 just to know "I have flown."
Naturally I wanted more from my flying,
through solo, Bronze etc.
I am grateful to the badge system for
helping to formalise my goals, but my
problem is that I have no sooner
attained a goal than the next looms into
threatening view. (Is this starting to
sound neurotic?) Many readers of S&G
will, some years ago, have found Steve

Longland's article about a 500km in a
Skylark very disturbing. (See S&G
August 1'974, pI57.) Having achieved
this laudable feat, he was left, not with a
feeling of elation, but, if my interpretation was correct, of "That was fine for
yesterday - now, what about today."
Isn't that awful? Mmmm, me too.
I can't add to the emotions expressed
in that article; I can only sympathise. On
the other hand I have met pilots who, on
a day that I have struggled to complete
220km in difficult blue conditions in N
hours, tell me "Well, Steve, I'm retired
and don't want to race around triangles.
I've just been pottling about over the
countryside looking at disused railway
lines". I then work ou t tha t they have
done 250km in N-! hours.
The thing is this retired bloke is the
same sort of person who builds winches
and loves it. He does what he wants to
do, achieves the goals that he sets himself and, or so I believe, gets a feeling of
completeness or satisfaction. Whereas I
set myself a goal which 1 believe to be
much more than I can possibly achieve,
achieve it and then instead of getting a
big kick out of it, feel I should have dOne
better. Oh no! Don't you start feeling
sorry for me because 50% of you lot are
the same - insatiable.
I don't feel I owe it to readers of
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S&G to explain this frustration further,
except to say that undoubtedly like many
of my gliding friends I spend my nongliding rife with goals of achieving and
hopefully succeeding. It's only gliding
that upsets what would otherwise be a
perfectly satisfactory way of life. But I
suppose one of the requirements of any
sport must be the facility to push one's
personal limits ever further, and I
believe that some of my golf Iplaying
friends feel the same sort of frustrations.
I reiterate that I adore my sport, but I
can only look forward to that day when I
decide that the goal of a 100km or building winches will satisfy me, thal I achieve
it, and I ask no more.

a

(ConJinued from p 163)

while you ,think about it and which rudder you will need. Sideslip approaches
need to be practised regularly. On
almost every approach I make in a solo
glider on my home site I do a few seconds of sideslipping so that I never get
out of practice at it. This does not mean
slipping near the ground. The sideslip
should only be necessary to get rid of
any excess height that ,is beyond the
power of ,the airbrakes and the need to
do it should be apparent shortly after
opening the brakes, high up on the
approach.
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OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 4851.
SI Laurenl. p.a. Canada. H4L 4Z5.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peler Eich. PO Box 82707. Southdale 2135. Johannesburg. Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53. 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £9.50 or US $15 but Intematlonal Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.
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SHARE IN THE BEAUTY
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THE GREAT INDOORS.
Owners, during their weeks,
have full use of the exclusive
Craigendarroch Country Club.
And have full use of the swimming pool, whirlpooL, squash
courts, snooker, solarium, trimnasium, hair and beauty area,
restaurant and bar.
Whilst in the Craigendarroch Hotel adjacent to the
Club, you can dine in fine old
baronial style in the magnificent
Oaks Restaurant. Fine crystal
glasses and bone china help to
create the perfect setting.
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yal Deeside is the perfect
year-round holiday resort.
Breathtaking scenery; a surprisingly mild climate; and the pick
of huntin', shootin and fishin'
and a thousand and one other
outdoor pursuits.

THE ULTIMATE
TIME- OWNERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT.
Just down river from
Balmoral - the ultimate holiday
retreat, one might say - is Craigendarroch, the ultimate freehold,
time-ownership development in
Europe,
Luxury lodges are scattered
on a beautiful tree-covered hUlside

and have every conceivable modem convenience including the
most sophisticated Hi-Fi, TV and
video systems, saunas and whirlpools.
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If Birds Use Feathers, Why Don't We?
BRENNIG JAMES suggests
It is pretty obvious that birds and glider
pilots faced with the same aerodynamic
problems solve them in a different manner. Birds use a tree-like geometry
which hinges at the base of the branches,
while aircraft change their geometry with
door-like hinges.
Over the past few years improvements
in materials enable us to take another
look at the problem. With carbon fibre,
kevlar and light allo,ys how well could we
imitate a bird's wihg? First, what about
feathers? They are small airfoils with a
tubular main spar which is extended as a
stub at the root. The spar is slightly
ahead of the locus of the centres of pressure so that when over-loaded it twists
and spills load by reducing the angle of
attack.
Suppose we tried to make one out of
carbon fibre with various reinforcements, kevlar light alloy and the like?

They could be trimmed
to shape with
scissors
Probably three or four basic varieties,
left or right for the wings and two varieties for the tail. Since they would be
very thin around the wingtips and edges,
they could be trimmed to shape with scissors so that a wide range of sizes and
shapes would be made available in this
way. The root stubs would plug into sockets attached via hinges to the airframe
which is a tubular structure rather like a
bicycle or hang glider.
One major problem is that birds fly in
a state of disequilibrium, but the characteristics of their control loops are faster
than the part controlled, rather like a
walking man who corrects his balance
before he falls over. Since the average
pilot will die several times before he
teams to fly such a device, simulators
may be necessary or some variety of
electronics would need to be incorporated into the control loop.
Elevator control seems to be achieved
by sweeping the wings forward and back.
The pictures of gannets landing with all
airfoils at a very high angle of attack
illustrates a remarkable balancing act,
probably helped a great deal by a profusion of strain gauges all over the body.
In advanced fighter design the fly by
wire system can make every airfoil work
positively since the electronic control
loop takes care of the stability.
August/September 1985

a change of direction for glider design

Hang gliders, which are dangerous
enough already, rely to a good deal on
pendulum stability and clearly any recreational aircraft should have hands off,
power off, stability. However, there are
a good many mad fools about whose flying might be fun to watch in hairy feathered aircraft. The trouble with gliders is
that you have to be launched to a considerable altitude to have much of a
flight and if you get into difficulties it's a
long way to fall.
With an engine you can fly for a long
time within 20ft of the ground, but on
the other hand if ))u stick a limb
through the arc of a prop it's worse than
a Flymo. The age of heroes is over so
far as I am concerned.
Built-in dynamic stability needs about
1kw of power to move the airfoils fast
enough, so a power supply and store is
essential. A chain saw engine and a
shrouded prop should give a reasonable
prime mover with a generator and an
accumulator to carry the juice. Microprocessors are all the rage these days so
we'll have one of them with a forest of
strain gauges to keep it occupied.

Ankles heal nicer than
skulls and legs make a
useful undercarriage
Prone position is strictly for the birds,
ankles heal nicer than skulls, but on the
other hand hang gliders do it very nicely,
and legs make a useful undercarriage, so
on second thoughts, let's do that. That's
our basic specification - now let's throw
it together.
First, a central T consisting of a tubular frame to carry the loads, engine and
pilot. This is faired in and hinges at the
end to carry sockets into which the
feathers plug. The controls are directly
operated by the pilot using pushrods

onto which electric force generators are
mounted. These have variable authority
depending on the 'pilot's inclination and
level of skill. They should be able to fly
the aircraft straight and level on their
own without interference if required.
The pilot should carry a chute and
should be afforded some protection by a
crash helmet and thorax cage built into
the airframe. Roller skates are optional.
What do we hope to achieve by this?
A better cost performance ratio, since
such an aircraft might lie mid-way between current Standard Class glass ships
and hang gliders. A change in effective
wing area of about 100% should be
achieved so that the speed range is better. With all feathers tucked away, the
aircraft would be a hot ship - with all
devices deployed it should scratch very
well and land at low speed. It might be
possible to fold the wings and walk home
wearing it. It would certainly form a
stimulus for a more detailed study of
bird flight and an outlet for the design
talents of aeronautical students in a field
that does not extend immediately into
the financial stratosphere.
A feather can be regarded as an
aeronautical module which is worthy of
detailed study and simulation. A feather
of about one metre span would be an
interesting item to manufacture and test
in a wind tunnel since it poses several
structural and aerodynamic problems
which can be studied without a great
deal of expenditure. If feathers need to
be manufactured, the relatively small
size makes the cost of tooling reason11
able.

Make sure of getting your copy
of S&G by taking out a
SUbscription. See p167.
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A Look at Winch Launching

r

By JOHN GIS80N, who has worked at SrlUsh Aerospace, Warton, since 1952, mostly on flight
control systems and Is now specialising In handling qualities of aircraft with advance ",-by-wlre controls. He began gliding In 1947, has been a member of SIackpool & Fylde GC since 1954 and chairman
since 1971. With Pat Moore and Kelth Emslle, John designed the SG-135 and the later 80.3 series and
has had a quarter share of the prototype 13.5m 80.3 since 1975.
Even though several million winch launches
have taken place, mostly successfully, there
is always room for improvement. It is little
discussed ill textbooks or training theory and
it seems to be something one· just does. Now
that there is so much :renewed interest in
modem winches, it seems appropriate to
review the subject in some detail.
The first part of this article examines the
system of loads which ;pJ'Oduces the climb
and shows why weak links should be related
to the glider weight The second half
examines the winch power and torque
requiremerlts and the management of the
launch by the pilot and winch driver. It has
been compressed of necessity and some
paragraphs could be expanded into full articles themselves.

inclined downwards from the "false horizontal" by the lift/drag ratio angle.
For any assumed value of cable tension T
and cable angle, A the tesulting wing lift L and
IIighl path angle F Can ~be calculated. Expressing the forces as proportions 01 the glider
weight, Figl3 shows the results for cable tensions between 0.2 and 2.0 and cable angles
between 0 and SO°.ln this form they are appUcable to .any ,glider. TI'le launch conditions
commence at the right hand end of the figure
and progress to the left at release.
lihese simple assumptions give broadly
correct results which are adequate tor the
purpose of understanding most of what goes
on in the launch. More complete equations
are given in Ref 1. As a rough approximation,
cable windage and weight can be rep-
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Launching Loads
Fig 1 sihows pictures of a glider near the
beginning and! end of a launch. The usual lift,
drag and weight forces are present, and one
extra, the cable lension at the hook which
can also produc.e nose up or down moments.
The glider must !ly at higher speed than normal so that the extra load can be. supported.
For this article the, loads have been simplified by the omission of cable weight and
drag, catenary bow, etc. The cable force is
taken to pass thr'ough the eG, near enough
cor,recl for most modern gliders in the climb.
The glider drag is represented by a constant
lift/drag ratiO of 28.65, arbitrarily chosen 10
give ·a 2° glide angle. The calculated climb
angle would change' by less than
if exact
drag values were to be used.
The system of forces can be made to look
very familiar, as shown in Fig 2. In the normal
glide the. single gravity force, or weigh!, 'is
balanced by the resultanl 01 the 'lift and drag,
and both are vertical. The flight path angle
bela,v the horizontal is the same as the lift/
drag ratio.
In the launch, the cable tension and gravity
force can be combined into a single reaction,
balanced by the aerodynamic resultant force.
This is the same 'system but rotated nose up
through the climb angle. The flight path is

'0
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wing load occurs at the top of the launch,
and is least at the beginning of lIile launch.
- For any value of wing lift, the highest cable
tension occurs at tile start of the launch,
reduciAg as the launch progresses.
- The steepest climb angle is aChievable at
the start of the launch, where a 5° difference in climb angle has quite a small
effect on cable tension.
- There is negligible ,climb at the end of the
launct:l, where a 5° difference In climb
angle can, doubt'e the cable tension. The
glider will almost certainly !be descending
before it is overhead the Winch.
Tt:lree ,overriding factors pUl limits on the
actual conditions. The weak link limits the
cable tension, the stall limits the wing lift and
the engine power limits both the speed and

R- RESULTANT OF LifT AND DRAG

resented by an increase in cable angle of
some 5 to 10° for any given launch position.
A steady wind does not aller these loads
but obviously affects the launch. A headwind
is like having the winch moving away from
the glider and winding in the cable more
slowly, which reduces the bhp but not the
torque required. The launch height increases
because more time is available for the climb
and the cable length is greater at the finish.
The tailwind launch is doubly penalised,
with the winch effectively moving towards thE!
glidei'. Nol only is the cable being wound in
more quickly bUl the extra cable speed needs
more bhp a! the same torque. If the winch
has not got it then the climb attitude has to be
'reduced giving an even lower height.
While Ihe pilot can control the normal climb
loads by a.ttitude, there is nothing he can do
about gust loads. These result from the
chalilge in airspeed and angle of attack in'
proportioAS dependingl on the glider attitude
and gust direction. These are most likely to
break the weak link at the top of the launch
where the highest cable loads are likely, but
of course can occur anytime after the climb is
established.
We can see a number of basic facts in Fig
3, not all self-evident.
- For any value of cable tension, the highest

-R "'RfSlA.TANT OF WOGHT AND CABLE TENSKlN

the possible cable tension. A secondary
effect with a forward hook may limit the lift
because the elevator has insufficient power
to achieve a high angle of attack against the
nose down cable pull, but this is now quite
rare.
Airspeed has quite small effects On the
loads. A K-13 climbing at 45° and 551<1 needs
t 30bhp to lift its mass, and only another
10bhp to overcome the drag. As the bhp is
applied via the cable load, the part of the
wing load re'lated ,to the drag is small. Different speeds and drags modify the achieved
climb angle by less than adeg'ree as noted at
the beginning. However, Ref 1 notes Ihat
because of the effect Of cable drag Which is
greater than the glider drag, slower speeds
give better heights.
Fig 3 shows that at low cable angles near
the start of the launch this example requires a
wing lift only 50% more than normal. Even
though launching loads cause more wing
Ibending stress than free flight loads, because
the extra is concentrated at Ihe centre ~ne,
this is still a very modest 'loading case. for
this or any other glider of similar weight the
cable tension is about 12001b, which would
obviously break the standard 'UK tOOOlb
weak link. This and not the wing strength is
the justification for not climbing at this angle.
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Many winches in this country, of around
120bhp or less, also lack the power to
achieve this climb without a generous helping
of wind power.
A single-seater with about 65% of the
weight will need only 90bhp in the same 45°
climb. Needing about 800lb cable tension
there is little risk of cable break. At this tension the K-13 would have to, start the climb at
30° though at 55kt it still needs about 100bhp
at the glider. Some reduction in power
required results from launching more s'lowly.
At 45kt and' 30° the K-13 needs only about
8Obhp. Cleady it is the 10001b weak link
whjch haS systained 1he existence of such
low powered' winches for so long.

Weak Link Strengths
For any climb angle, the cable load is proportional to the glider weight. Since the design
wing bending rllOmeD1s are very closely
related to the centraf"non-Iifling mass of the
fuselage and crew, which Is much the same
proportion Of the total mass in all .gliders, the
extra bending stress induced by the cable
load is relatively the same for all types. Given
a weak link of the same fraction of the glider
weight the protection is similar.
launch heights have been limited for

dent statistics and their number should not be
increased unncessarily. Some years ago at
one site the landing risks after a cable break
were so high that no weak link at all was
used; in my view a justifiable choice in the
circumstances. A more reasonable weak link
policy would have allowed safe launches
while retaining structural protection.
In 1982, questions about the torque
needed for a new winch led to answers of the
kind presented here. It was obvious that no
justification could be found for the fumbles
and risks of 1000lb weak links for twoseaters. Knowing that stronger links had
been authorised for some heavier new types,
and having calculated the relatively innocuous loads for steeper climbs indicated above,
I got Dick Stratton's permission to use the
weak link permitted by the makers of the
K-13. This turned out to have a Min value of
1850lb and a Max of 2350lb, a bit different
from 1000Ib!
To distinguish between the links we use
the Tost 850kg metal strip and a 1000lb wire
shear type. Members soon learn to include a
check for weak link selection in the preflight
procedure and there have been no problems
of misuse. It has been a great success, with
no link breaks and better launches with the

number of engines translate into the fixed
gear cable tension and speed curves in Fig 5.
It can be seen that for fixed ratios an
engine of at least 180bhp is needed to get
near the launches discussed earlier, and
240bhp for a modern heavyweight with all
losses allowed for. Fig 6 shows the effects of
a number of lower gear ratios for the Ford
F.110. A torque convertor can provide it with
a 55kt take-off speed and a climb with more
cable ter;lsion at low speeds than a fixed gear
180bhp engine al low speeds out cannot
make up for 'lack of power at higher cable
speeds.
There is no technica'l reason why a petrol
engine should not be used but in this country
most winches have diesel enginas. They are
readily available. extremely robust and the
fuel costs only halt as much as petrol.
The simp'lest arrangement is certainly a
diesel of 180bhp or more al a fixed ratio driving throogh a fluid coupling (which is not a
torque 'converter). This offers -plenty of cable
tension from take-off righl ck>wn to zero or
negative cable speeds for kiting in strong
winds. It a'lso lends itselt to some rather simple principles of control of both cable speed
and tension for the optimum launch. The
need for this is discussed later.

Fig4

Fig 3
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heavier gliders by the use of a common
1000b weak link. Although it has become
normal to expect two-seaters to achieve
lower heights than single-seaters, there is
really no sound reason why this should be so.
In these expensive days, the most flight for
the launch fee is almost an economic imperative.
Ref 1 shows that with the wing Iifllimited to
a value typically less than 2g, zero wind
launch heights of 1250ft and 1500lt are possible from a 3000tt field with a Max cable load
equal to the glider weighl or 1.5 times the
weight respectively. The initial climb angles
are probably a bit steep lor OK tastes but it
shows wtlat is possible.
There is a more important aspect to weak
link strength than climb performance, and
thal is safety. Two-seaters load the 1000lb
weak link to near breaking, r.esulting in rapid
fatigue and regular breaks with further fumbles as the cable suffers. Consequently these
can occur at any time, even to an innocent
single-seater al a perfectly legitimate climb
angle with a cable load well below 1000Ib.
Breaks nave become accepted in the belief
that glider structures are being protected from
damage, but if they occur at loads far below
safe limits then, they are It safety hazard.
Failed launches, feature significantly in acci-
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K-13s, and very few breaks with Ihe 11000lb
links relieved r:J the K-13 loads.
The BGA T<echnical Committee have now
introduced a general provision for a second
weak link of 16001b strength. fhis is a very
welcome improvement bull strongly believe it
should be axlended to allow the use of the
links approved in operating manuals, on Ihe
basis that the stronger the)' are within the
glider strength limits the greater the safety in
launching. Our experience shOws that it is
per1ectly feasible to use different links and
with clear identification it is no more difficult
to use three than two, for example. Pilots who
know that the links will not break needlessly
will not be tempted to use links that are too
strong.

The Winch
Once an adequate weak link system is in
operation, the need for higher power winches
becomes more obvious. The expressions in
Fig 4 give the relationships between engine
bhp and rpm, cable tension and speed, and
drum diameter, though no allowance is made
here for transmission losses. .It is assumed
that the engine is not to be operated beyond
its rated bhp and rpm. and that this endpoinl
is tied to the Max desired cable speed. It this
is chosen to be 55kt, the power curves of a

iLarge diesels are controlled by an rpm
governor which regulates the fuel flow
through the injectors. Provided the torque
required by ~he load is less. than that available, the engine speed will be held about
constant whether the load increases or
decreases. When the winch driver opens the
throttle wIde the speed error is large and the
governor demands ,full torque to accelerate
the engine, and the load 10 the demanded
speed. As this Is approached the torque will
reduce until it matches the load at the final
steady speed.
The obvious and widely used mounting for
the cable drums is a lorry axle. Fig 7 shows
the wide range of drum diameters and axle
ratios at different peak rpm for a Max cable
speed of 55kt, derived from Fig 4. The trick is
to match all these numbers to suit what is
readily available in building your winch, and
this does need to be done quite accurately for
a low powered winch.
The common arrangement is to drive
through the differential with one drum braked.
This halves the axle ratio to typically 3.5 or 4
to 1. As is well known this method may wreck
the plain thrusl wasners in tihe differential and
they have 10 be replaced by roller or needle
washers. T,he ,resulting drum: diameler 101" the
Gardner exalillple engine, Is f~om 35 to 451111.
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and finishes with a wing lift twice its weight.
Both must therefore continously increase
their angle of attack, or speed, or both.
While very high launches are possible this
way, a less stressful and more controlled
launch results from using constant wing I~t,
angle of attack and airspeed, giving the same
launch for both weights. The cable tension
must be reduced as the climb proceeds until
it is down to about half the weight at the end.
The wing lift is now only 1.5 tinnes the weight.
This is exactly the technique evOlved many
years ago for the pulley launch system.
When pilot and winch driver botl1 lack
proper information, confusion reigns. The
pilot is slow to get the nose up, or thinks he
should hold it down. The driver thin'ks he is
too slow and opens up wide. With help of a
Uttle wind the glider now is doing about 70kt.
The pilot thinks that at even 1ktabove the
placard limit the glider is beingoverstressed
and casts off, whizzing down the field fighting
the brakes and the ground together.
The first part of this article showed that
speed has little effect on basic launch loads
and that the cable tension required 10 keep a
glider going at a shallow angle at a low heighl
is very small. If the speed gets faster than the
pilot intended there is no reason wh,y the
climb should not be smoothly steepened,
allowing the winch driver 10 get things
adjusted for the climb. If the speed is still a
little too high then the conventional yawing
signal can be used. A general licence to
exceed the placard limit is certainly not advocated, but no harm ensues while getting the
climb established. The problem can be
avoided altogether if the driver has cable
speed instrumentation, adequately represented by engine rpm in a direct drive
winch even with a fluid coupling.
One may sometimes hear a story about a
glider being pulled up uncontrollably into a
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the launch with different characteristics: (1)
the initial take-off and rotation into the climb;
(2) the steady climb itself.
Phase 1: In the ideal launch the glider is
accelerated rapidly and is held level briefly
after lift-off until the pilot is assured that the
airspeed is increasing through a predetermined value below which no climb will be
attempted at all, typically 7kt or so above the
stall. If the airspeed continues to increase the
pilot commences a steady rotation over some
three or four seconds, so that by the time the
launch speed is reached the glider is at the
full climb attitude.
This technique ensures that the pilot is
safely away from the ground before a steep
attitude is reached but does not waste precious launch space in a needlessly 'shallow initial climb. It requires a Continuous awareness
of the attitude and airspeed and most especially its trend from the movement of the ASI
needle - if this stops then the rotation Is
stopped instantly. If the launch has failed the
speed will start to decay, or if the winch is
simply not going fast enough it will remain
constant. In either case the pilot knows
exactly what is going on and can take
appropriate action without a fatal delay, never
being at too steep an attitude for the current
speed.
Phase 2: Some selected curves from Fig 3
are repeated in Fig 8, which assumes a
winch capable of giving a constant 1100lb
cable tension. The start of Phase 2 is at the
lower right, from which several paths are
possible. If the tension is kept constant a
700lb single-seater can keep climbing at 45°
for a while before pitching over slowly, the
wing lift increasing to 2.5 times its weight.
Obviously if it Is using a 10001b weak link this
will break at a few hundred feet, a familiar
experience for the pole bender. A 1000lb
two-seater must start pitching down at once
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The data given above can be put together
to see how a launch happens and how it can
go wrong. There are two distinct phases of
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Hub reduction axles step down most of the
ratio in the wheel hubs. A typical example is
the Beaver axle with three very small differential ratios. If the differential.is welded up, the
hub gears replaced by tixed splines and the
drums selected by engaging one or other half
shaft, then for the Gardner engine the ratio of
1.75 and the standard 20in wheels as drum
cores exactly match the required 55kt at
1850rpm.
It is not important that the effective drum
diameter increases more rapidly on a small
drum than on a large one as the cable winds
on, reducing the available tension as the
launch progresses. It is very desirable to
reduce the cable tension gradually in order to
maintain constant glider lift conditions, as
shown later. The main reason for using a
large drum is for solid wire, essential on a
hard runway site.
Stranded cable can have a long life despi1e
the use of fairly small diameter side guide rollers if it pays on round a large fixed axis pulley. Nevertheless it is clearly desirable to use
a fully-swivelling twin pulley head to eliminate
all sliding contact on the wire. The ends of a
Transit type twin wheel axle form a good
basis because the removable half shaft
leaves a hollow passage for the cable with
the pulleys mounted on the wheel hub. The
layout is a Toot patent so don't try to sell
one!
The cable gUillotine is usually the least well
designed, worst functioning and sometimes
totally absent device on too many winches. I
hope that someone will offer to collate all
available designs 1hat work for this and all the
other features of club-built winches.
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very steep climb by a powerful winch,
perhaps assOCiated with the idea that I-tan
gliders can be deep stalled by such eventS.
The latter is not :PQssible with sailplanes,
none having the swept wings and rear
mounted engines. which, created the classic
deep stall. Conventional tall stall could occur
If badly designed, but not because it is a
Hail. Fig l' shows that ,once in a normal
climb attitude the cable produces little pitching moment, except for the older forward
hooks. Any angle steeper than about 45°
occurs because the pilot commands it.
Since it is usual to desigl'! a glider to be
unstalled in the ground attitude and the glider
cannot leave the ground until it has more lift
than its weight, it cannot take oft untll the stall
speed is exceeded. It is certainly not unusual
for a strong pull then to overpower the nose
down pitch contrOl, but it also accelerates the
glider at probably mo~e than 20ktlsecond.
While the glider is being rotated by the pull
the speed cannot remain at the lift-off value,
making a stall an impossibility unless the pilot
also pulls the stick back.
Torque control is highly desirable for accurate launches with powerful winches. The initial acceleration can be controlled if the ten-

i

sion is known, for which the engine torque is
sufficient measure with direct drive. The driver
can advance the throttle to a pre-set stop for
the required take-off speed minus surface
wind, at a rate respecting a Max torque
related to the glider weight. He can also
reduce the torque during the launch as
specified above. Another device is an adjuster for the Max fuel injector opening set by
the governor, as on the Supacat winch. This
limits the Max possible torque without affecting the Max speed. The driver can then push
the throttle to the stop without finesse regardless of glider type.
The angle of attack required at normal
launch speeds to produce a lift of 1.5 to 2
times the weight is in the normal Min sink to
best glide range. The stick position is therefore close to the normal free flight condition,
with whatever additional input is needed to
balance the usually small cable pitching
moment. Some gliders at aft CG are reputed
to need the stick on the forward stop for
much of the full climb, but if they are their
balance should be checked, as this is an out
of control situation and should not be so if
correctly balanced.
Pilots' perception of attitude is often very

inexact, and simple guidance can be applied.
For a 45° climb the wing chord line is typically
about 50° above the horizontal. The correct
body attitude for this climb can be marked by
a line on the canopy side. If a Min of 1.5
times the stall speed is observed for this
attitude, only 60% of the available lift is
needed.
Such a gU'kle can only be used to set the
initial climb. Angle of attack information is of
greater value in launch control (as well as in
optimising thermal circling). 11 is easily provided using a pair of strings on the canopy
sides,needing. only the stall and minimum
sink angles to .be marked. With these a slowish launch can be managed with confidence,
and througlilout a launch the margin from the
sIall can be seen clearly. Vibration thought to
be due to rough cable sometimes turns out to
be pra-stall buffet!
This article has shown a variety of techniques which can be used to improve the efficiency and safety of winch launching, if we
choose to use them.
. Ref 1: "Towards Optimisation of GroundPowered G/ider Launch" by J. V. Byrne, AeroRevue 4/1966 (10th OSTIV Congress, June

1965).

SPEED- TO-FL Y THEORY
8yMICHAEL SMITH, a lecturer in mathematics at York University,
who flies an LS-4 at the Ouse and Yorkshire Gliding Clubs.

Dunstable, 1983, Day 3. At 1200ft No. 152
slides earefully (60kt with full water) through
uncertain air west of Reading; rags of cloud
above produce no lift - time stretches - a
long minute later the LS-4 is firmly lifted and
a slightly delayed but steep turn yields an
immediate 61d.
No. 323,circling in a weak thermal, is
aboul to press gently on at 1500ft when he
notices the probing 152 ahead and below.
323 briefly postpones leaving his thermal and
watches; as 152 turns steeply and climbs
rapidly, 323 dives 10 cruise at 901d toward the
obviously good thermal ahead.
The above is a real, rather ex1reme, example of a pilot changing his view of conditions
ahead. It shows ·that the best speed to fly
must depend on a current view of conditions
ahead and that such a current view can
change abruptly. (If 152 had informed 323 of
the strength of' his thermal, 323 COUld, in
theory at teast, have immediately reset his
MacCready ring 10 that figure and cruised at
the optimum speed Instead of at the rough
and ready but entirely satisfactory 90kt.)

The main drawback of the
current speed-1o-fly theory
Current speed-to-f1y theory, it it is to be
appliedoptlmally on a good, day, often
requires Ihat the MaCCready ring be set to
the rate of climb which will be achieved at the
start of the nex1 climb. Vet I1 is clear that, barring unusual circl,lmstances such as that
described above, a pilot will only be able to
estimate very roughly the strengths of the
thermals within reach ahead. This discrepancy is, I think, the main inadeq.uacy of cur-
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renl speed-to-fly theory.
Of course, on a poor day the pilot needs to
be concerned primarily with the existence
and location of the nex1 thermal; Anthony
Edwards, in 1963, considered the effect on
speed-to-f1y theory of uncertainty in the existence and location Of thermals (See the February issue of SaG for 1hat year p12). So Ihis
sorl Of 'uncer,lainly has already received some
appropriate theoretical attention.
In this article I consider a different sort of
uncertainty. (shall here suppose that there is
uncertainty only in the strength. and not in
the existence or location, of therma/s. What
shOUld the ring setting be if the strength
(only) of Ihe thermal ahead is not precisely
known'? Presumably, the ring should be set to
some sort of average of the pilot's estimate of
the range, within whioh the nex1 rate of climb' is
likely to lie. The question is: from the range of
possible next thermal strengths envisaged by
the pilot, which one should be chosen as the
ring setting? Should it be the smallest? (Probably not.) Or the largest? (Certainly noH) Or
the average? (11 turns out that this is ·wrong
loo.)
Seeking an answer to the question above
leads to a new probabilislic speed-to-fly
theory appropriate for days with clearly and
reliably marked thermals.

thermal (at cloud base) will reach just one of
the thermals on your route ahead; on the
other hand, this nex1 thermal is well within
reach. You have just left a 61d thermal at
cloud base. What ring setting should you use?
In this simple case, where you must climb in
Ihe nex1 thermal, and the nex1 thermal is well
within reach, the correct rule is:
Let rknots be the unkno wn rate of climb in the
next thermal; take the average or likely or (in
probability parlance) expected value of 1/r
-call/his t -and then set/he MacCready
ring to 1/t.
If we let E{1/r) stand for the expected value
of 1/r, the ring selting 1/t above may be written
_1_.
E(1/r)
Provided there is some chance variation in
rale of climb from one thermal to another, this
is smaller than the expected value of r itself.
Although this rule for calculating the best
ring setting may appear complicated even on
the ground, a few simple examples reveal the
spirit of the Ihing; after thal the besl setting
may be estimaled without delailed calculation. I shall now consider one such simple
example.

The 2kt/6kt example
The probabllistic theory applied to a
simple case
You are flying on a good (English) day.
Small cumuli lie temptingly on your chosen
route and there is a guaranteed thermal
beneath each one. But the thermals are a fair
distance apart - a glide from the top of any

The example is oblained by making our
simple case more specific. We now suppose
that, at Ihe top of your 61d climb, you judge
that the nex1 thermal is equally likely to be
weak, giving 21d climb to cloudbase; or strong,
giving 61d climb to cloudbase. (Perhaps you
have found this to be roughly the case so far
on this flight.)
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Thus you reckon that r is equally likely to
be 2 or 6; in this case, l/r is equally likely to
be 1/2 or 1/6 and the expected value of l/r is
(1/2 + 1/6) 1/2 = 1/3,
the average of 1/2 and 1/6. Hence t is 1/3
here and the setting should be 1/t or 3kt.
The calculation above shows that, even
when there is no doubt about the existence of
the nexl thermal, you should take more note
of the weak possibility than the strong (3 is
closer to 2 than it is to 6).
While 3kt is here the correct setting at
cloudbase (where, at this setting, you can
certainly reach the nexl thermal) 3kt is not
always correct. How, then, does the optimum
setting vary as the flight proceeds? T~e answer to this question is bound up WIth the
need to take weak thermals high enough to
reach the nexl thermal. The right setting
should fix the correct moment to leave a weak
thermal as well as the correct airspeed for tne
ensuing glide. We need a more general rule.

A more general rule for
determining the MacCready
ring setting
It is convenient to let f stand, as shorthand,
for
1
E(l/r) .
Now we can easily state the following more
general rule:
.
Choose the largest s such that a crUise
following the ring set to s knots would, if
started now, reach the next thermal safely
at a point at which the rate of climb r knots
satisfies: f is greater than or equal to s.
If there is no thermal within reach, set the
ring to Okt.
Only estimates of future conditions are
required by this rUle; so although it may
appear to be rather complicated to apply in
practice, it is at heart a practical rule.
The rule given above allows properly for
the variation, with height, of the rate of climb
in the nexl thermal, and for the need to
sometimes reduce the ring setting to reach a
thermal above a safe height. But it is only
correct if the nexl thermal on your route is the
one you reckon to be easily the best one
within reach ahead.

The 2kt/6kt example revIsited
In this example, I shall now assume that
you are able to judge accurately the height
required to reach the next thermal at any ring
setting. Then, for a flight .path via thermals
which in the event yield 6,2,2,6,6kt, the
adjacent figure gives the settings derived
from our more general rule.

In this example, the ring setting drops
sharply to zero as each thermal is reached,
because at these moments there is suddenly
no thermal within reach ahead. During each
climb, as soon as it becomes possible to
reach the nexl thermal, the ring setting
increases as height is gained; a weak thermal
is left as soon as the ring setting equals the
current rate of climb. (There is no need to
keep adjusting the setting on the actual
variometer during the climb; it is sufficient to
update the setting in your head only, as
thermals ahead come within range at higher
ring settings.)
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GLIDER PILOT by Dick Brisbourne for
the Commodore 64 (CRL Group plc)

Extending the rule
If you can reach more than one thermal
ahead, on your chosen route, the rule above
may be applied to each thermal separately;
then choose the largest of the reSUlting
possible settings. Our more general rule,
extended in this way, will then slightly
undflrestimate the optimal ring setting. The
.--- ;nded rule is now a guide for calculating
estimating Edwards' critical rate of climb
or Platypus' minimum acceptable
instantaneous rate of climb.

A practical way of usIng the rule
From the look of the sky ahead, keep
estimating f for the best looking thermal
ahead within reach of a cruise following the
ring set to your current setting Si if you think
that s is significantly less than r Increase s a
little; if you think that s Is significantly greater
than f decrease s a little. (Often, your r will
depend on s.) Reducing some~hat t~e !ate ?f
climb you would expect to achieve Initially In
the best looking thermal within reach ahead
will often give a reasonable estimate of r.

An important property of the rule
As you reach your "best thermal ahead"
this thermal becomes the current thermal and
the sky ahead is suddenly improverished;
accordingly, the ring setting jumps
downwards at the same moment. The current
thermal, which has only just been reached,
should not be rejected unless it gives a rate
of climb which is less than the new, reduced,
ring setting.
It follows that, often, a thermal should be
used even though the rate of climb it gives is
less than the ring setting on the glide towards
~. This happens in the 2kt16kt example (see
the second thermal in the figure). This is a
feature of the probabilistic speed-to-fly theory
which is not present in the usual deterministic
theory.

Conclusion

The numbers show the ring settings which arise, in
the example, if the pila( follows the more general
rule above.

Computer Program
Review

Of course, the most important tasks during
a competition flight are:
1. To avoid collision.
2. To find the best energy route.
Compared to these two tasks, using the
right MacCready ring setting is of slight importance. Nonetheless it is of interest to have
theories which take some aocoont 01 uncertainties which are inherent in any soaring day.
Finally it should be emphasised that this
theory'does not allow for uncer.tainty in the
existence or location of thermals; It only allows
for uncertainty in their strength.
NB. Will Platypus explode? (See Tail Feathers,
August 1982, p156.)

I

This well packaged tape comes complete
with instruction book and colour poster showing our grim faced pilot, wearing crash helmet, about to land in a burning stubble field!
The program loads in about 2Y2mln and after
a soulful little tune the user can choose the
various weather factors for the flight. Only
British values are allowed - no Australian
thermals here! Nexl we can choose a held
startline and finally the simulation speed,
from real time to four times normal.
Press the button (surely the easiest way of
.getting launchedl) and we find ovrselves at
2000ft in an LS-4 about to set off on a l60km
iriangle. We have an altimeter, 8 vario (which
is the "wrong way round"), flight director,
compass and map which can be s'Nitched
between different scales. Control is by joystick or keyboard along with the f3 and f5
keys for the director and the f1 and f7 ~eys ~
the airbrakes, which is incorrectly prmted In
the instructions - also the more key presses
the more brake.
The program gives us a simple view out of
the cockpit of a uniformgrsen land and blue
sky full of inviting cumulus clouds. The only
ground features are the TPs, something like a
railway line which suddenly appears at ~
halfway stage and a little square field which
pops up when you are grovelling at 300ft.
Although flying the simulator is nothing like
the real thing there are some realistic touches
- thermal centring techniques work but not
all the cfouds do. The air does seem a bit too
friendly - there are no large areas of hor·
rendous sink and it never rains I My only serious criticism of the program is that there is
only one glider and one task - it would have
been nice to have a choice here. However,
Dick Brisbourne, a northern glider pilot, must
be commended for the thought and effor1 he
has put into writing the program and for getting it into the High Street shops. 11 will never
be a hit with trigger happy 12 year-<>lds but
for less than the price of an aerotow I would
thoroughly recommend it to the
Commodore-owning glider pilol.
MARTIN JUDKINS

Book Review
Sky Lights - the 1985-6 $port Aviation
Handbook edited by Stan Abbott and published by lan Allan at £4.95.
This is thought to be the first time a book has
been aimed at the entire range of sporting
aviation activities. Giving a comprehenslve
directory of clubs and businesses as well as
features and attractive photographs, Sky
Lights would be useful if you weren't ~mit
ted to one particular sport and lookmg for
ideas.
The handbook is well organised and presented but my only crnicism is that details ol
my own club are incorrecl We are listed as
flying from Cambridge Airport whereas we
mainly operate from Duxford.

G.B-8.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SAILPLANE NEWS
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This single-seater glass-fibre motor glider,
produced in kit form by a private Polish company, is being marketed by a German firm,
Thewa-Technics, Oorfstrasse 77, 0-8939
Marktwald.
The 8.1m span, rectangular plan wing has
tips deNected downward at 45° and equipped
with small wheels. There are full span naperons. Each wing weighs only about 651b.
There is a one-piece V-tail held in place by
two bolts. The rectractable central wheel can
optionally be replaced by a conventional fixed
undercarriage with two wheels mounted on
flexible plastic legs. The tailwheel is connected to the 'rudder.
The main feature of the cockpit is the
side-mounted control column. The two-stroke
30hp engine drives a twin-bladed wooden
propeller of' 85cm diameter. The fuel tank has
a capacity of 30 litres. Some 500 man-hours
are required to assemble the kit and the price
is likely to be about £7500.
Technical data
Empty weight (kg)
140
AUW(kg)
250
Take-off distance (m)
180
Rate of Climb (m/s)
3
Max speed (km/h)
210
Cruising speed (km/h)
160
Range (km)
700
GHde angle
1:21
"Top," BoIt-olil Auxiliary Engine
A small Munich based firm (Fischer Entwicklungen, Gentestrasse 6, 0-8000 MOnchen
40) has produced a revolutionary bolt-on unit
which can instantly convert almost any modem plastic glider into a motor glider. It consists of a 24hp Konig engine fitted with a folding three-blade propeller. The two-stroke,
three cylinder engine operates at 42oorpm,
and a belt reduction gear with a ratio of 1: 1.7
drives the plastic propeller.
When the ermine is retracted, springs
automatically !old the prop blades back. The
engine is moonted on a tubular pylon and is
raised and lo.vered' vertically by an electric

motor.
The whole unit is encased in fairings which
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MAX BISHOP

give it a very aerodynamic shape and minimise the drag penalty. At Inormal cruising
speeds, the penalty is only about two points.
The wide fairings are in ,fact 'uel tanks with a
capacity of eight litres, giving an endurance
of ,two hoors.
The 'Top" unit is attached to the fuselage
by four bolts. The area of the fuselage on
which .jI lis mounted may need 10 be reinforced, although for some gliders (Kestrels,
Grob) this will probably not be necessary.
The total weigh\ of the unit, including battery and fuel, lis just under 50kg. It gives a
fUlly laden Standard Class glider a rate of
climb d oyer 3k1. The price? DM22 000.

SZD 51-1 "Junior"
Anew Polish Club Class glass-fibre glider
has appeared to challenge the monopoly
enjoyed by Schleicher with theif K-23.
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The SZO Junior is a very conventional looking 15M glider with only one unusual constructional feature: the centresection of the
fuselage is reinforced by a welded steel tubular structure which connects the wing mountings to the undercarriage. The ailerons and
airbrakes connect automatically but the
elevator has to be connected manually.
Performance figures:
Glide angle (at 80km/h)
1:35

Min sink (at 70km/h) (mis)
0.6
VNE (km/h)
220
V-stall (km/h)
61
It is likely to cost in the region of £9000
basic.
Piccolo

...
The high price of conventional motor gliders
has persuaded a German engineer, Falk
Borcowski, to develop a more modestly
priced alternative. The Piccolo is derived from
Albert Neukom's AN-20s microllght and is a
strutted high-wing single-seater with a fixed
engine (folding propeller) and tricycle undercarriage.
Technical data
13.3
Span (m)
10.64
Wing area (m 2)
Empty weight (kg)
165
Max AUW (kg)
285
2
Climb rate (m/s)
V-stall (km/h)
54
170
VNE(km/h)
0.95
Min sink (m/s)
1:20
Glide angle (at 75km/h)
The price is about OM40 000.

UK'S FIRST MONERAI

The first Monnett Monerai to be completed in the UK is tried for size at Lame, Co Antrim,
before being painted and fitted out for its maiden flight. Ulster GC members Louden Blair, in
cockpit, and Mervyn Farrell built the surprisingly spacious and comfortable aircraft, of only 11
metres span and 2451b em~y weight, over three years at Looden's house, which he also built
himself. In the less-than-Californian conditions prevailing in the British Isles, obtaining and
maintaining the tightly controlled, warm dry atmosphere necessary for metal bonding processes took a lot of time and money, they report. They question designer John Monnelt's claim
that the aircraft can be built in only 800 working hours. The Ulster Monerai is being followed by
another south of the Irish border, whiCh Dublin GC pilot Larry Kelly has underway. - Bob
Rodwell with the photograph by Crispin Rodwell.
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PLftTYPUS
12 O'Clock High In A Model T

1

When I was a boy a friend of my father's, wanting to make
room for a n€w arriva:1 in the family, gave me a present that
today would be worth a little fortune - every copy of Flight
and Aeroplane from 1929 to 1939, together with hundreds of
the American Popular Aviation and its British equivalent Popular Flying, edited by Capl W. E. ("Biggles") Johns. Sadly, I had
to store most of this m<tSs - over a thousand mags - in a
damp cellar where they mouldered and eventually, after years

Do-it-yourself enthusiasm of American home-builders.
showing the passenger and payload economics of airliners may
be meat and drink for accountants but they do nothing much
for the would-be pilot in short trousers. Aeroplane died many
years ago, but the title has been revived in Aeroplane Monthly,
which is a great read. Thank heavens the saying that ther,c are
no old, bold pilots is not entirely true: quite a few of them
survive to write vividly of the late twenties and early thirties, a
period in flying history of which I am a great deaJ fond er (not
having lived through it) than I am of the Second Wor,ld War.
Can anyone over 50 hear the distant throb of a hundred
assorted Daimler Benzes and Junkers Jumos, accompanied by
the rising and falling wail of air raid sirens, without a hideous
prickling of primitive animal fur all the way up the spine? You
can keep it. The days when Amy Johnson flew to Australia with
25 hours in her logbook have much more charm.
Stored in a damp cellar.
of browsing, were finally lost to posterity. No thanks, I don't
want to know wbat they would fetch today. Before tlley wenl to
,the great aviation library in the sky I had learn' the names, lines
and specifications of every aerop'lane ,ever bujJ'l before World
War 11. Nostalgia was JUSI as strong as it ,is now, so the aircraft
of The Greal War, as World War I was called then, and of the
Twenties, were featured in loving detail. Those were the days
- when every word in an aviation magazine was comprehensible to any keen schoolboy.
Now, Flight International is mostly for military and oivil professionals with the occasional, though much-appreciated, gesture to General Aviation and Flying for Fun. Block diagrams

A"iatlon nostalgia is great.

...Upside-down and nothing on the clock!

Quite a few pilots survive to write vividly.
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What I loved about Popular A viation was the uemendous
do-it-yourself enthusiasm of the young America)1 homebuilders. Against a vast backdrop of prairie and cloudless sky,
proud and hopeful teenage faces 'smiled cockily at us from
behind Ford model T engines to which propellers had been
bolted. Each picture was captioned w~lh glowing promises of
what Ed or Art or AI were going to do when the new ship was
rolled out. But you hardly ever saw one of those overweight
and underpowered crates (literally in some instances) in "Full
Flight" as anything with the Wyoming daylight below the
wheels, however momentary, was described. Just as well, for
their mothers' sakes. So Ed and Art and AI were spared a
while, to get chewed up over Schweinfurt twelve years later.
Aviation nostalgia is great, up to a point.
SAILPLANE & GUDING

Shades of Genius
It's getting quite difficult to find proper polarizing specs these
days. I've often searched unsuccessfully and irritably through
half a dozen of those revolving racks offering hUl1ldreds of pairs
of dar,k glasses., You can gel Ilots of lhe Reactolite kind that
vary in density; then there a£e those mirror-finish ones ,tha,t
make one look like a Mafia hood - they are best for that corny
gimmick of photographing pilots with reflections of clouds in
place of eyeballs, to put in S&G Comps' reports· when you've
run out of things to say.. Then there are Edna Everage fashion
specs, not for seeing but for being seen in - if you're a woman,
that is. I believe the Polal'Oid Company sold off its specs business to another firm which continues to make them, so you can
still get them if you are determined. Why bother? Well, you
must all know how the colour of the sky and the outline of the
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Deranged Pilots Dept.'

Be careful of the men· in white coats.
Heath Robinson and Rube Golberg in the shade. Or in the
shades. Discs of polarized glass are rotatable in circular frames,
each disc having a tiny knob attached to it so that you can turn
it until the optimum cloud-revealing effect is achieved, regardfess of the angle of your head. It occurs to me that you could,
deliberately or inadvertently, set the discs at different angles, so
the left and right .eyes would get quite different information.
What that does to the brain I can't imagine, but it might explain
why Tom occasionally crosses the finish line before everyone
else and on other days hits the ground before everyone else. I
don't think we all appreciate the sacrifices some people make in
the name of science.

Platypus searches unsuccessfully and irritably.
clouds change when you roll your head from side to side, particularly if you also swivel on your heels so as to see the d,jfferent effect when looking upsun then downsun. Don't try that
outside Boot's on a busy shopping day or you'll get the men in
white coats coming for you; I suggest you wait till you are on a
gliding site, where weird behaviour goes quite unnoticed. Certainly there are blue or nearly blue days when polarizing specs
suddenly make wisps of vapour visible. I always feel naked fIying without my Polaroids.
There is a snag. (There's always a snag.) Depending entirely
on the angle of your head to the horizon, you mayor may not
be able to see this useful phenomenon at work. A pilot circling
to the right might not get such a good view of incipient clouds
on track as another pilot circling to the left. (As long as they
each have a good view of each other, who cares? ED.) Perhaps
that helps to explain the anti-social circling habits of some contest pilots ...
Or Tom Zealley, who is not a famous scientist for nothing,
some years ago devised a solution to this problem which puts

Poets' Corner
The urge to write limericks about gliding
clubs is upon us again, partly sparked off
~y submissions sent in by readers. The
editor has included a (mercifully small)
selection of these offerings.
Why are people always trying to muscle in on my act? (you did invite them to
submit poems, you know. ED.) Did I?
Can I say, the secret of writing limericks
is to get the scansion right. Even a feeble
rhyme is OK if the thing is rhythmically
on the rails. Otherwise, kindly leave the
stage. A cautious welcome, however, to
Mary Meagher, whose prose in earlier
S&G's is pretty good, indeed very good,
leaving the men stranded. Judge for
yourself whether her other, poetic, muse
is equally well-endowed.
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Platypus doing his bit for science.
A Glider Logbook Program for the Spectrum Computer: Kenneth Holburn, "L1anrwst, Lidgate Lane, Wolsingham, Co
Durham.
For people who like computers, that are too lazy to fill in
their logbook properly, here is the solution: a glider logbook
program by Kenneth Holburn.

There was a young novice at Booker
Who was such a stunning good looker
All the pundits who taught her
Flew worse than they oughter
Till at last the poor girl's nerve forsook
her
There was an old pilot of Lasham
Who found a brand new way to crashem
On the way back from France
Stopped to do up his pants
And bailed out in spectacular fashion
Said a PPL full of despair
After watching a glider prepare
"[ don't think you oughter
Run that thing on water
You'll never stay up in the air . .. "
Now Platypus has the last hundred
words or so.

And Ab'lI Tak the Low Road
Amickle wee Scot frae Portmoak
Built a muckle great glider of oak
As it sank o'er the loch
He radio'd "Och!
Ma sporran is in for a soak!"
Tbere I was, nothing on the clock
On a scorching hot day at North Weald
The young lady pilots just peeled
Their state of undress
Caused much male distress
And wreckage all over the field
Diamonds aren't a girl's best friend!
A wave-soaring whiz from HusBoz
Is now in the doghouse because,
Says his soon-to-be- wife,
"Height's the bane of my life El
Your marital prospects are froz!"
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TRAVELLERS' TALES
This time we have a 760km triangle In Australia, go to Israel and have more news 01 gliding the American
way with contributions from PAUL LITTLE, JOHN HOLLAND and LAURENCE AfATTHEWS.

If It Can Go Wrong It Will
PAUL LITTLE has spent another winter
in Australia and this time attempted to
join the record breakers.
I was avoiding another English winter, this
time by instructing and towing at the Waikerie
GC in South Australia. It was the weekend
and the chance to' get into a single-seater. I
was up at 06301ilrs and the.ASW-17 was still
free - the main cOlllpetitTon for it was from
Pam Hawkins, anotl1er sensible Pom avoiding an English winter (see the June issue,
p126).
The task had been planned for weeks, an
892km triangle, Bordertown, Balranald which

was that the cirrus out to the north-west was
getting closer.
As I approached the second TP the first
cumulus began to form which should have
improved things, but1under the first one and
nothing. On ·to the next one and again
nothing. I was now at ·2500ft and having to
take weak lift. I didn't want to land there, it
was. 300km from home.
I w<;lrked myself back to 6000ft and
rounded the SEl<:ond TP with only 329km to
go, but it definitel'y wasn't my day. The cirrus
had thickened and was moving my way quite
qui<:kly and it was 17oohrs. I pressed on,
climbed to, 9000ft just on the edge of the cirrus and under' went.
A number of outlanding reports came over

Paul In the ASW-17.

would break the existing British National
triangle distance record standing at 840.2km.
The temperature flight was done and conditions didn't look stunning, but "well maybe it's
on", so the preparations continued. At
1045hrs the temperature was high enough to
give thermals to 2oo0ft, so it was time to go.
The Pawnee started up but didn't sound too
good - its got lots of valves and it turned out
that one of them was just along for the ride.
By 1115 the other tug was ready and took me
to 30000 straight off on track.

Trying to ignore cirrus
As I flew towards the south I noticed a
band of cirrus out to the north, but soon forgot it as conditions began to improve. Anyway the Met man hadn't mentioned any cirrus, so I wasn't going to look at it!
Thermals were now going to 3000ft and
with the slight tail wind progress was about
90km/h for the first hour. Conditions were
slowly getting better and I managed to climb
to 6000ft before starting off across some
60km of unlandable scrub, running into the
first TP. However the thermals over the scrub
were good and I needn't have worried.
All was going well into the TP, 2V2hrs gone
and 242km flown with 321 km to the next TP.
The thermals were now going to 8000ft and
the time schedule was looking good as I passed the half way mark on the second leg now
making 120km/h. The only worry at this stage
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the radio from people closer to Waikerie and I
was beginning to give up hope of gelling
home. With MacCready set to zero, I cruised
on over 30km of scrub and the Murray River,
crossing back from New South Wales into
Victoria.
I was down to 3500ft with 200km to go and
complete cirrus cover above. I flew into 1kt lift
which slowly became 2kt and took me to
7ooOlt. It was after 1900hrs and I flew on at
best glide through silk smooth air and under a
complete blanket of cirrus. Calculations
showed that I should make more than 750km,
so it wasn't so bad.
I was down to 15001t over good fields, but
decided I'd beller try and find a farm that
looked inhabited. It would be dark within half
an hour and landing in the middle of nowhere at dusk could mean a long night. I
found a farmhouse with a couple of cars in the
drive and landed in the field next to it. Within minutes a pickup drove across and the
farmer pulled up alongside and handed me a
cold Fosters saying "You'll be needing this."
He was right and it didn't last long. I went
back to the farm to phone, more Fosters and
roast duck, almost as though they were
expecting me!
I was 8112hrs in the air, had flown 760km
and had a lot of fun. I will have to go back
next year for another go at 892km. Many
thanks to Maurie Bradney and the Waikerie
GC for a very enjoyable season.

Gliding in the USA and
Israel
JOHN HOLLAND started the season early
by gliding abroad while Britain was under
snow.
I was fortunate enough, this year, to sample
gliding in California and Israel within the space
of about three weeks.
I am sure that California must be great,
unfortunately on the two occasions that I
have been able to present myself at Hemel ,I
have only been able to achieve stra'ight glides
from 30ooft! However, they are very Iriendly
folk and there are a lot of gliders to have a
look at, particularly all the American homebuWt jobs so strange to British eyes (especially the one with spoilers instead of ailerons). American gliding has been
documented a lot of times now in S&G so
there is little I can add except Ihat, with the
dollar and the pound approaching unity whilst
I was there, you had to have a lie down after
paying for four launches (my partner had a
couple as well) to 3000ft!
We had a heart stopping experience on the
drive back to Orange County frOIll Hemel.
Coming up the side of the mountains after
skirting Lake Elsinore we stopped to watch
the score or more hang gliders that were
enjoying the solid lift of the beautiful ridge.
Some were having a go at semi aerobatics
which was interesting ... especially the guy
who got it wrong and spun out. The sight of a
hang glider spinning down with the pilot
mixed up in the tangle is enough to make you
give up flying! Fortunately, before the inevitable end (and low it was too) a parachute
broke clear and hang glider and pilot
descended onto the mountain top at what
looked like a fair rate of knots. Presumably
the pilot was OK since the other hang gliders
that clustered over him did not land.

*

*

*

I have visited Israel for about the lasl 25
yearcs at something like two year intervals and
it has been fascinating, to watch the almost
aggressive. way in which a 20th Century civilisation has been carved oul of what loOks Uke
most unpromising land. In the whole of this
time I have made a lot of inquiries aboutgliding and all I have ever achieved has been
that tolerant smile reserved for children and
glider pilots.
I did actually meet some0ne at a wedding
on one OCCasion who was the father of an Air·
force pilot and he actually reckoned that his
son had done some gliding in the desert, but
he seemed very vague· about where. I
returned from a kibbutz at the foot of the
Gelan on another occasion, after receiving
the same flegative stories, to read an article
in a newly arrived Soaring, about someone
flying at a club not ten or fifteen miles from
where I had been.
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guilty as we returned to the circuit, but it was
sad to leave so many thermalson such a
cracking day! Nevertheless it was nice to join
club members round their lunch time barbecue and a very tasty beefburger and salad
it was. (The barbecue was lit in seconds with
.a large magnifying glass!)
I: hope that they get the steellor their hangar. 'Toda Rab.8 Negev Gliding Centre!
• Hebrew for /hank you.

The American Way
LAURENCE MATTHEWS cycles from
Boston to sample some soaring at Mansfield, Massachusetts.
Laurence photographed this Schweitzer 2-33 at Mansffeld.

However, in March this year I managed to
get it all together anq in a typically gliding
way. A member 01· "an lS/faeli gliding club
approached, a company, anO hence a friend
of mine, in an attempt tQ scrounge enough
material for a new hangar, anO' this, jUst
shortly before I auived out there. Friends in
HaWa greeted, me with '" don't suppose you
will want to drive a/l the way to Beersheva
just to go gliding, w~f ,you?" Would I indeed!!
So it was i, 'ound myself calling al the Cooperative 'Farm of Meir Ariel, looking at his
sheep and: a Slingsby T-53 in his barn and
then going on to the Negev Gliding Centre.

Can't fly solo until you've
lived there two years
You can 'I really recommend Israel for a
gliding holiday since you can't /ly 50/0 there
until you have been :resident for al least two
years. However. if you ever find yourself driving down the Ashkelon/Beersheva road it is
very well worth fuming into the gateway of
the Negev Gliding Centre on an airfield that
lies jus! a few miles short of Beer:sheva.
Would-be glider pilots 'have a tOl.lgh lime in
Israel. Because of military requirements they
can only fly on Friday (a half daYl, Shabat
(Saturday) and public holidays. Cross-country
flights must be motified to Air Traffic Control
48 hours previously (bl.lt perhaps this is not
the hardShip that :it would be to us!). Crosscountries are a bit limited but you can do
300km. Navigation is a IitUe ~asier than ours
but the penalties for getting it wrong can be a
bit l1ard, I' would have thought. There are no
subsidies for gliding and whilst the Negev
Gliding Centre received some help fmm
industry last year, recent increases in taxation have put a stop to il. So gliding clubs are
on their own and something less than 150
people were gliding last year.
That is the gloomy side. However, you will
find it hard 10 better the very nice crowd of
people they have at the Nege\( Centre or their
enthusiasm. The gUiding star there is Michael
Pinkus who has done a lot of flying in, Europe
and flew at Rietl last year.,The clvb is forty
strong with a lIeel of ten gliders In immacu.late condition. There are no privately owned
aircraft. launching is with a Super Cub
(rebuilt Irom four wrecked aircraft givern to the
club) ofl a runway about 'half a mile long.
Training is in a couple of K-7s and, the T~53 is
reserved fOl passenger flying. Of seven
single-seaters they grade up IIom an
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VSpatz, K-8. Skylark 2, K-6cA, Std Austria,
Eidelweiss and a Speed Astir. The charges
leVied are unusual to British, ears and quite interesting. They charge an entry fee of $30 followed by a sLlbscription of $20/month and a
payment of $100 is made after the ,first solo.
Flying time is ,charged at $1/min on tow fol,Iowed by $4 for the first hour and $2
every hour thereafter.
I was able to enjoy an hour's Ilying with
Michael and, after having withdrawal symptoms for goodness knows how many weeks,
it was great to be Winding up at 5m/sec to
45001t in glorious warm sunshine (snow at
home!). The view is a lot different from what I
am used to. Desert stretches from horizon to
horizon tinged here and there with green that
the summer sun has yet to burn off. The city
of Beersheva, with its high tower blocks rising
from the sand and the o/d town with its red
pantile roofs, huddles in one corner. I was
amazed at the lush green of the fields in the
midst of the desert, irrigated by the sewage
larm on the outskirts of town and also the
discovery that the desert is far from empty.
You can still see the old Turkish railway that
used to wind its way round the large towns of
the old Ottoman Empire, still stretching off
into the distant sand, the new dual carriageway of the BeershevalTel Aviv road, the
pipeline that runs for miles, experimental
farms and airfields, military installations and
even an air museum. Quite a busy place.
The K-7 we were flying was quite an interesting aeroplane - immaculate like all the
other aircraft and with a modified nose housing a wheel in lieu of the skid. The slightly
modified line made it very attractive and of
course it sits on its nose with the pilot in. Flying it seemed 'IIery quiet compared with our
K-7s and apparently they have saved a lot of
maintenance oftern needed with the skid. This
was probably worse for them because of the
abrasive sand and rock on the runway
threshOld on which they often 'land to roll up
to the launCh point. Instrumentation seemed
good with a well €ompensated vatio. Of
cours.e a'll calibrations were metric and all
club aircraft ate equipped with radio. Israeli
pilots seem to ,use the r-adio rather as they
use their car oorns. That is to say, a lot!' Much
Hebrew flies back and forth' but 1 nearly
jumped oul wrien aR a'bsolute barrage was
shouted at the young ladY who came skimming into our U:iermal just over our heads in
the Skylark 2.
I had pinched an aircraft for an hour in the
middle of the dub's gliding day and I felt a bit

There's something appealingly friendly about
the airfield. Two dozen light planes sit
anchored at tie-downs before the wooden
office/snackbar. A drinking fountain at the
snackbar is a welcome relief after the long
cycle ride out through endless early manning
suburbs and undulating countryside with the
temperature already 70a F and climbing.
Someone directs me over to the glider trailers where they are about to tow a '-26 down
to launchpoint. It's just been rigged; there are
no hangars here and the gliders are derigged
or just tied down each night. A Blanik tied
down, its nose dismantled, looks a bit sorry for
itself.
This is Mansfield, Massachusetts and home
of the MIT Soaring Association: at 30 miles to
the south-west of Boston, the closest gliding
club to where I'm staying. A chance for a pre
Silver pilot to sample a day of soaring,
American-style.
The Schweitzer 1-26 is a metal.one-seater, a
fairly rugged early solo machine with performance apparently approaching that of a K-S.
Wide bodied, a bit like a miniature Blanik with
mid-set wings. 1 walk at the nose as the car
rolls down the taxiway over the giant yellow
letters announcing the airport to anyone overhead. Halfway along we have to pull off to let a
Cessna taxy past us; another light plane lands
on the runway to our right; overhead an autogyro is buzzing about. The sailplanes aren't
going to have the sky to themselves here.

Tug ventures onto the
main runway with glider
We join the MIT Soaring Association clustered around the end of the runway, which is
shared with the ,powered traffic. Aerotows
only; the tug is an adapted Cessrta 150. All the
gliders are parked on the grass 'beyond the
taxiway unW needed, and to launch one it is
pulled out ;to the side 01 the runway while the
tug approaches up the taxiway. After hooking
on, the tug ventures oul onto the main runway
pulling the glider oul onto the runway too at
the beginning of its ground run.
The tug anO other assorted light planesJland
on the runway. Vou can always tell which is
the tug coming in: it's the one which banks to
40° on its final turn and comes in on Cl steepish
approach; by compar,ison everything else
seems to struggle in with lots of power-, on 3'
approaches Irom miles out. The tug drops the
rope on the threshold where it is immediately
reclaimed by a zealous club member who
(Continued on pIBO.)
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1985 International Gliding Commission Meeting
Brief extracts from a report by Tom Zeal/ey, BGA delegate, who attended the Commission International de
Vol a Voile (CIVV) meeting in Paris on March 21. Ben Watson attended as British team manager, Bill Scull
as chairman of the International Coaches Conference and Chrls Wills as chairman of the Vintage Glider Club.
Motor Gliders. Per Weishaupt, Denmark,
reported on motor gliding activities and
described the successful motor gliding
Championships in Finland in 1984. The 1986
European Motor Gliding Championships was
likely to be at either Aosta or Zell am See.
Airspace and ICAO. Bill Paris, Canada,
who is replacing Bob Buck as the FAI delegate to ICAO, commented on the ICAO panel
studying visual flight operations. Tom Zealley
c0lTlmented on the need for CIVV to coordimate lits views on, glidinl) 'airspace needs
and problems and Itle meJd day chairedi a
special meeting to discuss. a wide range of
pornts including the withdrawal of' glidet right
of way over powered aircraft, radio frequencies, transponders, strobe lights and the
3000lt limit for VFR clearance from cloud.
Future World Championships' Bids. F.
Romig of Austria presented the bid from his
country for their Nationals site at Wiener
Neustadt in the east. Flying across the Hungarian border was unlikely and tasks would
be mostly in the mountains, but it was
claimed there were good fields in the valleys
and good motorways for retrieving. The USA
bid, presented by Carl Herald, related to Minden near Reno in Nevada. There was a substantial vote in favour of Austria and with no
other bids for 1991, USA will be the site for
that year.
European Championships. Proposals for
the 1986 Championships were considered
from West Germany at Mengen near

Ravensburg in the south and from Yugoslavia
at Lesce Bled in the north-west. There was a
heavy majority in favour of West Germany,
the proposed date being June 7-21. The
Yugoslav representative was uncertain
whether he could transfer his bid to 1988 so
that year is still open.
Glider Classes. The lengthy and extensive
discussion was introduced by the chairman,
Billlllans (USA), who had received numerous
messages urging Ihat there should be mo
ehan,ge to the existing CIVV Class structure.
T'his view was not seriously challenged and
the point was made thal if an additiomal Class
was added, (such as an 16m Class) there
would be no natural deathot any existing
Class because a few pilots would always
enter a Class so long as there was a prospect of gaining a World Champion title.
There was a brief discussion (prompted by
the USSR) of a one-design Class in the interests of cheapness, but most regarded this as
impractical. Most time was spent on the possible introduction of a two-seater Class in
World Championships, introduced by Helmut
Reichman (West Germany) with a lengthy
and carefully prepared statement. The chairman had recommended that no detailed final
decision on the introduction of a new Class
should be made until the next CIVV meeting
in a year's time. A German motion declaring
that a two-seater Class (of a detailed specification to be agreed next year) "would" be
introduced by CIVV was lost on a vote. How-

ever, another motion stating that CIW was
"contemplating the introduction of a twoseater Class" was carried by a moderate
majority.
After some haggling, a motion was car~ied
declaring that CIVV had "discontinued the
study of" the introduction of a 17 or 18m
Class.
Flight Training and Safety. There had
been a preViously circulated proposal to form
a sub committee of CIVV to discuss and
review flight training and safety standards. At!
amendment had been circulated by the UK
suggesting that the existing Intemational
Coaches Conference should retain an independent constitution and be affiliated to FAI
and/or CIVV, rather than become a subcommittee of either CIVV or OSTlV. At the
suggestion of the chairman, who expressed
sympathy and support for the coaches conference, a formal decision on the constitutional status of the body was deferred until
the 1986 meeting.
Baron HUton Cup. Helmut Reichman
spoke on the success of the competition and
asked that delegates should give it publicity
so it might continue to flourish ill the coming
season.
Vintage Gilder Club. Chris Wills, at the
chairman's invitation, spoke about the history
and objects of the club and his request for
more formal CIVV/FAI recognition was noted
and suggestions were made about publicity
for their international rallies.
III
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as possible. Some have brought small deckchairs and these are often to be seen lined up
under a glider wing. Cans of coke and bottles
of water keep emerging from cool boxes. During the day the weather cycles from clear blue
to cumulus then overdeveloping; three or four
cycles during the afternoon. Fresh wind, a bit
cross, gusty at times.
My turn in the yellow 2-33 comes at 4
o'clock. It's a huge lumbering thing with high
wings braced to the lower fuselage. It towers
above anyone standing beside it (imagine a
sort of double-decker K-7), and the pupil has
a step built into the side of the fuselage to help
him or tler clamber in. This is much too undignified for the instructor. so the rea'r cockpit
actually has a door in the side. Inside, lots of
space, as if American aLltomobile design has
filtered Ihroogh 10 sailplanes. Without the airconditioning alas.
Anyway, we're off. Laune!:! is OK t/ilrough
the crosswind, but it's very bumpy up to
12OOt. As per the briefing there is some sen,siHvity il1l pitch but not in roll, and: very large
control movemel'lts on the rudder and ailerons
areealled for. From full-left to full-right the
stick seems· to move about two feet: feels
like wrestling a snake.
Things settle down a bit after 1200lt" and I'm
Just beginning to relal( when we hit sorne lift at
180011. T-Guy, the instructor, says to pull off,
"to the right, remember, to the right." So to the

right we go. Tows to 3000lt are the norm her.e
so I hope we haven't blown it, but no, the
thermal is still there and we're all our way up.
The instruments read miles/hr anl;! fVmin: we
have lift of 400 to 5001pm up to 30Q0ft where it
peters out. Gradually down to 180011 again
while we practise stalls and admire the view,
and T-Guy points out local landmarks.
Another thermal; the 1-26 comes in below
us, but we easily out-climb him and reach
4000lt this time. Silver heights must be triVially
easy here: we nearly did one just now. T-Guy
reckons it is an "average" day. From 4000ft
we can see Norwood airport, and beyond in
:the hale rise the topless towers of downtown
Boston. A further half hour at 3000lt and our
allotted time is up.
The present MIT Soar,ing Association is the
latest in a series of gliding clubs at MIT, the
first being founded in 1~08. IUs ,rUR very lTIuch
like a British 'club, with, everyone helping out
and reaping the consequent benefit of low
charges in cQntrast tQ the more commercial
operations al some of the Digger gliderports. A
3000lt tow is of the' order of $10, there are no
soaring fees. and the annual sub is around
$200 and less for students at MIT. ArourK$100
members. A niee feature is the answerp/1one
line om which they record a message at 7am
every flying day so you can ring in to check if
there are any problems, who's on duty and so
on.
III

scampers out and back before somebody else
lands on top of him. The sailplanes generally
land on the grass between the taxiway and
runway, although this sometimes means overflying powered planes doing their engine
runups. All good fun.
So into the usual ritual of pushing gliders
around and chatting, and my name goes down
on the list. In use today are the 1-26, two 2-33
trainers, a 1-34 and Astir, the last privately
owned. There are about twenty people, a dog,
six automobiles and six coolboxes gathered
around the sailplanes.
For take-off: one wingtip holder with, bat,
who scans the approach for aircraft sneaking
in. Take'-ul) slack is OUr pendulum signal,
decreasing in amplitude as the slack is taken
up~ then a vertical arm to signal that the rope is
tall!. fhe tug pilot now checks whether the
glider pilot is awake by waggling /ilis rudder
aQd waiting' for the glider pilot tQ respond in
kind. On seeing this the wingtip4holder signals
for all out with a circular motion of the bat as fl
exhorting the tug to get goin9; the 'bat is then
cast'aside A la baseball as the glider begins to
move. Finally, after runnin.9 with the wimg, the
wingtip holder discovers that he is now in the
middle of the main runway, so collects the bat
and beats a hasty retreat.
. Vert hot: it's 95 to 100°F by now and
everyone tends to stay in the shade as much
180
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FLYING CABLE PARACHUTES - 2
Following Nlgel' Pringle's viv.ld first-hand description of Trevor Fox's qUick thinking
and handling of that most dangerous of wire-launch "nastl'es", a winch launch
hang-up with strop wrapped afound the mainwheel (S&G December 1983, p256) and
Bill Scull's cautionary note on '''Flying'' Cable Parachutes' foulIng .gllders (S&G
October 1984, p211), a further variant on this theme is recounted by TONY GEE.

o

In working condition

® Weighted end (uppermost)

swings over
down into top surface of tailplane

Coming on first duty as instructor at our
(autotow) site on a mid·November day, I saw
that, abnormaUy for the tirtle of year, condilions appeared highly convective with 3/8ths
00. The windspeed was little short of 20kt and
on the ground it was Obviously gusty, so, as
is customary at ,our clUb, I took a first, "sampling" launch and climbed readily from 1200ft
10 1800ft, just below Cloudbase. However I
was then promptly downed by powerful sink.
After briefing the solo pilots generally about
conditions, I switched to the K-13. My first
pup~, of some 40 lallnches experience, settled into a well-executed first launch when,
nearing tn~ top at about 1500ft, the cable
weak-link broke, the glider pitched up and
there followed- Et second (muffled) report.
Thinking that the cable chute/strop might
possibly have fouled Ihe glider, I took over
and checked the handling, panicularly of the
elevator and rudder, whilst the glider was
headed upwind under a large cumulus cloud
(and climbing at about 1kt). Satisfied that all
appeared well from the viewpoint of handling
(and lack of sink), I handed back to the pupil
who proceeded to ckcle in the lift.

Altimeter proceeded to
unwind alarmingly
Gradually the lift appeared ,to die away to
be replaced by increasing sink (still under the
upwind edge of the cloud) and so after
another turn we straightened up downwind at
10001t, with the vario MW indicating off the
clock down. I suggested we should speed up
50 the P2 lowered the nose appreciably, with
little effect on penetration and the altimeter
proceeded to unwind alarmingly.
It was -now apparent the glider had
developed 1Ii parti'culaf affinity for terra-firma,
as the aiming point was amongst trees halfway along the downwind leg, so' I hurriedly
took over, turned, scrapedatound a cursory
base leg cum final tu~n (at height ~nd speed
rather lower than appropriate) and touched
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G.) Weak

down diagonally across the intowind runway,
the descent from 1000ft having taken no
more than one minute!
We discovered that the cable weak link connector had embedded itself into the top surface
of the starboard tailplane and the attached cable
'chute was draped over the leading edge.
On discussing the incident with the towbar
crew and pilots who had watched the proceedings, it seems that after fOUling the tail the
'chute did not initially billow, probably due to its
having been twisted by the launch. It then
apparently unwound, opening fully only after a
minute or more.
The damage to the tailplane was relatively
slight and the glider lost only a couple of flying days before it was serviceable again.
However, given the prevailing gusty conditions and trailing a fairly large parachute, the
result might easily have been otherwise.
Plainly earlier correct identification of the
problem would have enabled those valuable
parameters, height and time, to have been
conserved for an emergency landing.
Despite being familiar with the type of
glider, launching system, site etc
(500hrs/1000+ K-13 launches, 2500 aerotow
launches from site) and despite having had
initial (accurate) suspicions, the problem
remained largely undetected until almost too
late, masked by the unimpairedl handling
(when specifically tested), and the expectation of abnormally high sink rates.
As it happens, this particular glider is quite
regl,Jlarly flown on cross-countries (Enterprise, task weeks etc) and has a radio installed with controls in the front cockpit, but it is
only used! on training flights when certain
pOwered traffio is anticipated. This seems to
be the case for many other training gliders
(and Indeed some instructors find the radio to
be distracting to pupils at critical stages of
circuitstlandings).
The CFI who witnessed this flight is an
aerospace scientist not inclined to let the
grass grow under his feet. He promptly set
to organising a test rig, based on a gantry

link connection embedded beneath
top surface ply - chute deplOl's

hoist and balance, to tension the strop-chute
combination under controlled conditions. Initial tests on the "Iow-stretch" synthetic fibre
strops used showed that occasionally the
elastic energy might be sufficient to cause the
'chute shrouds to spring back, on weak link
failure, high enough to foul the glider.

This would account for
the way events occurred rapidly
Although I was familiar with using a tail
chute for approach control in a 20rn "plastic"
machine, the fouled cable 'chute was somewhat larger and the K-13 considerably more
sensitive to towing a tail 'chute. It is estimated
that it caused a still air sink rate of the order
of 10kt when fUlly deployed. On this particular
day, the glider probably encountered another
10kt of air sink downwind of the thermal and
the resultant 20kt (2000fVminute) down would
certainly account for the rapidity with which
events occurred.
Having got into a difficult and rapidly
deteriorating situation, a factor considered to
have helped save matters was the use of
"aiming point" technique so sense just how
bad the glide angle had become. This was a
legacy of earlier days endeavouring to coax
first a Kranich and then an Olympia 28 across
blue holes into wind. (It should, however, be
remembered that even with zero headwind a
Nimbus 3 would make a glide angle of no better than 1:10 if it encountered 10kt air sink or
1:5 in 20kt sink.)
It is hoped that this little tale will enlarge
upon the few details appearing in the BGA
Accident Summary. It is offered as a contribution to learning beyond experience normally
reproducible in a two-seater, by someone
who has on several occasions been saved
embarrassment (or worse) by having read
other pilots' write-ups of "how not to do it" in
the columns of this journal.
In future I intend to keep the radio on and
to watch the cable 'chute fall!

a
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MAY RECORDS
Chris Railings, CFI of Booker GC, flew
778km in a Jantar 28 on that classic day, May
28, turning at Petersfield, Welshpool and
York at a speed of 77kmih to become the
third holder of the UK 750km diploma.
Ralph Jones (Nimbus 3) took off from Avon
Soaring Centre on the same day and is claiming the UK 300km triangle record with a
speed of 115.8kmih. His TPs were Birdlip
and Northampton.
. .
The day after at Booker Dave Watt
(ASW-20) achieved a 400km triangle at
96kmih, with TPs at Oakham and Iran bridge,
to claim the UK 15 Metre Class record.
May 28, as you will see from the club news
reports, was consistently good throughout the
country. Booker flew more than 14000
cross-country kilometres, and their final total
is likely to be far in excess of this, and
includes 15 SOOkms.

*

*

*

Over in the USA Alan Sands (Ulster GC)
was also breaking records. He is claiming a
new National O/R record of 1127km in his
Nimbus 3 on May 7. The flight from Lock
Haven, Pennsylvania, turning at Tazewell,
Virginia, took 1Ohrs 40min and used ridge,
wave and thermals. He has promised to write
it up for a future issue.

NEW APPOINTMENT FOR DICK
Dick Stralton, BGA chief technical officer, has
recently been elected chairman of the Royal
Aeronautical Society's Rotorcraft Committee
and an ex officio member of the Council.

BGA TECHNICAL NEWSHEET EXTRACTS
Gap sealing tape restricts elevator control
movement from 50mm to 24mm. This was
found by John Scott on a Pegasus 101 after
a change of tape. Non-heat stable tape
applied to lop surfaces will shrink and restr.ict
control defleclions. Sealing tapes should be
as specified by the manufacturer and applied
10 prevent restrictions.
Schweltzer (Iatch-over-type) lug low hooks.
This tYPe of banner towing hook has been
found to have very high release loads when
the low rope loads are also high. AI'an Unwin,
Borders GC, ·has deve'Joped a :product
improvement (minor) modification to introduce a sealed ball race over the lalch. Copies
of the CM minor mod' application form with
details are available from the BGA office anQ
strongly recommended.
Nose related t,ow hook Installations·. The
BGA will not make fhese mandatory bul
strongly recommend their embodiment in new
,gliders and rebuilds where the option is practicable.

DiCk Stralton, BGA Chief technical officer.
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ADVICE ON VISITING CHILTERNS
Visitors to the Chilterns GC are always
assured of a friendly welcome but in the
interest of flight safety we wish to amplify the
local rules around the airfield. We share the
site with an ATC glider flight, ATC SLMG
flight and a powered flying club. To avoid any
undue hostilities we ask any visiting gliders to
make their approach to the site and their circuit on the south side of the airfield (Argosy
side!). Thank you for your co-operation and
we look forward 10 seeing you.
Trev Sadler, Chilterns GC.

I

Willem Daams, photographed by Mary
Meagher in the T-31, was at a start of an
adventure. His friend, Friedrich Wevers, a
Dutch aerobatic power pilot, thought he
would like to take up gliding and bought the
T-31 from RAF Upavon. Chris Willis did the
C of A at Booker and helped launch WiJlem
behind a Cessna 172 flown by Friedrich on
what Mary described as "a horrible, horrible
May day with high winds and lousy visibility". The first stop was Southend and then
the glider was towed across the Channel to
Calais, where they were grounded by the
weather and had to return later for the last
lap of the trip to Holland.
A PLEA FOR PHOTOGRAPHS
S&G's picture file, particularly of black and
white photographs for illustrating articles, is
deplorably thin. Nikki Campbell, BGA publicity officer, says she has the same problem
and is often stuck for photographs to issue to
the press and to accompany articles.
If anyone has any prints of gliders and gliding activities they can spare, we would be
most grateful and promise they will be given
a credit on publication. Please send them to
S&G, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge
CB1 4NH, and we will make sure Nikki has a
share.

niEIR OWN VIDEO
Andrew MClther senl us a copy of the video
he made of ,Booker GC's receqt visit 10
france and as well as giVing an excell9flt
record, it is ideal material for open evenings
and likely to inspire other members 10 enliSt
for an expeditior'l another year.
, But making a video lis a commitment in
time and money. Andrew estimates the
equipment cost ill the regionef '£2000-£2500
and he recorded some 15hrs which means
considerable editing.
However, it resulted 11'1 a very worthwhile
and enjoyable tape and has encouraged
Andrew 10 film the 15 Metre Class Nationals.

A DISUSED AIRFIELD TO AVOID
In the past several gliders from clubs have
landed at Royal Ordnance Explosives Ltd,
previously a Ministry of Defence establishment, at Westcolt, Berks.
The runways are in a very poor condition
and a large number of the buildings which
surround or encroach onto the perimeter
track contain hazardous materials. It might be
almost impossible to recover a glider from
some parts of the establishment and could be
very expensive to do so.

OBITUARY
Franz Xaver Wortmann
The soaring community will be saddened to
learn that Professor F. X. Wortmann died on
January 16 at the age of 64.
He is famous as the designer of a series of
wing sections which, in conjunction with the
accuracy and surface finish obtained with
FRP structures, were a major contribution to
the remarkable performance improvements of sailplanes during the last quarter-century. Not
only did he have a profound knowledge of
aerodynamic theory but also a remarkable
degree of intuition, so that his wing sections
were something more than mathematical
constructions: there seemed to be an element of art in choosing appropriate pressure
distributions, leading to "Iolerant" sectiOns
conferring good flying qualities, wen matched
to the political requirements of the pilot.
tess well known were his activities in
designing sections for helicopter blades and
windmills, and his considerable researches
into boundary-layers. He was also greatly
interested in yachting and some of /'lis symme\l;ical sections were first conceived for use
In the design of keels. He himself designed a
successful trimaran with several novel features. When he was at the tiller of a yacht,
there was no doubt as 10 who was in command: it was a surprising transformation frorn
the quiet and gentle academic figure.
After the 1974 MIT Symposium, Sam Francis of SSA arranged for various delegates to
go sailing in a magnificent ketch in Buzzards
Bay. The crew included at least half-a-dozen

SAILPLANE & GUDING

CU'renl or former Wor,ld Gliding Champions
(with A. J. Smith consigned to the galley) and
there was FX at the helm and very much lin
charge, although relying 011 Paul MacCready
at the sharp end to previde warnings of ,incipient hazards, whilst accusing at least one
eminent pilot of stalling the genoa. It was a
memorable and happy day.
We will miss not only his expertise but also
the charm 01 his company. We offer our sincere coradolences to his widow, his son and
his daughters.
F. G.IRVING

I
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GLIDING CERTIFICATES

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.

Name

Club

176

G.·G. P. Coppen

Lasham (in Spain)

1984
4.7

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No.
1/256

Name
G. G. 'P. Coppen

.. ,club
Lasham (in Spain)

1984

• A new airway, 8226, will be notified for

4.7

weekend use by Scottish Air Traffic Control
Centre when SGU Portmoak requests wave
flying in a defined area of B22.

DIAMOND GOAL

No.

Name

iIII374 Cynthia Chambers
2/1375 C. J. Mayhew
211376 M. J. Seseman
211377 P. N. Atkin
211378 R. D. Carswell

Club

1965

Surrey & Hants
(in Australia)
Lasham (in France)
Kent (in Australia)
Southdown
(in USA)

2.2
16.7.84
4.2
2.5
19.2

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No.
!'694
31695

Name
P. B. Gray
JI. W. Le Coyle

Club

1985

Derby & Lanes
Swindon

3.4
6.5

Name

Club

1965

1069

J. R. Humpherson
J. S. Weston

Derby & Hanls
Ulster
Southdown
Lasham
Devon & Somersel
Swindon

3,4
14.4
31.3
16.7
14.4
6.5

Club

1985

Vale of Neath
Derby & Lanes
Ulster
Connel
Vale 01 Nealh
Vale 01 Nealh

16.3
3.4
14.4
14.4
16.3
16.3

1070
1071
1072
1073
1074

I. Ashdown
C. J. Mayhew
D. J. Reilly
J. W. Le Coyte

GOLD HEIGHT

Name
G. Hall
J. R. Humpherson

J.

S. Weslon
A. C. M. Fleming
B. J. Fanflam
D.lliing

BGA

Nationals Late News. Ken Hartley (Nimbus
3) is the Open Class Champion with Alistair
Kay (ASW-22) 2nd and Ralph Jones (Nimbus
3) 3rd after four contest days at Lasham with a
600km task on Day 1. Full report in the next
issue.

• The new arrangement will come into eHect
at the end of August.
The new arrangement, while still represent-

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
~

Ael.

Glider

No.

Type

BGA
No.

GOLD BADGE
No.

ing .a considerable restriction on the SGU gliding amenitY compared with its former freedom,
once again opens ,it as a weekend wave soaring site. There is reason to hope the sharp
declille in the gliding club's membership and
activity, which coincided with the introduction
of Blue 22 and from which there has already
been a partial 'r:ecovery, will now be wholly
overcome.
The BGA has thanked NATS and the other
affected bodies for their intensive efforts in
readdressing our concern, and finding compromises to alleviate the gliding position to this
extent.
The 8GA and the SGU are also most grateful to the many people who have given the
problem their active attention, most particularly government ministers, members of parliament and, especially, the parliamentary
spokesman for gliding, Bill Walker (Tayside
North).

scomSH AIRWAV BLUE 22 PRESENT STATUS
Two years aller !he introduction of the new
Scottish Airway, Blue 22 in spring 1983,
National Air Traffic Services (NATS) has conducted a further review of its Implications on
the Scottish Gliding Union. The SGU had
operated Ireely in the region of the airway
since 1934.
The NATS review inclUded a firsthand visit
to the SGU's site to Understand !he gliding
operation. the eHects of Blue, 22 since its
promulgation, and the alleviation of its worst
effects 'at weekends which would arise from
alternative locations for the airway.
After full consultations with the other
affected parties, NATS has now obtained
agreement from all those directly interested to
a new proposal for weekend airway operation:

g-

.

E
0

_

Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,

Chairman, BGA Safely Panel

Pilot/Crew

Dale

Place

Time

Summary

Age

lniury

PI1Hrs
18

11

K-6cA

'0ge

N

2.12.84
14.00

Keevil

42

N

12

firal

1933

N

27.10.64
16.00

Cannel

45

N

G·BKNJ

M

1.11.84

Enslone alf

44

N

15

Aher completing a series of successful circuils.
and during what appealed a normallMding. the
port undercarriage leg tailed dUling the ground
run. Detailed examW1stion pollted 10 a fracture
resu ~jng from a fatigue defecl

TalgMh Pt

55

N

1120

With P2 flying. and wnh ailbrakes open al1er
final turn, an undershoot situaHon developed
p, failed 10 lake ovar and the aircrall 5!ruck!he
boundary lence of posts and wIre.

PilOl failed 10 ensure 1hal canopy was closed
securely. Canopy opened during launch. Pilol
pUlled off and anempted to close canopy.
Decided 10 land ahead In a field ralher than
attempt 10 turn. Landed salely.

13 Grob G109

Pllal saw large bird above and in lronl. Severe
impacl near laH of aircraft though! 10 be allack
by bird. Body of golden eagle later lound on
ground. No damage 10 aircraft

14.00

14

Blanlk

1713

S or
W/O

2.12.64
11.55

all

MAIL ORDER

WHICH WAY ROUND?
"Who in their right mind would fly in UK
airspace without the latest charts fully
amended to show all the relevant restrictions?" asked the CAA.

"Not glider pilots" said we "especially since
the BGA shop now stocks alllhe up-to-dale
air maps.
Topographical air charts of the United
Kingdom available in quarter or half million
scale by mall order at only £6.00 each.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

August/September 1985

Telephone 0533531051
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N. A. Warburton
I. Ashdown
Rosemary Pozerskis
G. Falcke
R. Johnson
D. J, Reilly
J, W. Le COyle
G. Terry
M. A. T, Howe
GOlD DISTANCE
Name
Cynlhia Chambers
C, J, Mayhew
R. D, Carswell
SILVER
No,
6892
6893
6894
6895
6896
6897
6898
6899
6900
6901
6902
6903
6904
6905
6906
6907
6908
6909
6910
6911
6912
6913
6914
6915
6916
6917
6918
6919
6920
6921
6922
6923

BADGE
Name
W, N, N, Newbigging
S. Tromans
V. O. B1axhill
N. M. Davidson
S. M. Partridge
T. R. Summers
T. W, Muncaster
P. L. Howe
J, R. Mabey
W. D. Morgan
Gillian Dalgleish
S. J. Unsworlh
K. Brown
M. P. Blake
P. J, Treadaway
J. Johnson
M. A. Taylor
J, N, Mills
J. F, Niman
N. D. Thomas
L, W. Kelly
P, K, J. Spencer
M, E. Margolis
Anne Sloller
M. Ainley
J. L. Mclver
R. C, Cannon
S. R. Domoney
J. A. Shiner
M. A. Holmes
P. G, Spencer
I. S. Smilh

631 VGS
31.3
Soulhdown
31.3
Coventry
14.4
London
25.8.84
Bicesler
14.4
Devon & Somerset
14.4
Swindon
6,5
N'caslle & Teesside 24,12,84
(in USA)
11.4
Club
Surrey & Hanls
Lasham
(in USA)

1985
2.2
16.7.84
19.2

Club
Colswold
Brislol & Glos
London
Dorsel
Wyvern
London
Wyvern
Southdown
Booker

1985
1,8.84
31.3
13.4
21.4

Black~ounlains

Booker
Coventry
Burn
London
Cambridge Univ
Blackpool & Fy1de
Rat11esden
Shalbourne
Hamblelons
London
Eagle
Coventry
Lasham
London
PelerborO' & Spalding
Dumfries
Surrey & Hams
Soulhdown
Surrey & Hanls
Booker
Avon Soaring
Pe9asus

AUSTIN AVIATION
FOR ALL GLASER-DIRKS
SAILPLANES
10 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
IN DG AIRCRAFT
MODEL DG-101
There is only one
option available
in OCTOBER 1985 at
DM 36,200Due to demand
there are only
4 DG-300 options
left in the near future
Get your deposit down
now

28.4
28.4
5,4
28.4
20.4
23,4
2,5
6,5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6,5
6.5
6.5
6,5
6,5
6,5
6,5
6.5
6,5
6,5
6.5
6.5
3,5
2.5
6,5
16,5
16,5

RD Aviation

Ltd

Service and Choice
This Is a small selection from our stocked range. VAT Is Included. Carriage extra

ELECTRICAL

OXYGEN
Complete system
Portable 630 litre
A14A Regulator
A14A Mask & Hose

£236.23
£248.05
£220.80
£195.50

12v 6Ah Gell Cell
12v 15Ah Gell Cell
Single outlet charger
Dual ouUet charger

£16.99
£36.80
£25.30
£32.20

Plus a complete range of
wiring, connectors, plugs,
sockets, etc, etc.

INSTRUMENTS
"Winter"
Vario 80 mm
Vario 57 mm
ASI80 mm
ASI57 mm
Slip Indicator

from £141.45
from £151.80
from £89.98
from £101.20
£17.25

Other makes
Tum & SUp 80 mm
(used)
£69.00
Tum & Slip 57 mm
(new)
£399.00
Altimeter 80 mm (used) £69.00
Altimeter 80 mm
(new)
£199.95
Accelerometer 57 mm
(used)
from £90.85

"Bohll"
Compass (basic)
Add pitch adjuster
Add track bugs
Hamilton
VC100 57 mm

"Replogle"
8 hour model
£258.75
4 hour model
(hang glider)
£249.55
No ink or blacking needed lor
Replogle

Miscellaneous
Winter foils (SO)
Replogle papers (25)
Winter Ink
Winter fen·tlp

£248.40
£16.10
£16.10
£184.00

BAROGRAPHS
"Winter"
(Foils and Calibration Incl)
£258.75
Glider Model
Motor Glider Model
£343.85
Carrying Case
£39.96

£4.31
£3.68
£1.72
£3.45

Other makes of barograph supplied to order.

VARIOMETERS
"Cambridge"
CAV 50 (80 mm)
CVS SOD (80 mm)
CVS 1500 (57 mm)
CPT SOS (57 mm)
CMP 1SO (Director)
CNav 50 (Nav)

£249.55
£235.75
£241.50
£402.50
£327.75
£848.70

RICO
VAS
VACS

£632.00
£862.00

SALEI SALEI
Cambridge
Audio/Director
Averager

£86.25
£51.75

AVIONIC omEL
LX 100
LX 1000

£228.85
£488.75

Westerboer
VW 900 (57 mm)
VW 910 (57 mm)
VW 920 (Nav)

£276.00
£540.50
£569.25

Second hand variometers and Instruments normally In stock.

TRANSCEIVERS
Avlonlc olttel
ATR 720A
ATR 720B
ATR 720C
ATA 720M

£644.00
£753.25
£948.75
£1005.10

AvComm
57mm Radio
(720 ch)
VOR Portable

£523.25
£511.75

AOR - Handheld
TR 720

£454.25

Ground Stations/Portables
Westminster
£172.50
Pilot
£143.75
Irom £891.25
Avionic Dittel

TRANSCEIVER ACCESSORIES

.

Headset EM/NC
mic
Swan neck mic
Speaker/Mic
Mini loUdspeaker

£106.95
£35.65
£59.80

£9.94

Mounting Cradle
(72OA or C)
Tx button & wiring
BNC Connector
UHF Connector

£32.20
£8.74
£1.84
£1.15

1/4 wave sntenna
5/8 wave antenna,
magnetic base, coil
"Rubber Duck"
antenna

£15.98
£26.45
£9.n

PARACHUTES
GQ Defence Equipment
£684.25
Model '350'
Model '850'
£661.25
Carrying bags Included

We can also have your existing parachute canopy re-packed in
£320.85
a slim-line soft pack and fitted with MA1 extractor
Parachute carrying bag ............................. £14.95
Parachute repacked ................................. £9.99

Plesse add carriage to above prices. All goods supplied under our standard terms of trsde

122 Main Street, Stillington
York Y06 1JU
Tel: EASINGWOLD 0347 810255
24hr Ansaphone -

184

Takes 2min message

~

Brochures. Advice, Price Ust
RD Avlat/on Ltd
RD Avlat/on Ltd
Cotswold House
Mill Street, ISLlP
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: 08675-2357

VISA
23 Orchard Way, Offord Darcy
Huntingdon, Cambs
PE 18 9RU
Telex: 83138
Tel: 0480-811931
Telkay G (reI: RD)
SA/LPLANE & GUDING

PIK 20

'5

2302

M

9.12.84
'5.40

2 miles SE
Long MarSlon

32

N

350

Pik>1. aher ridge soaring a 5ma" hill near the
airfield. dived to make low pass over the front
edge at .he rKlge. Misjudgement 01 height dur·
ing the pull·up from the dive resuned in starboard wing stnking the lOps 01 trees on the hill.
Aircraft wasllown home 10 a normal landing with

M

'5 K·'3

24.11.84
'2.08

Farnborough
PI
P2

42
28

N
N

'066

two holes in the leading edge of starboard wing.
At the top 01 a 1500n autolow launch with P2 on
controls. instructor heard·feh a cable break and
suspected that the cable parachute had struck
the tailplane. Inslructor checked controls and
alk>'wed P2 to continue but took control on
downwind leg. On inspection on the ground
parachute/cable swivel was embedded in laMplane with parachute draped over leading edge
of tailp'ane.

'1 Bocian

18 Pilatus B-4

?

M

23.'2.84
'4.30

Milfield

48

N

42

Very rough conditions with rotor turbulence misled pik>1 Into flying circuit and apPfoach at an
excessive speed culminating in no rounc:bJt.
Rear fuselage and tin damage.

'820

M

1.1.85
13.05

Rhigos

52

N

56

Pll~ on downwind leg encountered heavy sink
when about to turn onto base 180. He prepared
to land in field adjacent to the airfield. At the last

moment he changed ht!l mind and landed Into
Ute aitfield to one side of Ihe runway. During the
ground run the underside 01 the port wing Itruck
a fence post.

Grab G,OB

19

G·BJZX

I
I

M

5.1.85
14.20

S

3.1'.84
'0.20

.

Enstone

32

N

5'10

Pilot of maor glide" wh.~8 practising circuits
wfth engine on, found an undershoot situation
developing, dosed airbraket and opened lhrottIe. Rate of descent Jncreased and aircraft
struck ground lhott of aitfleld boundary breaking undercarriage and' propeaer, bounced and
landed on runway with further damage to ItarboBld wing. Airbrakes had not been <IOC'ked and
had sucked out as rhrOftte was ,opened.

31
24

M
M

890
0

P2 on fourth flight was flying thlt circuit wUh verbaI assi!ltance and was approaching at 60kt

I

20 K·'3

2944

Nr Duxford

Pl
P2

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
Barograph Calibration centre

New address:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr, Leominster
Herefordshire HRG 9LX

Tel. 056·881-368

when wind grllclient effect was noted. P2
pushed column fUlly forwa,,;j and aircrah rotated
into steep nosedown, attitude. InstruetOf'
regained control just in time to rotate befOfe a
heavy ,mpact on motorway crossing the

approach path.
1550

80cian

2'

22

Kestrel 17m

\120

M

M

1.12.84
'5.'5

29.4.84
'6.15

32

Crowland

N

First

solo

Nympsfield

40

N

3'4

Pilot on first solo ftew satisfactory cKcult and
approach but bounced on touch down. Brakes
were closed and nose loweted. A second heavy
touch-dONn resulted in p"c~ng between nose
and tail. Frame was fractuted behind (railing
edge cl wings and members k:Mlsened near the
stem post.

Pilollanded normally. using lIaps and ta~ 'chute.
As speed 01 ground run dropped all and Ielt
wing touched lhe !l'ound tl\e ptoI. reacl1ing
brake .ver, pulled flap lever by m.lake. Aircrafl

'0<

ground looped 9~ and ran downh I, coming 10
rest with the nose against a stone wait

K·6E

23

2430

LS·4

2<

2755

M

M

'3.5.84
'6.00

8.6.84
17.15

35

Frocester,

N

210

Nr Nympstield

on downWInd leg found he had msufticienl

heigtl 10 reach airfield and decided SO land in
valley, selecting what appeared a suitable field.
He then anempted to SOlv. but had to relurn to
selected field ¥A1ich proved to be ridge and furrCIW. Tailskid hit one ridge, pifching nose into
another ridge.

36

Craswelt.
Hereford

Pilol

N

324

After 8 map reading error in a mountainous area
pilot selected amall field willl UP'h~t slope and
flew a circuit. Approactl speed proved insufficient fOf round-out 0010 up-hill slope and a
heavy landing resutted.

25 ASW·19

2354

S

11.3.85
'1.15

31

Talgerth

N

116

I

28 Grab Gl02

274'

N

21.'2.84
'3.00

Nympsfield

40

N

64

Grlder aerotow launched on belly-hook. Glider
swooped up into air and weak link of rqpe broke.
Tug bounced onto ground then managed to
stagger oyer boundary. Glider stalled at about
125" and dived. As ground was "ailing away.
glider had enough height to recover on i1s own.
P~ot realised that tle lacke(j elevator contrc(
and'directed .,craft low8lds vafley. AircraJlcontinued witft' reducing OSC~latioJ:ls In pitch before
~nding itseH ,n a field aboul 2'h miles 'rom airfield. Pilot used tuMI rudder to make wing take
inlial impact. Elevalor not connected, and missed a control check.

the aircraft before it was f10wn again. During Ile
examination .'181 'le Sin • v.. in was discovered
among the controls beneath Ile seat. probably
16ft at thela9:t C d A and distuf'bed dJring a slow

loop.

11_

2i K·'3

?

2'43

2405

N

S

M

1.1.85
'3.30

41

Parham

N

50

Piklt carried out namal c:bNr?Nind checks bu1
toOk bold cl ulc ralher Ihan airbrake lever. Reat'sed her mistake but was lor~ to land in field
adjoining oilflOld. (No damage.)

26.1.85
'5.00

Oallacl1y

23.2.85
'2.00

Parham

Pl
P2

43
49

N

150
33

p,

58
40

N
N

507
12

P2

N

Check ltight wilh solo piot. SalislaclOry landing
bot suspension bottomed heaVily during ground
~n. Wheel box area found to have coAapsed
with damage which on furthef examination was
found to be more extensive than originafty
thought.
Simulated winch launch cable break at

serIOUS,

WIO . wnte-oH. M - moor, N - nil.

SO-70ft.

P2 pul glider into correct altitude then IClWered
nose to a sleep dive. P1 rounded out the glider
but P2 pulled out the airbrakes sharply. A heavy
landing resulted.

S'"

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPES/CABLES
Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction

Ropes
Advise length, size and type

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenings
Thermal Clothing
Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 SEa
Tel 051-647 5751 Telex 627826
Contact Antony Sedgwick

Instructor on the ground noticed a rather ragged
performance et aeroba~c9 and questioned the

piot when h. landed. A' "e pilot had pu'ed
almost 4g. ~e instructor ordered examinali9n of

'ET Pogeoua

PERRY'S

EVER FANCIED A NIMBUS 3
IN TEXAS??
Wijh the new JSW SOARING Game, specially wrinen
for the 48K Spectrum, you can choose lrom eleven gliders;
fly triangles or just the final glide;
take your chance with the English wealher;
or demand a Texan record breaker!
Clouds buid and decay: days 'clamp' and clear: Real
'herelthere' decisions to be made: trees and cows to
ayoid Oust for lun) ~ yoU don·t get home! Ifs a real
training programme, wrinen by a soaring piot, for soar·
ing piols.
As S8en at the Cardiff Conlerence
£8.00
ALSO
Catculators
£5.50 and £9.00
Dolphin Vario Conversions £30 and £48
PLUS ... tUbing, connectors etc etc for the
Fastidious Fenler. SAE for detaits,

JSW SOARING, 1 The Jollies, Crondall
FARNHAM, Surrey GU10 SaJ
(0252) 850299
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COULD BE THE WRONG APPROACH
Dear Editor,
I believe that aerotow tug hooks have been
studied for some time with a view to making
them release automatically if the rope angle
became dangerous. It Is of course difficult to
quantify an angle appropriate to all circumstances.
It has occurred to me that concentration on
the rope angle or force may be the wrong
approach. The true requirement Is to release
if the tug is becoming uncontrollable, and this
can readily be detected from the position of
the controls. For the case of the glider getting
too high, it would appear possible to arrange
that release would be triggered by full backward movement of the control column.
The two key advantages of this technique
are 1) the natural reaction of pUlling back on
the stick in an induced dive is all that is
necessary to release, and 2) the release system is not dependent solely on the angle of
the rope to the tug, but takes account also of
the tension, using the response of the tug
and pilot to assess the need for release. I
would also expect that this method would not
require such fine adjustment as a hook which
releases at a specific angle of pUll.
G. H. BAILEY, Northwlch, Cheshire.

CAN ANYONE HELP?
Dear Editor,
I have just purchased the unique Gull 3
made by Slingsby's in 1939. It is in better
condition than I dared hope and a restoration
to full flying condition will be starting in late
summer and hopefully it will be flying in the
autumn of 1986.
The glider was sold by Fred Slingsby in
October 1944 to Prince Bira and he flew it for
some time - I know at Sutton Bank around
1945.
I wish to restore the glider to the state it
was in when Prince Bira owned it and would
be grateful for the loan of any photographs
taken ot the Gull around 1939 to 1949 or any
articles written about it during those ten
years.
MIKE BEACH, 24 Cole Park Road,
Twlckenham, Middx.

CHECK FLIGHT
Dear Editor,
It sometimes happens that an experienced
pilot turns up at a new site and is given a
check flight by the resident instructor who
fails him. This can cause a good deal of bad
feeling on both sides, often without good
reason since there may have been a genuine
misunderstanding. What can be done about
it?
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First, if you are the visiting pilot never
object to a check, even if you last flew at the
site a year ago. Make sure you are adequately briefed so you know exactly what is
expected of you. Different instructors have
different likes and dislikes so it is helpful to
know in advance what they are.
If you are the instructor, similarly make it
quite clear to the candidate what is required
by a thorough pre-flight briefing. If the flight is
not to your satisfaction, be brief and offer to
give another check. Carefully re-brief and
make a second flight or offer a check with
another instructor.
Correct procedures vary considerably from
site to site. When in Greece do as the
Greeks, but sometimes it takes a little time to
learn.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow, Bucks.
GLIDING SHOULD BE IN OLYMPICS
Dear Editor,
I entirely agree with Rob Cronk's letter in
the last issue, p138. Gliding is just as valid a
sport as sailing, windsurfing, shooting, equestrian events or even swimming sideways,
backwards and upside, so why can't it be
included in the Olympics?
Although the existing Classes could be
retained, the competition would be much
fairer (and probably much cheaper) if a simple, one design, mass produced Olympic
Class sailplane could be adopted. To cut
down on design, tooling, testing and certification costs, this could be based on a satisfactory existing design with some form of licensing to permit its manufacture by other firms,
thereby encouraging competition (in the business sense) which could further reduce costs
and might even revive the British glider industry!
The advantages to the gliding community
should be obvious. Now that glider performance is reaching the realms of greatly
diminishing returns, the competition minded
pilot would no longer have to spend
thousands to get that fraction of a point on
the glide angle. The up and coming pilot
would (eventually) be able to buy a several
years old sailplane and compete on a more or
less equal basis. More importantly, more
people would be attracted to gliding, rather
than sailing or windsurfing, ~ it can be seen to
be a fair and cost effective sport.
DEREK COPELAND, Rlckmansworth,
Herts.

persist with the policy of keeping the engine
running astounds me. Starting a Falke takes
perhaps 30 seconds; at £18/hr this amounts
to 15p. What price a human life?
Come on Douglas, you can't get in or out 01
a Falke without getting near the engine,
escorted or not, so for goodness sake tum It

off.
KEITH TAYLOR, Shlpley, W. Yorks.

PROPELLERS ARE KILLERS
Dear Editor,
I was amazed to read Douglas Donald's
article.. Surely everybody knows that in an
aircraft where people get in and out in front of
the leading edge of the wing, you do not have
the engine wnoing. Passengers soould be
strapped in before the engine is started and
the engine should be switched off before they
are unstrapped. Propellers are killers.
KAREN FITZGERALD, Angus, Scotland.

WORRIED ABOUT PREVENTION MEASURES
Dear Editor,
I was very worri.ed by Douglas Donald's
report concerning motor glider safety. What
worried. me was not the accident itself,
although obviously it could have been far
more serious than it was, but the measures
adopted in the hope of preventing a similar
accident.
Whilst the suggestions made seem very
good, there was no indication that the club
has also adopted the system of stopping the
engine whilst passengers are entering or
leaving the aircraft. If the new measures
introduced do include stopping the engine,
can I suggest that this should have been
made clear. To have two people approaching
an aircraft in the limited space between the
wing and a turning propeller seems to be
inviting disaster; another accident might not
have such a fortunate outcome.
The difficulty of re-starting the Falke
engine, which is sometimes given as an
excuse for keeping it ticking over, is simply
not a sufficent reason for taking unnecessary
safety risks. The only safe procedure is to
stop the engine whenever anyone (whoever
they are, and however experienced they may
be) approaches the aircraft.
I should be interested to know the views of
the Safety Committee on the subject.
DIANA KING, Solihull, W. Midlands.

TURN OFF THE ENGINE
Dear Editor,
I read with amazement the article by Douglas Donald in the April issue, p9?, "Safety of
the Public". That a so-called safety officer
should witness a potential fatality and still

Bill Scull, BGA director of operations,
replies: I must endorse the views expressed.
My own practice is to stop the engine if anyone approaches the motor glider. Even the
modified practice of helping a passenger into
and out of the motor glider is still potential
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

fraught. What about Ihe risks to the helper?
HONever careful he or she may be it only
requires a momentary lapse of concentration
or a distraction lor the accident to happe,1!'

GUDING CLUB ECONOMICS CONnNUED
Dear Editor,
I am surprised that Alan Sands thinks /ilis
rejugglin€l of the North Hill income and
expenditure figures "disproves" the points
made in the April issue, p69, and invalidates
statistics in general. (See Alan's letter In the
last issue, pl38.)
His sums are correct and simply quantify
!he assertion that the private. owner sUbsidises the club pilot which formed paragrapn
!wo of my article. I am unhappy that a
misunderstanding of those figures is driving
British gliding down a narmw road.
0Ix club members complain that they want
tl spend more money flying but cannot
because there are not enough gMers. T,o
argue that we should ,nol b'uy another singleseater because the,y don'l spend enough
money Is an abuse, nol a use of statistics,
when you realise that Ihe purchase 01 that
glider would enable them to spend the money
which would justify the purchase.
Analysing detailed receipts and bills identifies the profitable areas, Concentrating
investmenl,in these must result in cheaper flying for all. Is Ihat an unworthy aim?
By all means deduct the cost of launching
from the figures but that would not alter the
conclusion that a K-6 can with quite low
charges be a profitable investment for a club.
Mora such investments remain profitable until
you reach eight pilots/glider. Understanding
this is buried by only looking at profit!
member.
The bonus is indeed for the younger pilots
who need to cut their milk teeth on cheap flyIng. It is the clubs' role to find and train a
mass of youngsters and pass the talented
few on to the BGA for subsidised intensive
finishing - that's how the RAF produced its
World Champion.
SO why does Alan Sands dismiss provision
of cheap flying for the young as philosophy?
It is and a darned good philosophy too.
What's more it's a philosophy that can be
Illl1Jlged - because it's self financing.
I also agree with his winch costings. Including capital and interest our new winch will be
launching members for about £1. Why are
there so few lour or six line set-ups and even

fewer of the most time efficient system of all
- the retrieve winch?
So arise all you amateur statisticians with
calculators in hand, you have nothing to lose
but low launch rates and excessive charges.
GORDON PETERS, Wellington, Somerset.
EVALUAnNG CONTEST SOARING
PERFORMANCE
Dear Editor,
I have been' asked to Ireview(:ontest scoring for future gUidance. I have some qualifications from havi~g' scored at least one
National contest by two systems simultane,-,
ously, and I nave no prejudices in that ,I only
fly a K-8B in small time contests and none of
the systems in question are any help 10 me.
This letter is- a request ·for help from competition pilots, After I have explained how I
see the relation between competition attitude,
the peculiarities 01 the sport and the evaluation system used to declare Champions, I
hope you will write and tell me which direction
you feel suits your competitive attitude.
Of all the sports in which a Championship
is decided by a number of individual tasks,
grand prix auto racing is probably most like
soaring. The races are basically for speed,
non-completions are relatively common and
the races are of different lengths and are run
under many different conditions. The scoring
system is purely competitive - X points are
awarded for a win, Y points for second place
and so on. The third place winner will get Z
points, whether he finished or not. The
measure of performance or the relative quality of the performance is not transferred from
day to day.
In golf performance is measured in each
round and the Champion has the lowest
overall score. I will call that purely quantitative.
Other sports which are purely competitive
are tennis, sailing and even football (over a
season). The purely quantitatively scored
sports are much rarer and include the
Olympic decathlon and ski slalom, as well as
golf.
It is obvious that sports in which competitors conflict, interact or compete are most
likely to be scored purely competitively. The
three sports cited as examples of quantitative
scoring are individualistic where competitors
execute the event at different times.
Soaring has many elements in common
with the competitively scored sports. It is

competitive and pilots interact. For instance,
a pilot sensing himself well ahead, having
passed his chief rivals, will often fly conservatively while a pilot who had a bad start may
fly very aggressively. At the same time, soaring to some competitors is very individualistic
and, as with golf, competitors do not start at
exactly the same time. Some pilots analyse
their average lift to see whether their speed
was as good as the aeroplane could perform.
These pilots are quantitative il') their attitudes
and wouild probably prefer a quantitative scoring system.
Belore I mention scoring systems, let me
quickly develop one for soaring which would
be purely competitive, If we simply rank pilots
in order 01 speed first and then distance, we
can assign day points equal to the number of
pilots beaten, If you win the day, you get
6Opts, if you don't do better than anybody, you
get no points. Let that be our model for a
purely competitive system.
Tlhe Total Elapsed Time system, on the
other hand, at least for those pilots who
finished alii tasks, is the ideal purely quantitalive system.
The 1000pt system (without devaluations)
carries equal day weight for a win, but transfers relative performance on the other competitors from day to day. It is our mixed system.
For me, it is not whether a system is better
or more just, but a question of what are the
competitive attitudes of the participants,
Think back to your feelings about competitions and answer these questions:
1. Do you try to remember the Competition
Nos of pilots just above you in th~ ranking
so you can try to beat them? (C if true.)
2. Do you keep track of your racing speed
and average lift and analyse your performance in the race? (0)
3. Do you feel better haVing won a long task
than having won a short task? (0)
4. Is winning the important thing, or is it the
only thing? (C)
5. Do you start to ease off when you have
caught your main competitor? (C)
There are many similar questions you can
ask which will tell me if you are more on the
competitive or the quantitative side, I would
welcome your reaction and would like your
name, rating, if any, number of contests in
the last five years and any comments you
might have on my way of looking at the problem.
WOLF ELBER, 213 Anne Burras Lane,
Newport News, VA 23606, USA.

8hottmann
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
LOW INTEREST FINANCE
BRITISH C of A
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER
Contact

Airmark Aviation Ltd, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Middx
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Copy and photographs for the October-November Issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edlth's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, telephone 0223
247725, to arrive not later than August 6 and for the December-January issue
to arrive not later than October 8.
June 7, 1985
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
ANGUS (Arbroath)
The weather ruined the first week of our April
flying fortnight but the second half made up
for this with Ron Smitl)~and Martin D"vies
gaining Bronze legs and Carol Horribine a
Silver height in the club Pirat.
Midweek flying has again started with
Monday evenings lor visiting ·groups. Our
thanks to instructor, Ally Eddie, and CFI, Les
Joiner, for their excellent lectures on crosscountry flying and circuit planning. Future lectures are particularly for those attempting
Bronze C examinations.
Congratulations to Bryan Morris on his
Bronze C and to Norma Ballingall, "senior
canteen manageress", on joining the committee.
B.J.M.
AQUILA (Hlnton-in-the-Hedges)
Our second K-7 now rises like a Phoenix having had an extensive two-year rebuild and is
finished in resplendent red and blue. It is now
the best K-7 flying (prospective members
please note) and joins its sister ship and the
K-8 to make up our fleet. Our Auster tug performs beautifully with its new engine and
prop, giving meteoric launches to both club
and the numerous private aircraft.
We put on a good display at the Banbury
Leisure Centre's Sports Exhibition resUlting in
quite a few new members. However, we
would be pleased to increase our membership from any source and welcome visitors by
road and air.
J.R.
BANNER DOWN (RAF Hullavington)
The first ever 500km triangle from Hullavington was flown by Gerry Odell (Vega). Congratulations Gerry and to our three new assistant Cat instructors. Max Kirschner, John
Joiner and Mark Desmond; to Derek Findlay,
Ben Bennett and Mel Dawson for 300km
triangles and to Maurice Lowes, Clive Joossee "nd Geoff Stinchcombe on going solo.
Our CFI, Pat Rowney, has left for the Falklands followed by a posting to Germany, and
Ray Brownrigg, DCFI, is at Enstone instructingan<! maintaining motor gliders having left
the RAF. Many thanks to both for their hard
work. John Charlett-Green has taken over as
CFI with Den Britton and Ben Bennett as joint
DCFls.
The 25th birthday party at Easter was a
great success with lots of old friends arriving.
The bar was redecorated and re-carpeted just
in time.
"Nipper" Stonebanks and "Noddy" WiI188

liams are joining the staff at Bicester while
"Bic" Smith is back from Germany.
V.R.D.
BA'JiH& WILTS ~Keevil Airfield)
We had a successful soaring week at the end
of May with Jim Gardiner achieving Gold distance and Bob Clark gaining 5hrs, as well as
members claiming numerous Bronze legs in
the club K-6cRs. Congratulations also to John
Paisley, David Mogg and Ron Sexby on
going solo, to Graham Kehilly on his Silver
distance and to Ron Bevan on completing his
Bronze C.
It was a delight to see the Discus put
through its paces by Andrew Davis. With the
addition of a "neW" Oirrus as well, that puts
the number of private gliders at 24.
P.D.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
• Despite a slow start to the season, it provided
well achieved badges on the few good days.
Richard Delafield and Eddy Johnson got
Bronze legs and there were numerous Silver
legs including 50km by Steve Winkworth,
Chris Rowley and Danny McElvin. Chris
managed to complete all three Silver legs in a
two-week period. Three 500km Diamonds
were flown by KMI1 Buckner, Steve Hymers
and Terry Joint. Terry flew a double O/R to
avoid going around the wrong way, again.
Roy Johnson got his 'Gold height during the
Talgarth expedition, and we have three new
solo pilots, Paul Wel'ch, Eddy Johnson and
Dave Northgraves. Well done all.
"Nipper" Stonebanks has been posted
here and Ken Stephenson has left for the far
north. Many thanks for all your work Ken,
especially on the fleet's oxygen systems.
The club found itself without a single Astir
for the summer, but a ,few members went to
Germany in search of a second-hand one
and came back with a superb CS plus trailer.
The previous owner is moving upmarket, having flown his 750km in it!
We are on the lookout for a new airfield
bus at the moment. When it rains the present
bus holds nearly as much water as the Nimbus 3! If anyone knows ot a suitable bus for
sale, please let us know.
S. &J.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
Pete Johnson, our first full-time tug pilot, has
moved on to Dunstable together with Mary
who did our book-keeping. The farewell party
was a great success. We shall miss them
both and wish them the best of luck. We wel-

come Dave Macaulay who will be tugging for
us until the autumn.
The Sports Council grant and loan have
enabled us to expand the club fleet with an
IS-30 and a K-18. Acquiring aD improved per-I
formance .lwo-seater should mean that
check-flights,including the Brecon Beacons,
should become more commonplace.
So far this year we have host~d expeditions from Odiham, Nol'ith Hill, DUl'lstable,
Lasham and Blcester. Despite indifferent
thermal conditions, there have been some
good ridge and wave days. Two Lasham
pilots each climbed to 17 00011 in WSW wave
at the end of March. Bill Morgan completed
his Silver C with a climb to 10 500ft in NE
wave during April.
Our next social event will be a barn dance
over the August Bank Holiday weekend.
W.D.M.
BORDERS (Mllfleld)
Many thanks to Jim Hogarth for his term as
chairman, also congratulations to Colin
Sword who takes over at a very crucial and
difficult time OWing to the pressures of moving
our site. PhiI Marks takes over from Peter
Johnston as flight engineer. We thank Peter
for his patient work over the past few years.
Sadly our landlord, Bill Brodie, has died.
He was always very helpful and tolerant and
our sympathies go to his wife and family.
T.P.
BURN (Burn Airfield, Nr Selby)
Our new clubhouse was officially opened on
May 12 by Coun. M. Johnson, chairman of
Selby District Council, with Mr C. Villiers, representing the Sports Council, presenting us
with a plaque which acknowledged their
financial aid.
The poor start to the season affected our
early Comps and courses but was good
enough for Joanne Spencer to go solo on her
16th birthday. The weather improved in time
for our cross-country course enabling Keith
Taylor (SHK) and Vic Fielding (K-6cR) to
complete 320km tasks from late starts on the
Tuesday and Vie to do another 300km O/R
on the Wednesday. The week was a great
success enabling R. Moxon, D. Peters, W.
Shaw and M. Wakefield to complete their
Silver Cs, J. Bourne to gain 5hrs and Silver
height and for D. Wilson to fly Silver distance.
We are running second by one point to Kirton Lindsey in the Northern Inter-Club
League. A club expedition to the French Alps
this summer consists of an ASW-19, PIK 20
and a PIK 20e.
V.F.F.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
(Cambridge and Duxford)
Cross-countries and badge attempts have
dramatically increased during May after
weeks of wet and windy weather. Bronze legs
were flown by Chris Glover, Terry Slipper and
Don Lees. Peter Treadaway Jnr and Brian
Watt completed their Silver Cs, Peter going to
Crowland and Brian to Cranfield, claiming his
height on the flight and his 5hrs over Duxford
ten days later. Paul O'Donald flew Silver distance to Husbands Bosworth and Paul Ranee
gained his 5hrs.
Tuesday, May 28, was a classic day with
Gold distances flown by John McNamee and
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Richard Maskell and Diamond ,distances b)l
John Evans and Peter O'Donald. Congratulations to them all.

Membership is growing and visitors will be
made most welcome.
T.S.

Cl.EVElANDS (RA'F D1shforth)
Our beloved ASW-20 has been soId to a
good home arK! Comp No. 24 Is now worn on
our Ventus B.
Simon faulkener has gone solo, but the
major achievement is Steve Olander's
Diamond distance of 500km with an out and
almosl returrl from Qunstable in his 00-202.

PW.

MalcoIm Farrell photographed this swarm of bees
which completely covered the red nose of a Ubelle
ptlI1ced at Dwdord.

OUr marathon AGM in May lasted nearly
four hours. The Inter-Club League weekend
of May 25-26 was won by Cambridge and
finished with a successful barbecue and barn
dance attended by 140.
We were sorry to hear of the sudden death
cA Bill Dainty in May. Bill was a syndicate
member of 518 Libelle and will be missed by
us all. We send our sympathy to his wife and
family.
G.K.F.
CHANNEL (Waldershare Park, Nr Dover)
Having settled in at Waldershare Park in
April, and now dried out from the early weeks
cA ankle-<leep mud, the advantages of our
new site are very apparent - freedom of
movement away from RAF control and real
thermals.
Ron Atmilage achieved a Bronze leg on his
first fnght in our newly acquired Spatz. Congratulations also to David Goldin on completing his MGPPL, to Colin Harwood on
going solo and to Alan McGarrigle on his
MGPPl when he flew his Grob in from Amsterdam for his GFT.
We ate using a three-wheeled A1V cycle
"buggy" for cable retrieve and glider towing
which is a great success and economical
L.S.
CHILTERNS (RAF Halton)
Yes we stilllly despite our lo~ absence from
these pages. To bring you up to date, we now
fly at Halton. Although our sky is a busy piece
of airspace we have good thermals and the
ridge gives us a winter bonus in gOOd condi-

tions.

Our

team Includes Oscar Conslable, CFI,

Tin Dickinson, DCFt and Q. Oswell, "Mr
Fixif'. The club fleet consists of a K-7, K-13,
K-8, Vega and Astir. Thanks to many hours'
labour by Andy Roberts we have !wo good

winches.
Congratulations to John 'Harber for his
assistant Cat rating, Andy Roberts for his
5hrs and James Allison and Trev Sadler on
gaining Bronze Cs. We welcome John Allison
and family from Laarbruch. W. Germany.
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CORNISH (PerranpOrth)
The season gololl to a bad start as we had
neglected to C of A all but one of the club
gliders. We are keeping fingers crossed that
the solitary serviceable two-seater holds up
for the duration Of the courses. Our main
winch was abandoned outside the hangar for
most of the winter and is now unserviceable
due to frost damage, so we are trying to keep
things going with our single drum back-up
winch,
Committee member Nigel Davey 'looks set
to break the "most launches without going
soJo" 'record - some experts are predicting
that he may even pass the three Ilundred
mark!

the K-8 and gained two Bronze legs, Mick
Smith has also gone solo.
Steve Benn spent most of the winter refurbishing the Oly 2a which is now flying again
with Gary Moxham, Sue Hutchings and Claire
Evans making up the syndicate.
I
Three members flew 26hrs between them
on the Talgarth expedition in April. Chris
I
Terry flew twice to over 11 0000 and Simon
Hutchinson and Claire Evans also had ridge
and wave soaring.
We joined in the "Comp Kitty" weekend at
Four Counties in June with Mick Lee, Barrie
Briggs, Don Beech, Norman Quirke and
I Pauline Hewitt enjoying flying competition
, tasks for fun, not to mention the social side of
the event!
In May we said gOOdbye to Chris McQuigg,
posted 10 Kinloss. We thank him for his hard
: work as an instructor, tug pilot and secretary.
Mick Mahon is now an instructor and the
Janus, our second two-seater, should arrive
ill late July.
J.L.
DEESIOE (Aboyne AIrfield)
Four hundred kilometres in wave, 450 in thermal, 21 OOOft on the only non-contest day.
That was our lask week at the end of May.
Up to eight IPs were set (In pairs on wave
days irn case 'one was under Cloud), distances
being added up. Bonuses were given for the
remote TPs such as Loch Lomond, and on
occasions for return to Aboyne at the end of
the day. The flying' area covered most of the
Highlands south of the Great Glen.
T'he wave days were superb, with ()ff the
crock lift in the p{jmary to the nor1h of the
Cairngorms. The thermal flying often involved
crossing the most desolate and rugged
mountains lin Britain. The views from 10000
above the Lairig Ghru will long be remembered'. Pinpoint navigation and faith in glide
angles was essenlial, especially as the safety
of the valleys was often out of sight. Although
considerable experience was necessary for
this sort of flying, the less experienced could
shuttle betweeR Tomintoul, Hunlly and the
Linn of Dee.
Aboy,neis not just about Diamond heights
in October. Nor is it about record breaking
7-.50km triangles. But where in Britain is there
such a var,iety <>f spectacular soaring? Ask
Ben Watson. He won yet again.
K.A.H.

T.e.p.
COVE'NTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
After a slow starl to the season we had a,
successful task week 'at the end of May and
were pleased 10 welcome members of the
Lakes GC. Although we had a, wet start, we,
achieved over 12 OOOkm 'in four flying days.
Malc Guard won G~oup A in his libelle, having won every task day. Group B (twoseaters) was won by Ron, Davidson and his
team in the Pucatz, Groop B· {single-seaters)
by Derek .Abbey in the S8-5a and Group C
(vintage) by Pete Martin and Chris Rodwell in
the Oly 2,a.Roger Goodman, Frank Stevens,
Ron Asplin and Jonathal'l Walker completed
their 300km Diamond goals, with Jonathan's
flight of 381km being awardE~d the most
meritorious performance of the week. The
championl "bumbler" on a non-task day was
Tony Pozerskis, who managed to stay up for
2hrs ~5min and won plenty of beer money.
The Inter-Glub League was heId here during th.e May Day Bank Holiday weekend and
ended with an excellent flying day on the
Monday.
Congratulations to Rosemary Pozerskis
who gained her Gold height at Shobdon in
April.
D.L.S.
CAANWEll(RAFGSA)
After a promising start to the season the cold
wet spri'ng prevented many long crosscolJnlries from Cranwell; however a flurry of
badge flights Indicate that summer is now
here. Colin Mitchell Smith flew to Netherthorpe for Silver distance; Jim Mills and Sue
'Hutchings achieved their first Bronze leg and
Silver Might and Meryl Jenkinson and Liam
McErlean Bronze legs.
Angus Watson got special treatment on his
16th birthday in May when we set up the airfield on a Wednesday evening just so he
could go solo. Since then he has converted to

I

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (Camphlll)
Spring was notable by its absence and the
annual visit in late May by Trevor Fox and his
colleagues from Lasham was spoiled by fairly
solid rain.
Summer finally arrived on May 28, with four
consecutive days of good thermals for our
club week which was combined with a BGA
lead-and-follow cou rse when tasks from 100
to 300km were completed each day. Dave
Smith (Astir) achieved Diamond goal the day
after following John Williamson round the
same course, and though Peter Roberls
(Mosquito) fell short of his 300km he logged
900km in the four days. Thanks to the
generosity of the K-21 syndicate, several
benefited from dual tasks with JSW.
We are Iiaisoning with Marchington GC
for aerotow training weekends.
Congratulations to Brian Alien and Peter
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Every pilot should visit it once in a lifetime
The more devout every year
WAIKERIE has MORE GLIDING FREEDOM, SPACE,
POTENTIAL, than anywhere else in the world.
WAIKERIE has the best sailplanes and facilities in
AUSTRALIA, and staff to help you.
WAIKERIE WEATHER - Consistently good for gliding.
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS14th - 21st December.

WAIKERIE GLIDING CLUB INC.,
P.O. Box 320, Waikerle, South Australia 5330
or phone I.S.D. +61 8541 2644
Telex: 71 82555

THE MECCA OF GLIDING

WAIKERIE
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

This Publication
is available in Microform.

-.•

LJniversit)
Microfilms
International
Pka'ie send additional infomliltion
fm --~'"=_=cl",,"=_::;-,--

Without doubt the most established and experienced glider
trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the
best for Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date..
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Selected for Ministry of Defence,
R.A.F. Air Cadets Contract

_

Slalc,·
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300 North Zeeb Rood
Depl. P.R.

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps."

Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106

'PROBABLY THE BEST TR"AILERS
OF ALL TIME!"
ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mudguards now
standard. ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing
gear, trestles and our superb range of fittings to order.
NEWS Our continued development has now proven
our new Bonding/sealing system which means no more
loose rivets. Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES
WRITE OR PHONE:

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
048872224

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAilPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLM FIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

SPEC~Al~ST SYSTEmS

NEWPORT_PEAC~TD

tl]aIC

MIKE YORKE AND TIM
I
32 FERNHILL LANE, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU17 9HA
0276 33706/65876
Telex 966676 PMFAB

-(

~~gg~~
VORs atc

TRnO 3 WATTS output PEP £454.25 GL72A GLIDER RADIO £523.25
720 AIRBAND CHANNELS + VOR ATIS
3 USER MEMORY FREQUENCIES
REMOTE SPEAKER/MIC £22.77
HEAVY DUTY BATTERY £42.00
LEATHERETTE CASE £8.22
FURTHER ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
PANEL MOUNT CONVERSION £23.00
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720 CHANNEL + INTERCOM
OUTPUT 2 WATTS PEP MIN
2 WATTS AUDIO
CARBON & EM MICS
FITS 2%" PANEL SPACE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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Siddal on going, solo, and to Peter Gray our
chairman who did indeed gain his Diamond
height at Aboyne in April.
J.R.H.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North HIli)
Dave Reilly (Libelle) gained 10800lt to complete his Gold C at Talgartl\. Simon Minson
and lan Mitchell soared their Eagle through
t2000ft, returning badgeless but ecstatic.
Height 01 a different kind is a 2200lt K-13
winch launch recently reported.
In late May John Brown (B>-4) completed
his Silver C with a duratiolll and Peter Moverly
(K-6E), witl"! distance and ,height. Barry Gage
(Oly 463) also has Silver distance and height
and Phil Whitehead his Bronze C. Bill Hatch,
Bob Chant and Trevor Senatore have soloed
- Trevor pilots the Exeter-Speke night
maMAn Extra-Ordinary General Meeting was
called on May 4 to increase the club's borrowing powers, following the sudden realisation
that land on the north of the site was for sale.
We immediately started negotiating for eight
acres to widen the east end of the site for
increased safety margins when operating at
that end. That lovely beech hedge - and its
associated turbulence will go and its
replacement will be ours to grow to our
requirements, not our neighbour's. Hopefully
we will be able to secure this site extension in
time to comptete essential works for the 1986

season.
The Husky is back after its C of A, and an
expensive fuselage recover and respray.
"North 'Hill News" has reappeared in style
under the editorship of Phil Talbot, who has
taken over from Gordon Peters. Thanks,
Gordon - unsung hero of the Spreadsheetsl
I.D.K.

EAST SUSSEX (Ring mer)
The year started slowly with the field partly
waterlogged. Our new Tost two-drum winch
is giving better launches. After using the old
barrage balloon type winch for ten years, the
new powerful torque converter drive winch
makes launches so much smoother and
winch drivers have an easier time.
Some ridge flying on the South Downs has
been possible in northerlies and we have
contacted wave. Summer courses, started
last year, are continuing and give members
the opportunity of lIying throughout the week
as well as providing additional income.
The new clubhouse venture is under way
and it should be ready by the autumn.
M.K.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
In May we were not only host to the first leg
of the Midland Inter-Club League, but had the
added pleasure0f providing a site for the
Southern Inter-Club League in lieu of South
Ma-ston. The weather was indifferent for
cross-countries, except for a downwind dash,
however the visitors made good use of our
cartow,facility.
Fe~ up with the lack of weekend soaring,
two of our members took a day off work and
completed 300km triangles. Well done
Jonathan Kingerlee and Tony Cox. Also congratulations tQ Jane Nash on going through to
stage two 01 the BGA squad training scheme.

G.D.
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ESSEX (North Weald)
With several 500km tasks and an attempt at
750km by Mike Jefferyes, our cross-country
kilometre total exceeded 10 OOOkm by the
end of May.
We may have set a new record on May 25
when five ab-initios went solo. Congratulations to Paul R'egeli, Ruth Fajers, Julian Old,
"Uncle Clive" and George Booth. Ken Pearson has also solo'ed and Jeff Baker has, a
new Bronze C,
Several new aircrafl have appeared on
site recently. including another Piral, a
Skylark 3F, and all ASW-15.
P.w.B.
ESSEX & SUFF'QlK (Whatfleld)
Our planning permission allows ,only two lIying weeks In the year. Unusually this years'
coincided with good sunbathing weather and
searched out pilots who could latch onto blue
thermals Paul Robinson, Colin Smith,
Peter Wilby, Paul Rice and Robble Hatwell',
as our ladder confirms. Congratulations also
to Brian Hill and Martin Langford on their 5hrs
and to Peter Joslin for completing his Bronze
C and on a Silver distance (new style O/R).
BBC viewers may have seen our youngest
regular member, Johnny Gilbert, flying a British Airways 737 simulator on Breakfast TV for
a training film. He impressed the staff sufficiently to be offered a flight deck return trip to
Sweden. But we're not letting him solo for at
least a couple of years - till he's 16.
R.C.A
FOUR COUNTlES (RAF Syerston)
Poor conditions have dented the statistics.
Stu Mulholland has left for BrOggen - our
loss is their gain. Contrary to reports in the
RAF News, we were the first RAFGSA club
to introduce the package-deal and have sent
three pilots solo. HopefUlly the other 12 will
follow su~.
Jed Edyvean, the club stalwart, completed
his Diamonds with a 500km triangle. Competition Kitty produced £70 for the British Team
fund with Bob Spiller and Hamish Brown
the outright winners on days 1 and 2 respectively. Day 2 produced a crop of plastic in the
fields surrounding Bottesford.
We are holding our traditional longest day
on June 22.
A.F.M.D.
FULMAR (RAF Klnloss)
We had our first wave for months on May 26
when Bill Gordon (Astir) went to 13 ooOlt.
We welcome Chris McQuigg to supplement
the tug drivers and to assist with the students.
Members did a superb job on a winch
engine one rainy weekend, stripping it down
and re-building it after a seizure, only to have
It seize again after six launches. Offers of
reasonable winch engines to the winch
member please I
W.G.
HAMBLETONS (RAF Dlshforth)
May 5 marked the culmination of the saga of
our winch, a day few thought to see. Some
15yrs ago (memories begin to fade after
so long) a Leeds Corporation bus made
its way to Dishforth, destined for winchdom.
Winter after winter work proceeded under

a series of hopefUl groups of stalwarts,
while members continued to launch behind
the tugs or on the Clevelands winches.
Finally last March our winch was pronounced
ready for service, and duly made its way
towards its station. Unfortunately it fell foul of
a large muddy area, and when released after
several hours it was too late to do anything
but trundle ignominiously back to the hangar.
A week later, further progress was made: a
cal)le was towed, out, whereupon the fuel
pump failed and it had to be wound in by
hand. Undeterred, in May we tried again and
after a minor hiccup on the first attempt the
Swallow was triumphantly launched to a
great height amid great celebration. Thanks
to SimonJac'kson, John Jones, Don Langley,
Pat Roweli', Bill Jaques and all who went
before - your efforts were not in vain!
The winch continues to give gOOd service.
S'everal members have had cross-country
flights, Steve Olender laking his OG-200
round 500km arJd Jerry Niman and Polly
Watson gaining Silver distances in the K-6.
J.P.
HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
The summer is seeing changes with a new
caravan site under construction with hitherto
unimagined amenities as proper toilet blocks.
New drains have gone under the grass runway which should help keep gliders clean
next winter.
The fleet has expanded with a Blanik and
there are plans for an on-site back-up for the
Super Cub.
CongratUlations to Rod Hawley on his
300km and condolences to Simon Duxbury
for under-<leclaring the same day. Nigel Frost
has achieved Bronze C after 10 months with
us and Peter Greenway got his Gold height in
the club's Vega.
D.J.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
We have several achievements to report. Tim
Doyle (not Tom as in the last issue) and Andy
Welburn have completed their Bronze Cs,
while Darren Wheeler has gone solo and
gained one Bronze leg and a Silver height.
Our only Servicewoman, Jo Scrase, has 'Converted to the K-8 and AI Brown has two
Bronze legs.
Phil Hutchison did quite well at Bicester,
and we are looking forward to the InterServices. We welcome back Mick Logan from
the Falklands, and also congratUlate John
Jenkins on becoming CFI due to the resignation of Roger Hanson. Unfortunately Dave
Cockburn will be leaving us soon, so we will
be a bit thin on full Cat instructors again.
K.M.G.
LAKES (Walney Airfield)
The single-seater safari was to Husbands
Bosworth this year where Rod Murfitt completed his Silver C with a distance flight.
The new clubhouse is taking shape fast.
It'll be fine when we have the plumbing,
drains and electrics in.
All the club gliders and the Super Cub were
cleaned free of charge by Cub Scouts during
a Unipart sponsored job week.

EX

Please note that the next club news
deadline is August 6.
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WHEN ONLY

THE BEST
WILL DO

PESCHGES -

THE BEST
ELECTRICAL
VARIOMETER
AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
The most
advanced
technology
offers YOU

-

Unsurpassable accuracy
Unequalled T.E. compensation
Extremely fast, but smooth indication
All weather reliability, world-wide
Maximum durability
Easy installation, only pitot and static
needed - no flasks or tubes

SAGE-

THE BEST
MECHANICAL
VARIOMETER
We have just been
appointed agents
for these superlative hand-made
variometers.

FLETTNER -

«A
:

~
'

Prevent dampness,
humidity, and heat
,build-up in your
trailer.

THE BEST
FIBREGLASS
POLISH FOR
GLIDERS
THE BEST
GLIDER SEALING
TAPE

LASSO -

Now in summer
and winter
versions

THE BEST

High quality silicon tUbing
Locking ties for silicon tubing
Electric and pneumatic switches
Contact:

TED LYS

BOB SZULC

54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN

110 KENDALDRIVE
SLOUGH
BERKS SL2 5JA

Tel: (027735) 2418

Tel: (0753) 31796
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Windcones made in Ministry of Defence
Hypalon'·, also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Nr. Ongar, Essex eM5 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
BY BGA INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9 ANSON WAY
BICESlER, OXON
rei: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

London Sailplanes' Ltd
air
tt_ carbon
be
Major re P , lasS u ,
steel tU
'alists ,n g plast'c S, tt_ wood,
spec' . forced
U
fibre re,n
* A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
* TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS,
RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)

THE BEST
ROTARY
VENTILATOR

LESSONAL -

Also -

~PIGGOTT
----

* PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists
* Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS: Most other
instruments and radios available

* MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
* GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses
from 0,8 to 6.0mm

*
*

GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS
And hundreds of other items available from stock
All at competitive prices

US . .
• hOne
p ca " at:
or
LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2JP
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068
Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00
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LONDON (Dunstable)
The atrocious weather early in the season
suddenly cleared at the end of May to enable
Dunstable pilots to fly 4750 cross-country
kilometres on two weekdays, including five
500km triangles. Robin May managed
l100km on two successive days, Trevor
Stuart achieved his 500km Diamond, and
Eric Hamill completed 592km of a 630km
triangle.
Other achievements have included Silver
distances by Tony Danbury, Ken Maynard,
Kay Harris, Nick Thomas and Roger Hurley.
LGC is back in contention for the Inter-Club
League; Alex Evans as team manager has
gingered us up considerably. We are currently lying equal first and are determined to
recover our ascendency as of previous years.
So just watch out, Inter-clubbers!
D.S.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Despite a heavy snowfall, 62 members
attended the very enjoyable and well organiseI1 annual dinner-dance at the Long Mynd
!ictel on March 16 when recently retired Jack
Minshall .presented the trophies.
Many of the trophy winning, flights of last
year have already been, surpassed. The arctic like spring hasn't helped with the clubhouse being snowed iA several times, but for
the hardy the flying has been superb at times
with Malcolm Alien whispering up to Hl OOOft
in nortn-westerly wave and several flights of
(Ner 10 OOOft.
More recently the weather has given good
thermal soaring with Chris Alldis, CFI, and
Peter Taylor achieving 320km triangles. The
badge claims are too numerous to mention
but congratulations to Sue Trinder on going

solo.
N.B
NEWCA~TlE

& TEESSIDE (Carlton Moor)

A string of northerly and north-westerly winds
gave us interesting ridge soaring in April. On
April 12, the last day of the Easter course
which had been plagued by poor weather, we
soared the NW ridge and Dave Ward (M100)
flew Silver distance.
The next day visitors from Mendip GC
seemed impressed with the soaring
capabilities and flew their Dart and Astir while
conditions held.
We hope to replace our recently sold K-7
with a SF-25a Motor Falke, joining our club
fleet of a K-13 and K-8a.
The annual dinner-dance was a huge success and our thanks to the organisers.
M.J.N.
NORFOLK (Tlbenham AIrfield)
tt is quite some time since you have heard
from us but we are continuing to thrive with a
healthy membership and fully booked
courses from May to September. After a
bleak winter the season had a good start with
the first task week in May producing over
6500 cross-country kilometres and convincinglywon by Tony Walsh (Mosquito). We are
hoping Tony can repeat the performance in
the Northerns.
An Warminger nas taken delivery of his tipped Ventus and a new syndicate ,has formed
to buy the Dart 15. Our cross-country pilots
are delighted at the new rules for badge
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claims as this will be a definite help to' us as
we are frequently shot down by sea air on our
return home.
B.S.

Kilham alnd Toni Ainley went solo and in May
Mike Ainley completed his Silver C which he
started in March with the club's first crosscountry of tne season. Mike re-soloed 13
months ago after a break of 19 years. John
Palm er has arso completed his Silver C.
Tony Gent proved once again he has the
instincts of a homing pigeon by landing out in
his own field.

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock HIli)
Only weeks before his instructors' course al
Portmoak, A!an Scott fell from a ladder and
broke his arm. With his'arm on the mend and
having suffered much leg pulling, he is now
TA
our newest instructor,
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
On his way north, to the instructors' cOl,lrse, ,
We have had several recent successes and
Bill Scull ,kindly stopped oIf to give the excel- I
congratulate our new Bronze C pilots, Carole
lent BGA talk and films on cross-country flyBroad, Rad Babic, Simon Fathers and Hilarie
ing,
Smith. John Hanlon lIew Silver distance and
Rain plagued our Easter week visil to
Phil Gascoigne and Tom Lamb achieved
Portmoak DUt when the Sun came out on our
Gold heights at Talgarth. Condolences to
last day David Moss gained his 5hrs.
Chris Emson on his "Gold height" We are now lIying on Wednesdays with
remember your barograph next time Chris!
Ken HoIborn and, Ernie Moore on duty until
Chris, with Phil Barlow, has an assistant
tea-time when Lyn Greenwood and Rob
instructors' rating and John Giddins, chairThompson take over.
man, his full Cat rating. Well done folks!
S.M.H.
There is now a possibility we can erect the
hangar on our own site, though this has to
NORTH WALES (Pen-y-Pare. Nr H<>Iywell)
be confirmed.
The lambing has, finished and we are back on
Club social life has ranged from ice skating
the field, endeavouring to fly on Wednesdays
to clay pigeon shooting. We thank Chrlstine
as well as the weekends.
Hanlon and Carole Broad for the excellent
lihe winch has had a face lift and been
barbecue, not forgetting Rad Babic's spit
redesigned, thanks to Gerry Maddock and his
roasted lamb - a gift from Rad to celebrate
team of Dave Sprake, Bill Winstanley and
his Bronze C.
Keittll tewis.
H.J.S.
The recent ,club, week at Aston Down was
probably our most successful ever. Keith
SCOTTlSH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
Lewis, Gerry Maddock and Brian 8edgwick
The Janus C arrived in April making it the
did their 5hrs (two of them are considering
club's first glass-fibre glider. "z" Goudie flew it
making Silver height claims); Bill Winstanrey
for the first cross-country and now several
flew Silver distance by crossing the Bristol
pra Bronze C pilots have had their first taste
Channel and landing in the Soutm Wales'
of cross-country lIying at our task weekend,.
mountains; Graham Mitchel went solo and
Doug Wylie and Alastair DOdds are now
with Geof Belshaw and John McCormicl< got
setting tasks every weekend, always with a
a Bronze leg, this making ,John's second.
pre-set Silver distance option to encourage
Dick Moore, our oldest member and retired
competitive lIying. Philip Lever Jnr went solo
some years ago, converted to the K·8.
on his 16th birthday. A larger than usual conJ.J1.M.
tingent are entering the Northern Regionals.
AG.I.D.
PEGASUS (RAF Gtitersloh)
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
The weather has improved and there is a
Bad weather for three weekends running preresolution about this year whicA is paying off.
vented any flights in the Inter-Club at ChalWe congratulate Terry Ackerman, Chris Millock, Ringmer and Parham. Most frustrating.
ton and Alien Jones on Silver height and disSince then conditions improved greatly and
tance; lan Smllh on distance; Chris Milton for
on May 28 we had our first 500km from the
5hrs; Chris Hill, Silver height, Arthur English,
site only to find subsequently that it was short
Bronze leg and Dave Cook on gOing SOlo.
by 15km, the pilot having forgotten he shou Id
Our expedition to Paderborn-Haxterberg,
have done a remote startlfinish.
W. Germany was enjoyable with lots of flying'.
Congratulations on completing their Silver
The Benbecular ,K-4 Is now with us and we
Cs to Rod Little. Steve Domoney, Alan
have had quite a few conversions.
We are sad to say goodbye to Mick and
Jackie Boydon and girls on their posting to
--==~~~==the UK and to Simon Marsden, but say hello
to Gary Moon, Yasmin Stockwell, Tim Gatt
and many others.
Pip Barley has taken over from Jefl
C of A OVERHAULS
Mecham as CFI.
RD.G.H.
and REPAIRS

Glidervvork

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Airfield)
Our AGM was in April and we thank the retiring committee members and wish good luck
to Kelvin Davis, our new chairman.
The Inter-Club League was scrubbed due
to bad weather though the many visitors had
an enjoyable weekend.
April and May were good months. Richard

By L. GLOVER senior inspector
{.\

~----..(l~l-~-Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutlerworth 57544
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SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
0491-37184

* * *

* * *

G109B

14 of these beautiful machines in operation
in the UK. Have a look at one and find out
why!!!

* ** * * * * * * * * *

",

;

Cuthell, Peter Howe and Bob Burns and to G.
Ansell, R. Bray, G. Sparks and R. Bucham for
completing their Bronze C.
After several attempts at 300km Heather
Bateson and Richard Hawkins were successful at the end of May.
Our new double width operating area is
great but we still have a footpath somewhere
down the middle. Any visitors, please land on
the old area (east side) as the new part is for
take-oils only till the footpath is diverted,
We are having a barn dance and
barbecue/farmers' party on August 17. Tickets are from the bar and all are welcome.
RAW.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
We have bought our field! With the help of
the Sports Council for Wales, the Philip Wills
Fund and the Midland Bank. our president,
Denis Bryan, finally wrote the cheque that
should make us a permanent asset to South
Wales.
It is 25 years since Ivor Shattock started
the club on an inaccessible hilltop near Caerphilly and 15 years since we moved to Usk.
Our spring task week and the Bank Holiday
were a complete washout. Tuesday was
much better!
Des Winser and Mike Shoukris have gone
solo and Louis Chicot (Oly 2) flew the first
Silver distance of the year.
P.F.
SURRY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
The season has started· slowly but the May
Bank Holiday brought six O/Rs to Leicester
(320km), the fastest being by Chris Garton
(Ventus) at 94km/h with John Taylor

BRIAN WEARE

* * * G103 ACRO * * *

RAF order 100 for the Air Cadets. The
world's No. 1 GRP two sealer.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

,
!

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (after 6 pm)
MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

.~.

09009

C of A OVERHAULS

B.G.A., CAA., P.F.A. APPROVALS

* * *

G102

* * *

By popular demand, a new production run ask for details of this sturdy single sealer.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
ALL GROB OWNERS;
WE HAVE SPECIAL INSURANCE RATES
RING OR WRiTE FOR DETAILS
For details and demonstrations o( the above,
contact the SOLE UKlEIRE AGENTS:

JOHN AoAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
LowerEnd,Ewelme,Oxon
0491-37184
Telex 83147 Attn Soaring
Glider Spares: 0494-445854
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(ASW-20) not far behind at 90km!h. Only the
wily Chris Lovell read the weather well
enough to predeclare the flight and earn a
good score for the National Ladder. The
remaining three were John Bastin, George
Metcalfe and Chris Starkey.
The new DG-l 01 club is proving very popular. Its crisp low speed handling makes it an
unusually pleasant thermalling machine.
At the AGM the Duckinfiefd-Jones trophy
was awarded to Annabel Lucas for the fastest
300km by a pilot who hadn't flown a 300km at
the start of the year.
C.G.S.
SWINDON (South Marston Airfield)
All flying has ceased at South Marston Airfield on which a car factory is being built. Our
clubhouse and hangar are still there but. for
the moment. we are having to rely for
launches on the hospitality of other nearby
clubs, for which we are most grateful.
In spite of these upheavals, we do still
exist and are participating in the Southern
Inter-Club League as normal. We remain
optimistic of flying from a site of our own next
year, if not sooner.
P,M.
ULSTER (Bellarena)
Eighty-seven first-timers were carried on the
Bellarena Airlift, our first open day on May 6
which will now probably become an annual
Bank Holiday event. About 600 people in
nearly 200 cars attended despite foul weather
which only slowly cleared. Numerous visitors
chose to defer their flight to a better day;
heightened demand for air-experience flights
has persisted since.
We gained some new recruits and summer
course bookings. Dublin loaned their K-13 to
supplement our four resident two-seaters and
a Chipmunk was hired in as a second tug.
For the first time in seven years our Easter
camp was less than favoured, weatherwise,
but national coach Ken Stewart's visit with
the Super Falke left many members in better
shape and eager for cross-country flying after
extensive field-selection exercises. Ken also
did some valuable lobbying work on our
behalf among parties whose support is vital in
our bid to obtain site security, as has Bill
Scull since.
On April 14 our chairman. Jim Weston.
completed his Gold C. so often denied him by
barograph failures and other hitches, climbing
out of ridge lift into scrappy wave to 12 400ft.
DGC visitor Kevin Houlihan followed him up

ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE
in our fleet of GROB 109's
Motor gliding oilers a range of opportunities for glider
pilots from the beginner to the more experienced. We
specialise in teaching basic gliding techniques, field
selection for landing out and cross country navigation.
We also convert Bronze/Silver badge holders to
SLMGPPL. Complete beginners are welcome, we
oiler a training course up to and including SLMGPPL.
Our aircraft are available for the private use by holders
of a motor glider PPL.
NO MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION - PERSONAL TUITION BY CAA-APPROVEO INSTRUCTORS
BOOK YOUR FLYING BY THE HOUR - PAY ONLY FOR FLYING - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK OPERATION

ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

lel 0060872-208
SAILPLANE & GUDING

Dodtgrob
decision. We&pecialise in Groband other fine makes,
and we've carefuUy chosen (hem after a study ofall the
possibilities. So ifyou are in the market don'r shop
around - come and talk to (he experts. We'll give
you free advice, and a test flight ill our new
aircraft. Or acquire a really good used aircraft.

us.
,.,

~
And it doesn't stop there.
After sales service is for us a way oflife at Chiltern.
That's why our stamp under your wing
really means something when you come to sellnot infrequently it adds to the value.
So early this winter come and talk to us about your
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ai~craft.
motor gliders and light

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access & Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
for his Gold C climb after DCG instructor Ceci1y Begley had shown them both the lift was
there. It was a good week for Kevill - he'd
done his Shrs two days ·~fore.
In May spraygun artist Eddie Leectl soloed
on his 26th !light - fitting reward for the work
he's already done on our aircraft finishes.

R.R.A.

WOlD (Pockllngton)
We now have a fine memorial on site dedicated to the 405 and 102 squadrons. The
memorial dance was well attended and
enjoyed and hopefully will become an annual

event.
fJJ. last the task week during the Spring
Bank Holiday brought excellent weather.
After previous poor years, four good competition days were very welcome. The winner
was Tony Acey (K-6E).
We now have our K-7 to K-13 conversion
and all club aircraft are getting full use, particularly tile K-8 with many conversions. Congratula1ions to .A:lan Campion on going solo.
T.H.
August/September 1985

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
We were visited, in April by Austrian pilot Toni
Kahlbacher who broke the world duration
record in 1938 with a flight of 40hrs 51 min.
He showed he was very much in practice by
flying oor chairman around In the K-21 before
entertaining us at the local hostelry where
many gliding stories, old and new, were
exchanged.
More members have been trying Odiham's
K-23 and are looking forward to when we
have our own. Huish ridge continues to be
popular and Tom Muncaster, Paul Cook and
Ephy Darnbrook know every contour of the
hill having completed their 5hrs. Congratulations also to John Ashcroft on his 300km and
Pete Howarth on becoming a passenger carrier.

were completed on successive days, one of
which provided Mike Carter with his third
Diamond, all flown from our site.
Many pilots sampled the rare delights of
north-easterly wave on a Sunday most of us
had written off after hearing the forecast.
However, an excellent wave system
developed providing interesting flights over a
wide area of Yorkshire. Visibility wasn't all
that good though - ask the local pundit who
claimed he was at York and landed at Catterick.
As usual, we are playing host to many
visitors who seem to appreciate the gliding
facilities on offer. Its always nice to see new
faces and gliders - come and join us for a
few days, you will be welcome.
P.L.

PAS.
YORKSHIRE (Sulton Bank)
The omens for the 1985 season are looking
good. Strong thermal conditions with cloudbases over 60000 provided excellent soaring
in early June. Two flights in excess of 500km

Please send all contributions to S&G
to the editorial office, 281 Queen
Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH
and not to the BGA office.
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THE PRICE
In 1962 a fledgling glidin,g club abandoned the abysmal
autotow for the enthusiasm generating height achieved by the
David Clayton winch.
It cost every penny they possessed and quite a few they
didn't. but its reliability secured the club's finances and in
1972 Ihey bought the site at North Hill.
Visit them to see how sound investment keeps down charges.
Enjoy a launch on the best winch yet designed.
DEVON AND SOMERSET GLIDING CLUB
NORTH HILL, BROADHEMBURY, HONITON, DEVON
Enquiries to the PRO, Dr Gordon Peters, Burt House
Wellington, Somerset
Telephone 082 347 2820

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

WAVE SOARING
IN THE CAIRNGORMS

(TALGARTH)
Situated amongst the highest mountains in South Wales, one of the UK's
finest soaring sites.
Longest ridge routes; wave in all wind
directions.

Avon Soaring Centre together with the
Cairngorms Gliding Club can provide you
with a great opportunity to explore the
wave conditions from--Freshiebridge Airfield for the whole month of October.
Tug facilities will be available. also our
Club single and two-seaters. or bring
your own machine.
Organise a club expedition, or just bring
the family.
For further details, contact Barry or Dave
Bidford on Avon 772606

MODEL SAILPLANES MADE TO ORDER
Basic model hand made in limewood, painted one colour olus simole trim. to 1/32 scale wrth cast resin ano
stainless steel stand/wall bracket. £52.50 Inc. post and
packing. pap overseas extra.
Any type 01 model aircraft built 10 any scale and degree
01 deta~. send requirements for quote. SAE for
leaflet.

MILLER AVIATION MODELS
Red COl, New Str.... Glemslord, Sudbury
Suffolk C010 7PY
Tel: (0787) 280425

Now with full-time tug pilot.
Visiting pilots/gliders welcome.

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-58310874-711254

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set
TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each set fitted wrth all four gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125. 130.1 and
129.9.

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

*

Full power transmrt1er with excellent
speech Quality.

*

Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.

*
*
*

Extremely rugged and reliable.
Full back-up service and spares
available.
CAA and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete
with easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Detailed information, prices and full
Technical Specifications FREE from

George Storey
Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA
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SALES & SERVICE,
PRODUCT SUPPORT & SPARES
Contact John Eagles
CLASSIC AEROPLANE LTD
Staverton Airport
Cheltenham
Glos GL51 6SR
Tel: Cheltenham (0452) 856661

SALES
Contact Peter Clifford
PETER CLlFFORD AVIATION LTD
White Waltham Airfield
Nr Maidenhead
Berks SL6 3NH
Tel: Littlewick Green (062882) 3341
Telex: 847516 CAIR G
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Akaflleg Munich have produced an automatic flap adjustment system for their MO 28
aerobatic glider. The flaps vary automatically
between +20 0 and -200 as the load factor
changes. Positive g causes the flaps to be
lowered, and the flaps go negative In Inverted
flight and whenever negative g is applied.

,Beat Bunzll, from Switzerland set world
Please send news and exchange Copies

Cif journals to the Editor; 281 Queen
Edlth's Way, ,Cambridge CB1 3NH, England.

single-seater motor glider records in his
DG-400 at Bitterwasser, SW Africa, in
December. He flew a 500km triangle at
148.29km/h, a 300km triangle at 165.51km/h
and a 1004km triangle at 139.96krn/h.

SMALLEST 747 ALONGSIDE BIG BROTHER

The 1st World Glider Aerobatic
Championships will be held at Mautenddorf, near Salzburg, Austria, from August
28-September 3.

The youngest pilot in the world to hold all
Three Diamoods is 'Franck Verneuil of Bailleau near Paris. He earned his Diamond
height at VinOl1 in January, three months
before his 18th birthday!

CROSS-COUNTRY
(with a little help)
F. Dunmore
Could it be but ten minutes ago
On singing uplifted wings,
Triumphantly brushing the streeting clouds
I rode the invisible springs?
Now, 20km out and a thousand feet up
In a bowl ol arid blue,
Lora of th~ Skies,
Give me just one more
And tonight I'll drink to you.
When did elation fade?
Becoming bleak despair.
As steady sink replaced wild rush
Thro' buoyant air.
Dull, lifeless, flat, like long poured beer!
What causes the air to die?
Lord of the Skies,
Breathe life again
Into this turgid sky.

Hans Disma, a KLM Boeing 747 pilot, is photographed with his Ventus T which has been given
the registration PH-747 by the Dutch Department of Civil Aviation.

PORTRAIT OF A GLIDER PILOT
Joyrider
Joins for one day, arrives at midday on a
sunny day, is tJpset when clouds cover the
sun, takes ·three flights, pays immediate'ly and
leaves before bar opens.
Does not reCOgnise God.

Beginner
Wants to learn to fly, arrives after breakfast, has heard clouds have something to do
with gliding, knows cockpit checks by heart,
canes to bar to buy logbook and pay flying
fees.
Recognises God.

Near SOlo Pilot
Arrives at dawn, can fly a circuit, lands several times, "knows everything". Thinks all
clouds are cu. Comes to bar to write up logbook and collect instructors' comments.
Prefers other instructors to God.
August/September 1985

A murmur - a lift - a cautious turn
A rising jOyful shout!
Lord of the Skies,
(Just between you and me)
Thank you! Over and out.

WENDY DARTER

Early Solo Pilot
Arrives in time to ·get aircraft out, knows Air
Law, but now thinks he may not knoweverything. Doesl}'t care abou,t clouds. Is delighted
to land on the airfield. Comes to bar to buy
round.
Avoids God.
A 8< B Pilot
Arrives on Friday to stay for weekend.
Tries to stay up half an hour, disbelieves log
keeper. RecOgnises cu but cannot use them.
Knows Met and theory of flight. Comes to bar
to study Bronze C papers.
Follows God everywhere.
Bronze C Pilot
Takes the occasional day off if weather is
unsuitable. Has forgotten Met and theory of
flight. Uses cu and has frequent siting of
wave. Usually remembers barograph, prefers
not to land out within 50km. Always goes to
loo before 'lying. Comes to bar to tell stories
of his flying experiences.
Talks to God.

Sliver C Pilot
Takes leave at Zell-am-See, helps rig K-6E,
attempts 100km triangles when weather is
good, tries back seat for size when it's not.
Carries barograph everywhere, lands in suitable fields, away from civilisation. Comes to
bar to count hours in logbook.
Asks God about instructors' courses.
Gold C Pilot
Enters Inter-Services Regionals, has assistant instructors' rating, takes passport, plastic
bag and oxygen, disappear~ into cloud, lands
by a main road. Comes to bar to impart
superior knOWledge.
Chats to God.
Diamond Pilot
Works in glider workshops all weekend,
attempts records midweek. Enters Nationals,
builds own aircraft. Knows every glider pilot in
Europe. Lands beside pre-arranged telephone box. Comes to bar to drink.
Argues with God.
(NB. CFt Is God!)
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GLIDER POWER
12v 6aH gell cells £14.90
Gell cell battery chargers £9.90
(Prices include VAT, p&p extra)
Tel (08675) 77818
Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Cheiron Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hill, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 3Sp a
word. Minimum £7.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at £3.00 extra. Box numbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified adverUaements for the Octoberl
November Issue Is September 2, a.m.
FOR SALE
SD315T, low hrs, new C of A, basic panel. Complete ootlit
with aluminium trailer, rigging aids etc. All in excellent condition. £4350. Tel (0983) 872966 o~ ~4562.
OLY 2B, good condition. 1 year's C of A. Basic panel, £1300.
For further deta~s tel Jane Austin, 0347 810255 (after 6pm).
LIBELLE, excellent condition. 'under 800hrs, 2 owners only,
aircraft well instrumented and complete with parachute. barograph and radio. 1 year's C cA A, Speedwell trailer. £7500 neg.
056881 368.
K-6, full instruments and radio. RecenUy recovered. Hinged
canopy. Filled aluminium closed Ifailer. Offers to Clactonon-Sea (0255) 860598.
K-6E 1967, 2 varias, audio, T&S, radio and wooden trailer.
Whole ouffit in good condition. £4850. Tel 0283 222046 (daytime).
LS-4, complete 1984 ouffit includes first class trailer, towingout gear, superb instrumentation wilh latest Cambrdge Mk IV
Nav system, Bohli, Dillel 720 etc, 'timed camera' mounts and
new C of A. Available immediately, all ready for the Nationals!
TeI Richard Aldous 06284 6848 or David Hm 01 3702901.
SUPERB recenlly resprayed K-6E. Full panel, AlH, Storcomm, trailer, C of A May 86. £5000, Parachute, barograph,
oxygen, negotiable. Hunter 0377 70221.
EoN BABY, semi aerobatic. £85Oovno. Enclosed trailer
£200000. Specht basic trainer, offers, Both C of A 16.4.86.
Clarke 085883 284.
PYE WESTMINSTER RADIO. Fined 130.1, 130.4 and Volmet
South. 3 frequencies Iree. £150. Tel 0727 74127.
BOCIAN' E with recent C of A. Full duplicate instrumentation.
Offers around £3850. Scottish Gliding Union, Portrnoak, Kinross KY13 7JJ. Tal 059-284-543.
BOHU COMPASSES, electric varios, audios for mechanical
varios, Mk 20 altimeters, Ferranti Mk 6 horizons with inverters,
Lowest prices, no VAT. Flolek, 581 Fishponds Road, BristOl.
TeI 654800.
PIK 20, carbon libre tra~er, instruments, radio, chute, low hrs,
immaculate. Rerlt1ished November 84. Based Avon Soaring
Centre. £92000no. 080884 217.

sellers - fully guaranteed. PLUS! AA Seal of
Approval
SEE YELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL
SPECIALIST FITTER OR STOCKIST

C. P. WllterLtd. Che.ter 43
le!: 0244 41166 llx: 61623 EURBAR G.
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I'lYMDUTN
SOUTHAMPTON
SWANSEA
TAUNTOII

LONDON 01·388 2585 LEEDS 0532440685
MANCHESTER 061 8324260
Name

_

Address

_

PILATUS 8-4, very low hrs, C of A to May 86, inslruments,
excellent metal trailer, view Camphill. TeI Glossop 62919.

IiiJ
I

Marie Stopes House,
I08WhillietdSt.,londonW1P68E 0....
Caring clinics since 1925
'1i

PIRAT, excellenl condition, low hrs, IlVin parachute, TM6
radio, Winter barograph, good trailer, oxygen, Excellent condition, C of A, £3650. Tel 03745 56860.
PIK 20E motor sa~p1ane based West Midlands. 1/4 share
available £3300. Tel 0876 33162.
VHS AND BETAMAX Video Tapes of prE>-war gliding films. 1
- "Gliding Till Now" (1956) (wilh sound), 2 - Four films
including "Plane Sailing" (1936), one hour + duration. £35
each. C. Wills, Wings, The Street. Ewelme, Oxon OX9 6HQ.
Tel0491 39245.
CAMBRIDGE VARIO system complete; Mk 4 vario,
averager/director/audio, nello compensator, separate 80mm
dial for nello, as new. £7000no (over £1000 new). TeI 0488
72224 (day) or Hungerlord 82649 (evenings).

AEROGRAF
The Barograph
- new electronic concept
- no smoking, no sealing, no fuss
Sole UK agent: SUNSAIL, ANDREW DAVlS
2 Padstow Close, Macclesfleld. 0625 23564

K·13 in excellent condition with instruments, lor best price In
excess 01 £10 500. Tel 0202 577701.

ANATHEMA IS ... casting your winch as Cinderella. Buy a
SUPACAT. Give your engineers time to have a ball.
T-21 wilh fuselage damage 70% rapared. Space reqUired,
£5000n0. Wanted, barograph and parachute. Fakenham
(Norfolk) 0328 51517.
TRAILER, ALUMINtUM, approx 30ft x 4.5ft. No fittings. little
used. Suit two-seater. TeI 0608 810536 (evenings). Offers
over £1200.
K-6E, excellent condition, well equipped panel including
oxygen control fillings. Clock and temperature indicator.
Superb rde open Irailer. 825hrs, 600 launches. full C of A.
£5300. Tel 0864 822131 or 0623 651960 (evenings).

'MITY' stainless weak links, 900 or 1100 lb. Aerotow ropes.
Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd, Goslord St, Coventry, CVl 5DJ
(0203) 20771.
PAWNEE C 1968, 4310 airlrame hrs. engine 23Shp, TOO
1770hrs on condition maintenance, and top overhaul at
131Ohrs. Privale category C of A until Apri 86. Tow hook. in
use as glider tug. £13 500 + VAT. Phil Ph~lips, Lasham Gliding Society, Lash am Airfield, Nr Alton, Hants. Tal Herriard
(0256 83) 322.

WANTED

IMMACULATE K-6CR, 320hrs lotal. AlH, basic instruments.
Tidy, well-filled glassed wooden Irailer. Rigging aids, tailtowing trolley, £4200. 045387 2740.

AT END of season, Libelle or sim~ar, ou~it or hult only, must
be vgc, Details to G. Dale, 16 Windermere Road, Bour·
nemouth, Dorset BH3 7LF. Tel 0202 528370.

DART 17R, 1/4 share, in excellent condition. Including lrailer.
radio. parachute, barograph, Based Keevil. Move to London
lorces sale, £1200. 01 2231514. View any soaring day.

PARACHUTE CANOPIES required. 1.24, Tl0A etc. 1962
onwards. Delails of type, age, condition and modificalions to
J, Barnes, 34 Wiltowtree Ave, Durham. Tel (0385) 65315,

FRENCH BIJAVE, two-seater, buit 1963, second owner from
new. Excellent condition. New C of A. Complete with open
trailer if reqUired. £3950. TeI Kings Langley 64718.

SKYLARK 4 right outbd wing. Please state price, condilion
and reason lor availability. Box No 587.

FOKA 3·24C, tast one in UK. with vgc tra~er. All basic
instruments and new canopy. C of A to June 86. £28000no.
Tal 0342 712492 (evenings).

BUSINESS run by Glider Piots. Joiner and wood machinist
wanted. 10mins from Connel Airstrip. Great soaring Western
Highlands. Wages loo. TeI Gill 083 172353.

SITUATIONS VACANT

SPECTRUM 48K cross-country gliding simulator, Full simulation 01 thermals and sink wilh Instrumenls, clood and position.
Uses any joystick. £5.95 from Mike Butcher, Church Road,
Wreningham, Norwich NR16 lBA.

SOAR MINDEN
• Independent specialist manufacturer - Britain"s top·

LONDON
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH

OFFERS INVITED for Nimbus 2C complete oo~it. TeI (0963)
62318, (0725) 21565 or (0488) 71774 for details.

OLY 2B, Dart type canopy, instruments include PZL varlo
and T&S. Parachute, barograph, excellent closed tra~er, TeI
Durham 61116.

rOWIN("'RiiD'~S TRUE VALUE IN TOWBARS

BIRMINGHAM
EOINBURGH
GLOUCESTER
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL

W'ite today Booklet by return Platn cover Ur phone

CABLE PARACHUTES for auto or winch launch applications.
We can supply a strong proven design in bright coiours. Tel
045422755.

SF-26 pius open trailer, basic inslruments, C of A to Apri 86.
£3200. TelLynn 0603 737361 ext 269 (work hours only).

COBRA 15, new C of A, very comprehensive panel includes
Burton and PZL varios with Dolphin, horizon. Also radio,
oxygen and parachute. Reason for sale: 314 01 the syndicate
no longer gliding. TeI 0977 683330 or 0532 719507.

Everlasting alternative to the Pili.
No fuss No waiting lists. One visit. Low cost. In

MINDEN NEVADA USA
Cross-Country, Wave
Rentals: ASK-21, Open Ci'rus, PIK-2OD, Nimbus 2.
Venlus B, Pegasus.

PO Box 1764, Mlnden, Nevada
89423 USA

~

GLIDER
STICKPINS
for lapels, ties, etc.
Also
GLIDER
PENDANTS
In 9et gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each

Supplied in a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insurance.
Please allOw a maximum of 28 days for
delivery.
Cheques payable to:

CRADLEY JEWELLERS
87 High St, Cradlev Heath, Welt Mldlanda B64 SHA
Tel (0384) 635808

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

QUALITY A'LUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
Custom built, 15 metre ex-stock, or part built to your requirements for home completion

TRAILERS ex-stock,
include solar powered ventilators
and auto-reverse
OS-15

For all your trailer reqLlirements and your sailplane

repair~

and maintenance, contact:

David Schofietd, Sc:hofleld Aviation, Unit 6C, SOu,th Marston Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire
Tel 0793-822300 or 827999
Remember, we specialise in 'gliderllight aircraft refurbishment. We currently have for sale Rallye Commodore 1BOhp; and K-B
NOTICES

FEN lAND GLIDING CLUB (RAFGSA)
at RAF Marham. are holding III
REUNION WEEKEND, 14115 September
No ex-Fen/anders (even if now civHian) are, welcome. Contact Martin Durham at RAF wytofi, ext
249/446 or 0480 59027.
PS John Whltworth Is stili herel

,t.USTRALlAN GLIDING, monthly publication of the Gliding
Federation ot Australia. Editor Allan Ash. A complete cover·
age of Australian Soaring and exclusi"" filatures of international .,teres!. Subscription. $A16.00 by cheque on an
Australan bank or by money order, Airma~ exlra $,0.21.25
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, Soultl Austraiia 5001.

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alternate months. Write NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag,
Tauranga, New Zealand, £7.00 Sterling for year's subscription (inclUSive 01 postage).

"SOARING" ~ ollicial monthly jolroal 01 the Soarng SoOOty of
America. The only US perilldical devoted entirely to the sport.
For subscription send $25.00 US by international money order
or inlernational cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
66071, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SITES
GLIDE IN KENYA. Excellent soaring conditions. Both experts
and beginners welcome. Gliding Secretary, Njoro CounlryClub,
PO Box 250. Njoro, Kenya.

The Inter-Club League final will be at Booker
on the August Bank holiday weekend, August
24-26.

(Marjorie Hobby)

SERVICES
STAND8Y TUG Rallye Commodore 180 with pilot available
at short rotice. TeI 0676 33162.

PAINTS, DOPE AND ntlNNERS
Cellulose, synthetic and 2-pack
Also AgricOat lor trailers, bu~dings, etc.
Technical Assistance

SURFACE COATING PRODUCTS
TeI 0386 870665
19 Orchard Place, Harvlngton, Evesham
Wores WRll 5NF

HANG GLIDING
MICROUGHT and Hang Gilding. Courses, sales. Details:
Bailey's, Beechwood Farm, 127 Main Street, Shadwell,
Leeds. TeI (0532) 738128.

V2 and V. mill current editions. Ask for list. Are yours up to date? If
Platypus can do it, so can you ...
NAV AIDS
- Scales: Protractors: Graphic Tape: Compass Roses: Wing Tape
JSW Calcs: Knee pads: Baro foils.
SEGELFLUG
- It's not too early to reserve your copy - do it now and don't lose out
next year. send £5.00 deposit.
BILDKALENDER 1986
BATTERIES
-12 V 6.5 Ah sealed lead acid - a good buy at £17.50 incl p & p.
RENT-A-eREW
- Qualified crewpersons to make the Comps a pleasure not a panic..
C.R.S.M.
- 30 gliders (single and dual) wanted by prospective pilotsl Trouble selling
yours? Give us the chance. £5.00 fee. Details from below.
PARACHUTES
- Watch the dollarl STRONG lo-PO Back Pack (slowest and safest rate
of descent for glider pilots) is making 'a comeback!
Full price list available (please send SAE)
MAPS

-

HOBBIES. 144 Lythwood Road, Bayston Hili, ShropshIre SY3 OLW. Tel 0743723885
(It Ansa-lone -

name and evening tel.

FRIDGE UNIVERSITY

a !ascr,atr,g pastime and a typical phase of aeromodeling, Raad about this and other aeromodelling subjects in
AeromodelJer and Radio Canrol Models and Electronics,
Il1a world's leading magazines published monlhly. Model
& Allied Publications Ltd" 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

.
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Holiday course members and VISItors welcome at our scenic club.

SOUTHCOTT FARM

or addreSs. If no contact, please write!)

~

PUBLICATIONS
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is

Holiday accommodation in 200 year-<>Id farmhouse
within 10 mills walking distance Irom Devon and
Sonwset Gliding Club at North Hill offers: Selfcontained luxury cottage and apartment or Bed and
Braaklast. Set in 7V, acres 01 meadow and woodland,
alSO trout pond. Open all year,
SOUTHCOTT FARM, Sheldon, Nr Honlton, Devon
Tel. O4D 484 253

no.

Courses from £115 to £140 with
accommodation (flying extra). For
details write to Bristol and Glos
Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX, or phone
0453 860342.
Open all week April-October

GLIDING CLUB

CAMBRICGE lMarshallsl
DUXFORD

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to September for beginners and solo pilots.
Fo' gene'al
information write to

The Sec reta ry
55 Moorfield Rd
Duxford
Cambs

For Caurse
w,ite to

details

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"
5 Wallmans lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533
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Piggott Bros & Co
RD Aviation
Rematic
Sailplane & Engineering Services
Sailplane & Gliding
Schofield Aviation
Scottish Gliding Union
J. L. Smoker
Soaring Equipment Lld
Soaring Oxford
Southcott Farm
Southdown Aero Services
Southern Sailplanes
Specialist Systems
Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Marie Stopes
Waikerie Gliding Club
Brian Weare
Westley Aircraft
C. P. Witter
Yorkshire Gliding Club
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184

156
199
200
195
198-199

HOLIDAY COURSES FOR BEGINNERS

Courses from May to September

£90·£140

Under BGA i nslructors. Beginners welcome.

at our new site in Waldershare Park. Apri-Oetober.
Visitors welcome. Beautiful Countryside.

Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporth's
golden
sands.
one
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

Accommodation in lovely 16th Century Farmhouse.
Details from Course Secretary:
22 MASONS RISE, BROADSTAIRS, KENT
0304-824888

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14 114a, KENWYN STREET. TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

196
200
200
200

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

198
168

200

196
155
185
193
199

196
200
158
185

200
IBC

IBC
161,192
158

If you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday. Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding.
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation. good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:
0658880429
0658880521

157
157
IBC

IBC
196

or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB LTD
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics LE17 6JJ

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
Please ring Lyne or Pete Marsh on
06845-5703

Or write: 15 Goodwood Road,
Malvern Link, Wores WR14 1NJ

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB
SHooDOO AIRFlaD
LEOMINSTER, HEREFORDSHIRE
090S-620687
098-122650

IFC
156

IBC
194

WRITE
OR
PHONE
NOW!

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB

1985
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158
192
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160

190
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199
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192
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194
199

154
154,OBC
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159
160

198

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME!
o

GOLF

0 SWIMMING

o
o
o
o

FISHING

0 BOWLS

SQUASH

0 TENNIS

o

HILL WALKING 0 WATER SKIING

158
198

IBC

Kenl GLIDBlG CLUB - -..

Chaflock'Ashford'KentTN254DR
Ring: Cha//ock (023374/2740,307

VISIT SCOTTISH CASTLES
GET DIAMOND HEIGHT

o GET 5 HOURS IN WAVE
AUTUMN WAVE SEASON
(SEPT 15· NOV 10)

Provides gilding holidays for both the beginner
and the more advanced pilot. including professional
instruction in club gliders and full accommodation
on the airfield.
.
Provides year· round launching facilities
for its members to go soaring in either

their Own or a club gilder.

PLEASE BOOK EARLY AS
NUMBERS MAY BE RESTRICTED

190

194

FLY EVERY WEEKEND
CLUB WEEKS, TASK WEEK ______
COURSES AVAILABL~

D1NNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel 033985 339
or 033985 236

~:-~~
£140-£200

401'5 day IH>/iday. eo"",••
Ma,ch-ot:tobe,
(Almc/uSNeolprofeS!ilQA)/ITI51IVCIHPt flCCOmmod..flOn. mNJs:JndVATJ

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses trom April to September 1985.
Good local soaring and cross-country.
, Courses to suil your requirements.
Private owners welcome.
Please contact:
Course Secretary
MarchlngtQn Gliding Club
Marchlngton Airfield, MortQn Lane
Marchlngton, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 SlP
Telephone: 0283222046

LASHAM
Does your home c.lub operate only at weekends?
AI Lasham we operate all week, every week which
means we oool<J pro.ide a useful supplement to' your
lrainin9. Whether you are nol yel solo and would
benefitfrQm a week's' (lonsclidated ~nstrvction. or a
budding cross-country 'p~ot needing scaring or
heJd~~nding training. we ha.e Ihe e>penise and
laclities to help.

Apart lrom ou, large two-seater fleet and excellent
aerotQw and auto tow ladities. we have a
comprehensive 'briefing room ,for !~Clures or
Instructional videotapes it bad weather prevents ftying.
On-site accommodation Ior club expeditions
availabl~ by arrangement.

IS

always

Absolute begir1ners are of OOUfse alwa.ys welcome we have a large c·hOlce of courses and types 0'
membercship 10 SU. your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hanls
Tel Herrlard (025 683) 322 or 270

-11'-lBNOON GLIDING CLUB

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills. and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive f1eel of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment inclllding lug aircrafl.
This famous sHe has plentiful
thermals ,fn summer and 'hill soaring,
with favourable winds throughout
the yea,. Resident inslruotofs,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter). licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 058263419

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
ideal
Visiting Aircraft welcome cross-oountry site - cheap aerotows
and temporary membership.

Gliding Courses at the
Peterborough and Spalding
Holiday Gliding Centre
5-day holiday courses and 2-day
weekend mini courses
Postland Airfield, Crowland,
Nr Spalding, Lincolnshire

Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.
Write to

The Course Secretary, B. L Owen

64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Norfolk NR16 ODN

Contact:

ROGER GUNKEL
Meadowside, Leverington Common,
Wisbech, Cambs PE13 5JH
Tel 094581 608

Tel: Wymondham 605444 evenings

MI DtA'N D' GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE

All inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Professional instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying time.
All facilities including centrally
heated, double-glazed
accommodation on site.
Book early for the best weeks.

FOR WAVE -

UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give more
soaring opportun ities

FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

either!
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and ·bar.
Friendly club atmosphere.
7-day flying wi1h winch and aerotow facilities.

The Course Secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire sve 6TA

Motor Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059-284-543

rei: Linley (058867) 206

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!
SUTTON
For your EXPEDITION!

BANK

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation. instruction facilities and opportunities.
RIDGE SOARING
12 miles in suitable
conditions

THERMAL SOARING
Club record is 582km
from aerotow, 524km
from the winch

WAVE SOARING
Club absolute record is
30 200ft. Club record
gain is 29 500ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £8.00 for ,aerotows to 2000ft. Visit
us and stay in our fUlly licensed residential clUbhouse. Full catering
available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

sailplane.

E
tne

•

-HIRTH
S
DISCUS

BUT AN EXCELLENT PILOT IS MORE
DIFFICULT TO DEFINE.
GET"YOURSELF THE BeST AND
THEN seE IF YOU AR

For details (the aircraft only) contact

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(R. JONES)

MEMBURY AIRFIELD,
LAMBOURN, BERKS., RG16 7TH (Tel. (0488) 71774)

